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H O M E IN D U S T R Y SHOPS

T H R E E -T I M E S -A -W E E K

Mrs. R -r.a Bowles W ill Explain Them
at “M ontpelier" next Wednesday

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
Advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897
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It is not desirable to be one of
those men who possesses almost
••• all gifts except the gift of the
power to use them.—Kingsley.
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II H Y N O T N O H '.'
Lessons you w ill enjoy

edna gregory
Teacher of P ianoforte
12 C enter S t Tel. 16V-M Rockland
111-lt

Mrs. Rena Bowles, home industries
specialist, will be at “Montpelier”
Gift Shop at 2 o’clock next Wednes
day. and will tell how Home Industry
Shops are operated in other States.
She will also explain how the Exten
sion Service is working for the pro
motion of home industries In Maine
and is acting in an advisory and edu
cational way to the advantage of the
homemaker who makes articles to sell,
and to the advantage of shops whch
war.t their products of a high quality
to sell. All are Invited to attend this
meeting, which Is free to the public.
After the meeting, Mrs. Bowles has
kindly consented to conduct all a t
tending the meeting over "Mont
pelier" and give a talk on period fur
niture, illustrating her remarks with
the many fine examples of chairs,
tables, etc., to be found among the
furnishings of the beautiful rooms.
To all who wish to take advantage
of this rare opportunity, the price
for viewing "Montpelier" will be re
duced one-half.

TWO BIG ATTRACTIONS TWO
A Great Show A t Regular Prices
M O N D A Y -TU ESD A Y

ON OUR STAGE
The Sensational Radio Entertainers

UTHE

Rusty
Reuben Boys”
: : P r e se n tin g : :

Hill-Billy Music and OldTime Country Folk Songs
ON THE SCREEN

R o ck lan d , M aine, S atu rd ay, S ep tem b er 15, 1 9 3 4

C H IC A G O B O A T W O N
C rag F in ish e d F irst In S e p 
tem b er W in d u p o f H A J

HAS T W O VACANCIES

C R E D IT T O M A IN E

Representative M oran To Appoint
Men To West Point and Annapolis
— Exams Oct. 20

W ill B e T w o H u g e E xh ib its

LEONARD MERTON DEARDEN

PARIS GARTERS
for Perfect Comfort
W e s a y th e y 're e a s ie r on y o u r legs
th a n a n y g a r te r y o u 'v e e v e r w o rn -

MR. SWEENEY
A N N

DVORAK

•

DOROTHY

TREE

th e y 'r e m ore c o m fo rta b le to w e a r
th a n to g o g a r te r le s s -th e y 'r e a re a l
v a lu e a t 5 0 c . If yo u d o n 't a g r e e - r e tu rn the g a rters w ith in a w e e k a n d
w e ll c h e e rfu lly refu n d y o u r m oney.

FO X NEW S— C A B CA LL O W A Y in “HI DE H O ’
Three Com plete Shows— 2 P. M., 7 and 9 P. M.
NO A D V A N C E
IN
PRICES

GREGORY’S

PARK^
PEDIGREED FOX TERRIERS

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

F ou r W ire H aired F o x T erriers, P ed igreed , B e a u tifu l
Pups

S E C U R IT Y T R U S T CO. BLO CK

ROCKPORT, ME. TEL. 2 4 7 6 CAM DEN

Inquire MISS HELEN CORBETT

OPENS SE P T E M B E R 17, 1934

L ake A v e n u e , R ock lan d , M e.

S E C R E T A R IA L COURSE
Shorthand
Typewriting
Secretarial Ethics
Business Law
English
Commercial Correspondence
Accounting 1, 2
Commercial Arithm etic
Rapid Calculation
Spelling

A C C O U N T IN G COURSE
Accounting 1, 2, 3, 4
Cost Accounting
Banking
Business Ijiw
Typewriting
English
Commercial Correspondence
Commercial Arithm etic
Rapid Calculation
Spelling

Also a Library Course in Progressive Indexing and Filing

U l-lt

OAKLAND PARK PAVILION
DANCING EV ER Y T H U R S. A N D SA T .

Is

T()
°

108&111

TONIGHT
Music by Lloyd Rafnell and His Georgians
Featuring Jane Rafnell, Entertainer
lii-it

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
M iddle S treet, R o ck la n d

FAIR, SUPPER AND DANCE
We have several thousand dollars to loan each month on home
property in Korkland and vicinity.

Ours is the ideal plan.

Sm all,

easy, equal payments are made each month which cancel the loan
in about 12 years.

No large payments are required a t any time.

No bonus Is charged and no advance interest collected. The expense
of securing a loan is small, usually less than ten dollars. Interest is
six per cent per annum .

6563; Prank McGuire, O. 4790;
Harvey Robertson D 4432
Clerk of Courts—T. F Mahoney,
R. 7013: Herbert Jordan. D. 4703
County Treasurer—Walter J. Clark
Jr.. R. 7233; Frank J. Dunleavy, D,
4406
Register of Deeds. George R Had
lock, R. 6998: Joseph Small. D. 3863
Sheriff—Harold R. Hodgkins, R.
6770; John A. Stuart, D. 4782.
County Attorney—Percy T. Clarke,
R, 6996; Oscar Emery, D, 4481.
County Commissioner (two)—Ar
th u r B Holt, R, 7121; Howard B.
Haynes, D.
. Moor. _ R. ,6993;
„ Martin
_
47??i_S*laS,es.? ^ ea'-PL^?J^‘
Representatives elected from the
county are as follows: Howard S. Hig
gins, R; Oliver Hall, R; Reuben Deveraux R; Malcolm Noyes, R; Ra<>
Graves, R; Ray Gray. D

W H Y BRANN W O N
the

W o u ld n ’t

M ain e

V o te r s

Shoot

Santa

C la u s S ays H erald-T ribune
Under the caption "Maine Votes
For Santa Claus." the New York
Herald-Tribune carried the following
editorial In its Issue of Sept. 12:
"The election results in the State
of Maine will hardly come as a sur
prise to any one who has followed
the extraordinary campaign in that
thrifty community. An able and
popular Democratic Governor re
fused to mention the New Deal In
his speeches. But the cards dealt by
the New Deal to Maine In the shape
of P.W A grants and relief funds
were exhibited on every Democratic
platform.
“Here was a campaign hard to
beat. The Republicans, by ignoring
the obvious moral of the challenge
and nominating weak candidates of
small appeal to youthful and progres
sive citizens, surrendered their only
chance for a real battle.
’’Encouragement for the spending
policies of the Roosevelt administra
tion could scarcely be greater. The
Maine
majorities
have
done
their best to see to it that Federal
moneys flow freely Into the right
channels. But, after all, the thrifty
Maine voter pays a minimum of Fed
eral taxes, and why should he not
accept Federal largess when It Is
thrust upon him by a big-hearted
Democratic Administration?
"In other States, especially in the
State of New York, which pays more
than a quarter of all the Federal
taxes, there might conceivably be a
different point of view. 'Who ever
heard of anybody’s shooting Santa
Claus?' may sum up and explain the
Maine vote. But, here In New York,
which has to lead in filling up Santa's
bag with presents for Mr. Ickes to
distribute, there is at least an argu
ment on the other side.
“May the Republicans of this State,
and other States, learn at least from
the Maine story the necessity of nam
ing candidates able and willing to
fight! Unless they nominate the
best they have they might as well
save their powder.

The series between the local teams
of Camden and St. George, which
stalled so auspiciously last week came
to an abrupt conclusion, and a letter
received by Manager Barter of the
Tenant's Harbor outfit from Mana
ger Thomas of the Camden team
tells why. Mr. Thomas wrote:
The Camden team has disbanded
and will not be able to play any more
this season. The reasons are: Lord
has gone away to school. Richards is
I working nights in the factory, Dailey
is out of the game with a bone bruise
on his heel, and Frye has gone back
to work in the factory. If we came
down it would be with myself, the
ticket taker, and the umpire, so we
have decided not to play any more
until June 1935 at which time they
LIN CO LN C O U N T Y ALSO
will be ready to do business with you."
Manager Barter promptly accepted
Lincoln County elected all its Re
I this very reasonable alibi, and says
<that his team will also be there publican candidates by majorities
j strong in 1935
ranging from 460 on County Attorney
I t is a pity that this series could to 2549 on register of deeds. The
] not have been started earlier in the new officers are State senator, George
reason, as it gave promise of being a A. Cowan, Damariscotta; register of
I good one. But another summer will probate. Eden P. Munsey Wiscasset;
be here before we know it.
county treasurer, Joseph F Chap
man, Damariscotta; register of deeds,
SOME O F T H E M ARE GOOD
Norris A. Miller. Wiscasset; sheriff.
Arthur R. Greenleaf, Boothbay H ar
Latest statistics compiled by the bor; county attorney, Weston M. Hil
Commerce Department and Bureau ton. Damariscotta; county commis M R S . S M IT H ’S V E R S IO N
of Public Roads show a total of little sioner, Alfred B. Chaput. Nobleboro;
more than 9.152.000 miles of high i representatives to legislature, Daniel N ation al W .C .T .U . H ead R e
ways for all countries and of this Carleton. Aina; Elton H Lewis, Boothc e n tly H ere T a lk s A b ou t
amount the United States has 3.042.- bay; Alden C. Stilphen. Dresden.
000. This, added to the 1.682,000
R ep eal V ic to r y
miles of roads in Russia, places half
TUESDAY N IG H T 'S SCRAPS
of the world's roads in the two
National headquarters of the W. C.
countries.
P at Commer Coming Down From Old
T. U. finding a "thundering chal
Town To Tackle Young Audelte
lenge" In Maine’s repeal of its 50
Henry Mullins of Bangor, well year-old dry law. Wednesday an
known in Maine sporting circles, will nounced a new plan of strategy In
handle the boxing matches at the
New Athletic Club. Tillson avenue, Its fight to restore Prohibition.
Mrs. Ida B Wise Smith. National
staging the first next Tuesday night.
RO CK LAND HIGH
Selected ifor the main bout are president of the temperance union,
vs.
Young Audette of Waterville and returned from the Maine campaign
BR UN SW ICK HIGH
P at Commer of Old Town, who put with a statement th a t hereafter the
up such a great battle in Belfast re fight against liquor will be “one of
C O M M U N IT Y PARK
cently. that they were at once booked positive rather than negative signi
for top-liners at the Rockland show. ficance."
Wes Richards is coming down
“Much of the outworn strategy will
from Belfast to meet Arthur Le- be discarded." she said, "and the fight
A t 2. 30
Brasse of Augusta in the semi-final. will be for the liberation of man from
Admission 25e, 35e
These boys weigh 147 and 155 pounds the influence of liquor, freedom of
110-111
respectively, and both two-fisted.
States from liquor traffic and release
The prelims will be served up in of industry and social progress from
this manner.
alcoholic demoralization.
Rookie Wright of Belfast vs. Gold
"It Is time to point out that Pro
Coast Grienier of Augusta.
hibition deals only with restraint of
Pepper Martin of Old Town vs. liquor traffic and has nothing to do
Frisco Dick.
with Individual habits.”
1 Lou Cote of Old Town vs. Young
Repeal of the Maine dry law by
Violet of Winslow.
Monday’s referendum was not so
DO DG E & PLYM OUTH
The show will start at 8.30. day- much a wet victory, she claimed, be
I light time, with Matchmaker Mullins cause It was “completely one-sided
T E N A N T ’S H ARBO R, ME.
as referee and Fred Knight as timer. from start to finish" and the wets
And the fans will be tickled to hear were amply supplied with funds by
G U A R A N TE ED
the old gong.
both National and State administra
U SED CARS
tions.

FOOTBALL

Ixians are made to purchase, build, repair,

ALLEN
MOTOR COMPANY

1927
1928
1929
1934
1931
1931
1933

C H R Y S L E R ROADSTER
C H R Y S L E R 52 SEDAN
FO R D SEDAN
F O R D T U D O R S (2)
FO R D STA N D A R D COUPE
FO R D l'/4 T O N TRUCK
8-C YL. NASH SEDAN

M any others in Coupes, Coaches
and Sedans to choose from
1 1 1 -lt

pay off an old mortgage or supply money lor any legitimate pur

AGED D IN N E R G UESTS

Mrs. Ruth Beverage and her mother
Mrs. Mary Leadbetter of North H a
ven entertained at dinner Sept. 5,
Mrs Eunice Brown age 91, Isaac
Leadbetter, 81. Mrs. Addie Lassell,
nearly 80. and Mrs. Eda Leadbetter.
Mrs. Mary Leadbetter is over 90,
making the combined ages of the four
oldest present, 342 years. A very
pleasant day was passed.

pose. The balance due on a loan may be paid off at any time. Come
and see us. We w ill be pleased to talk w ith you.

W E BU Y

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

18 S ch o o l S treet,

reserve material is available in Black
and LaCrosse, centers: Murgita. Gray
and French as ends, Carver and Farn
ham as tackles. Turner and Morgan as
guards and Crockett, Mazzeo and
Knowlton as backs.
Coach Sezak announces the fol
lowing revised schedule, caused by
the dropping of football a t Camden:
Sept. 15—Brunswick at Rockland.
Sept. 22—Rockland a t Skowhegan.
Sept. 29—Belfast at Rockland.
Oct. 6—Rockland vs. Thornton
Academy a t Saco.
Oct. 13—Brewer at Rockland
Oct. 20—Whole squad will go to a
college game.
Oct. 27—Hallowell at Rockland.
Nov. 4—Rockland at Gardiner
Nov. 12—Rockland at Bar Harbor.
The lineup for today’s game: Hel
lier le, Rubenstein It, Peterson lg,
H. Crockett c. Small or Morgan rg.
Poland rt, Rave re. J. Karl qb. Glover
or I .add lhb, Dondis or Lord rhb. Ac
cardi fb.
The officials: Referee. Olsen, Bowdoin; umpire, Wotton, Bowdoin; head
linesman. Richards. Navy.

B e c a u se

R o ck lan d , M ain e
n iB tf

JEW ELER
370 M A IN S T R E E T , RO CKLAND
78-tf

FEATHER BEDS
I Now Is the time to have your Feather
Bed made into Mattresses and Pillows.
H air Mattresses also made over.
A. F. IR E L A N D

P. O.Box 63 ...... TH O M A S TO N , M E.
110-113

WEST P O IN T

ends

Saturday

William H. Maxey has sold his house
on North Main street to Frank
Wheeler who will occupy it in the
near future.

Saturday, Sept. 15

N E L L IE R. B A LLA R D . Principal

W ednesday, Septem ber 19

£

Daylight saving
night. Sept. 29.

the Measure Of Brunswick

M ir a c le E la s tic

- ....... "FRIENDS OF

j

T h i, S ta te H as A t S p rin g

Representative Moran announced
held E xposition
■
yesterday that he will have a vacancy
The September series of HAJ races,
Two huge exhibits, one portraying
for the Chatfield Cup. closed T hurs in 1935 at the United States Naval
the
hunting and fishing possibilities
Academy
and
the
United
States
Mili
day when 12 boats went over the tri
angular course. Crag, owed by the tary Academy. His nominees will be of the State, and the other showing
Still smarting from last year’s de
Osgood brothers of Chicago and selected through preliminary com the close association between the ag
sailed by W alter MacNeille of C hi petitive examinations to be held by ricultural and recreational industries, feat at Brunswick a practically vet
cago, crossed the line almost f o u r 1
will feature the Maine exhibits at the eran Rockland High School team will
the Civil Service Commission Oct. 20
minutes ahead. The summary:
State of Maine Euilding on the Ave be out to revenge itself today at Com
Crag”—Osgood, sailed by W. Mac- in the cities of Augusta, Lewiston and
nue of States at the Eastern States munity Park.
Neille. 2 hrs. 33 min. 32 sec.
( Rockland.
According to many of the foot
Vixen H. H. Chatfield, 2 hrs. 37
Candidates receiving the highest Exposition which opens Sunday at ball fans who have witnessed the
Springfield. These and other exhibits
mi. 29 sec.
and Black team during prac
"Bubble"—John Good, 2 hrs. 38 min. ratings in these examinations will be in the building, all of which will be in Orange
tice sessions it is said th a t this year’s
nominated by Representative Moran
6 sec.
. ,
.
„ . . v-1 charge of Frank P. Washburn, team is the smartest and best pro
"Finnan Haddie”—Julia Henry, 2 as principal and alternates to take
. ,
duced tn many years.
..
.
.
. ..
hrs 40 jnin. 5 sec.
the regular entrance examinations
to Maine s Commissioner of Agriculture,
. .
Coach Sezak expects much from
___ . „ .
. „ will include an exhibition of basket
"Quicksilver" — Mildred Hubbard .
the co-captains. Howard Crockett
and Henry Keep. 2 hrs 40 min. 59 sec. Annapolis and West Point, or submit . mai[ir g dy ^ e colorful Passama- (center) and John Karl (quarter
“Flicker II"—Betsy Ross. 2 hrs. 41 certificates from High School or c o l-' quoddy Indians, a unique portrayal back). both four-year men, Hellier
lege which may be accepted in iieu of of what Is needed in the well equipped
min. 10 sec.
and Ray the two fast ends and
I sporting camp
"Twells I II ”—Betty Sailer, 2 hrs. 41 the entrance examination.
both three-year men. Sam Glover
Young
men
who
are
unmarried
and
True
to
nature
in
every
detail,
the
mn. 12 sec.
half back and a three-year man
are
bona
fide
residents
of
the
Second
hunting
and
fishing
exhibit
will
por"Yellow Peril”—Isabel B. Henry, 2
Cobb Peterson, a running guard and
Congressional
District
are
eligible
to
tray
a
rcene
from
a
section
of
a
valhrs. 46 min. 7 sec.
a three-year man. Accardi, full back
"Hl-E-Pus IT’—L. Lee, 2 hrs. 47 take these examinations. Candidates ley in the Maine woods. I t will be and a man of four-years’ experience
must be between the ages of 16 and over 100 feet long and will occupy
min. 41 sec.
Dondis, Ladd and Lord, halfbacks of
“Wildflower”—A, F. Hutchins, 2 20 to be eligible for entrance to the I®5® feet of floor space. Nine hun two years' experience. Rubenstein a
Naval Academy, and between t he clred feet of moss. 150 trees, rocks,
hrs. 50 min. 29 sec.
and other “props" will fur tackle and Smail a guard both of two
"Catch Me"—Hutchins and G ard ages of 17 and 22 to be eligible for stumps,
years’ experience: and Poland a vet
entrance to the Military Academy. nish the background for a realistic eran of four years—a transfer from
ner, 2 hrs. 53 min. 10 sec.
“Gone Away II"—F. H. Chatfield, Those wishing to apply should notify brook th at originates in a boiling Camden High School who appears as
Representative Moran at Rockland. W . and tumbles down over a series
did not finish.
Maine, not later than Sept. 26 stating ®!,7apl^s , l° ? smaI1 P°nd oi 300 a very strong tackle. A host of good
the city in which they wish to take X
*n
m‘" ‘K T ^ “ ' 7
SPIRITUALIST MEETING he
examination. Full information reand J r° ? 1
43
G O O D OLD H A N C O C K !
garding the ^ ^ . . ^ m a ^ i o n re t0
the
£
^ te r^ S
Sunday, September 16
the examination. Full information re
at a tempeia.ure of 60 de?rpps
At 2 and 7 P. M. conducted at
au horizat on for taking the exand- b means Qf jce cakes
on<? end R e p u b lic a n s E lected A ll But
G. A. R. HALL, ROCKLAND
nation, will then be forwarded to ap- of the exhjwt wju
JOHN A. LUNT
O n e C andidate T h ere—
an enclosure
plicants.
110*111
in which a deer, two raccoons, two
S w e e p in g M ajorities
porcupines, and two skunks will fra
ternize.
A Republican surge that carried the
Touted as one of the most novel ex
hibits ever shown by the State, the entire ticket with it. swept through
showing of the tie-up between ag Hancock County Monday with the
riculture and recreation will take the largest vote in its history. One lone
form of a realistic resort hotel on the Democrat. Ray C Gray of Brooks
Teacher of
shores of a Maine lake surrounded by ville candidate for re-election to the
PIAN O FO R TE, PIPE O R G A N A N D HARM ONY
cottages, boatr,and other essentials Legislature survived.
Republicans
of a resort. Immediately back of the gained two seats in the House. Heads
A F e w V a ca n t L e sso n P eriods o n M on d ay and
I hotel will be farms and woodlands of the ticket had margins varying
| showing the many farm and woods from 1600 to 2300 while county can
T u e s d a y O n ly
products used by the recreational in didates had little contest in election.
N o C la sse s
N o C hildren U n d er E igh t
dustry. This unusual exhibit is the The vote follows:
work of Miss Alice Washburn, daugh
O rgan ist P ratt M em orial C hurch
U. S. Senator—Frederick Hale, R„
ter of the Commissioner.
7137; Harold Dubord. D.. 4805
T el. R o c k la n d 4 9 3 -W
U. S. Representative — Ralph O
T H O M A S E X F L A IN S
Brewrter. R, 6994; John G. Utterback,
D 5160
Governor—Alfred K. Ames, R.
W hy
C a m d en F o u n d
It 7090: Louis J Brann. D. 5457.
N
s s arr y
v Tl no C
l l O ff th e ’ S tate Senators <two)-S. Carroll
n eecceessa
C aall
U tt the i Blaisdell R
George Harmon.

G e t Y o u rs H e re

VC H A R L I E

TALK OF THE TOWN

FOOTBALL STARTS TODAY

R a c e s A t C am d en

C h a llen g e S eries

Com edy and Laughs Galore W ith

V o lu m e 8 9 .................... N um ber I I I

THREE C EN TS A COPY

“EXAM S"

Rockland One o f the Places at Which
They W ill Be Held Oct 20

U 8. Senator Hale announces that
examinations will be held Oct. 20, In
Portland. Bangor. Lewiston. Augusta,
Rockland. Calais and Houlton to se
lect his nominees to the U. S. Military
Academy a t West Point.
Senator Hale will appoint one
youth to West Point this fall for en
trance in 1935. Candidates receiving
the highest ratings In the Oct. 20
examinations will be nominated as
principal and alternates to take the
regular entrance examination or sub
mit high school or college certificates
which may be accepted in lieu of the
entrance examination.

Dr. William Ellingwood is in Chi
cago attending a meeting of the
American Medical Association. He
will return Monday.
L. C. Jackson, Jr., is at the Cam
den branch of the Knox County Trust
Co. for two weeks while annual vaca
tions are in progress.
Rockland students entering Mrs.
Ballard's business school at Rockport,
opening Monday. Include Nathalie
Jones, Virginia Proctor, Doris Black
man and Virginia Drinkwater.
A telegram was received by James
Lawrence of Ulmer street, Thursday,
conveying the news that his niece,
Mrs. May Smith of Vermilion, Ohio,
was killed in an auto accident. Mrs.
Smith made many friends in Rock
land while visiting her aunt. Mrs.
Leavitt, 26 Franklin street. She Is
survived by her husband, Walter D.
Smith, three small children and one
sister, Emily Dean of Amherst, Ohio.
In the entering class at Gorham
Normal School this fall are Elinor
M Brown of North Haven. Eleanor
G Burns of Union. Beverly C. Frye
and Marion N. Sherman of Camden.
Stanley Gay and Elizabeth Snow of
Rockland. Idclla M. Hunter of Wal
doboro. Marion F Miller of Thomas
ton. Bernice A. Nutt and Ruth E. Orbeton of Rockport, and Enna J. Vinal
of Vinalhaven. Returning students
Include Earle Achorn of Rockport,
and Myrtle I. Berube of Warren.
“The Future of the Forgotten
Child" will be the theme of the an
nual convention of the Maine Con
gress of Parents and Teachers In
Augusta Oct. 2-3. Among the speak
ers will be Mrs. A H. Reeve of Phila
delphia. a chairman of the commit
tee on International Relations and
past president of the National Con
gress, and Miss Florence Hale, past
president of the National Education
Association, and editor of the Grade
Teacher. Tea at the Blaine Mansion
will be one of the social features.
By order of the Adjutant General
of the State of Maine, a board is
ordered to meet Monday. Sept. 17. at
8 p. m. a t the local armory to exam
ine candidates for appointment in
the grade of second lieutenant. Any
enlisted man of the organization or
any non-commissioned staff .officer
is eligible to appear before the board
for a practical nd theoretical exami
nation. No candidate will be ex
amined who is under 21 or over 32
years of age. or who is physically dis
qualified The examining board will
consist of Major Ralph W. Brown of
Rockland, Capt Wm. R. Necdleman
of Portland, and First Lieut. Chester
R. Slader of Thomaston.
Hundreds of readers of thLs news
paper. who enjoyed the Boston Globe
news broadcasts, as presented for
seven years liv Howell Cullinan, will
be delighted to learn th at Mr. Culllnan's new book “Pardon My Accent."
which will soon come off the press,
described as a standard $2.50 publica
tion for $1. It is replete with the
humorous stories which closed the
Cullinan broadcasts and a thousand
more, tn short a book full of anec
dotes and laughs coupled with inti
mate glimpses of what goes on behind
the scenes In radio. It will give radio
fans a chance eo re-live the happy
days when they could tune in on the
best news broadcast ever offered on
the radio.
The 60th annual convention of the
Maine Womans Christian Temper
ance Union will be held in the First
Baptist Church, this city, next Wed
nesday, Thursday and Friday, with
the president. Mrs. Althea G Quimby
of Portland. In the chair. The open
ing session will be held at 9 30 Wed
nesday morning when greetings will
be extended by Mrs. Hope Brewster,
the hast president. The annual ad
dress of the president will be deliv
ered at the evening session, at which
time will also be held the gold medal
contest, which is under the super
vision of Mrs Clara S. Emery of
Rockland A Thursday afternoon fea
ture will be an address by the State
Organizer Mrs. Grace Clifford How
ard. and in the evening there will
doubtless be a very large attendance
to hear the address by Mrs. Ella A.
Boole of New York, president of the
World’s W.C.T.U. The election of
officers will be at the Thursday morn
ing session. Our Tuesday issue will
contain the full program and much
other matter of interest in connection
with this Important convention.

Y O U R F A V O R IT E PO EM
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness. —Charles
Darwin.
S H I P S W IT H Y O U R S I L V E R N E T S

Ships with your sliver nets.
And white, sky-going spars.
What has the green sea yielded,
And the blue sea set with stars?
Cod. and haddock and mackerel.
These are the precious store
Our nets have dragged in the billowy
dawn
Prom the shifting ocean floor.
Haddock and cod and mackerel
Stuff for the belly’s need.
But what of the stuff of beauty.
Frailer and rarer Indeed?
What of the frail sea flowers
Your gleaming nets brought up?
What of the sea anemones
Fragile and fair as a cup?
What of the pulsing daphnlds?
What of the shimmering sheen
Of the weedy forests your nets uproot.
Golden, and brown and green?
And what of the red dawn's magic
Through which your white sails lift?
The high moon’s silver reticence.
The high star's singing drift?
Fishermen out of all the world.
Netters of haddock and cod.
What has the green sea yielded.
And the blue sea starred of God?
— Wade Oliver,
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“THE RUSTY REUBEN BOYS”

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Mr. and Mrs Charles Lane. Jr.,
motored to Gorham Tuesday with1
~
But he that hateth his brother is Miss Ruth Orbeton, who enters the j
in darkness, and walketh in darkness, Normal School this year as a fresh
and knoweth not whither he goeth. man. Miss Bernice Nutt of West ,
because that darkness h ath blinded Rockport, another member of R.H.S..
Class of 1934. is also enrolled for her
his eyes.—I. John 2:11.
first year there.
Miss Aune Hill of Rockville has
AS T H E SEASON EN D S
employment at the home of H. Heistad, Amesbury Hill.
The multitude of out-of-State
Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. has re- !
number plates that continue to be ceived an invitation from Seth Wil- ,
seen in our streets testify to the pro liams Corps of Augusta to be pres
longing of the vacation season and ent there at a reception in honor oi ,
the determination of the visitors to department officers, Sept 26 at 8
p. m.
make the most of their Maine vacaDonald Shannon, who spent the
tion stay. It is a summer of surpass summer with his grandmother. Mrs.
ing excellence now narrowing to its I Josephine Payson has returned to
close that the visitor will cherish in Washington. D. C. He was aecom- I
memory and our own people look back £ ^ d ”y Lowell Payson who has
'
,
.
, . been passing a two-weeks vacation
upon with satisfaction. Just what in town.
sum of money this visiting population
The Trytohelp Club will be enter
has brought across the state line and tained Monday evening at the home
left here it is not possible definitely of Mrs Charles Rhodes. Jr.
Dorothy Nutt has returned to Uni
to say. but the sum of it easily runs
into the millions and appreciably versity of Maine to resume her
studies.
lends its benefit to every form of
These liappy melody boys will be heard at Park Theatre next Monday and
Tuesday. You will sure enjoy them
local industry. We shall regret to I ^ 7 . " from Route'T ’ to Camden
wave good-bye to these people who ! Road will start Saturday under the
“Priends of Mr. Sweeney." the the terror of the town, is unique
have added by their presence both to ! direction of Arthur K Walker, local
Warner Bros, picture which is based enough to lead to any number of
the social and the business life of the administrator of the E R A.
laughable sequences.
Miss Della Everett. R. N . has re- on the hilarious comedy by Elmer
Charlie Ruggles has the leading role
season, and shall gladly welcome the
turned to resume her duties at the j Davis, comes Monday and Tuesday. with Ann Dvorak furnishing the ro
return of them when 1935 sounds the Malden i Mass) Hospital after a visit The picture is said to be one of the
mantic part of the story.
note of recall. And it is sure to be with her aister, Mrs.
, ___ c . moit rj0t0U£iy funny films to come to
«»— __
Maynard
On the stage will be seen the Rusty
Ingraham.
In even larger numbers. T hat is get
the screen in many a day. Certain Reuben Boys in Hill-Billy Songs and
The Ballard Business School will ly the situation of a meek mouse of Old County Folk Songs. Real enter
ting to be the way with the Maine
open Monday morning ih its new a man turning in a night into a fero tainment and no advance in prices.—
summer.
quarters in the Security Trust Co. cious lion, a devil with the ladies, and adv.
block, with a very satisfactory enroll
THE HOSPITAL LABORATORY
ment.
T H E M A IN E L E T T E R ”
Capt and Mrs Ernest M Torrey
A story having to do with our own and Mrs. Cacilda Cain will go Mon
Cliff Ladd, N o w ‘‘E x-O fficio’
local hospital filled the entertain day to Saco, where Mrs. Torrey, in
ment hour at yesterday's weekly her official capacity as State Depart
(By the Pupils)
M oralize O n Subject O f
ment President will conduct a school
luncheon of tire Rotary Club. It was of instruction.
V o tin g
told by Miss Marjorie Hawkes, of the
Miss Eleanor Griffith of Rockland
Students of Rockland High Schoo!
hospital staff, and dealt with the is visiting a t the home of Mrs. Nancy
The Courier-Gazette's Maine cor
officially began a new school year
work done by the laboratory, over J. Tribou.
respondent is no longer worthy the
The
Charles
J.
Biddles,
who
have
Monday
morning
at
their
assembly,
Which phase of hospital activities
name, having graduated ar.d hav
been occupying Overlook cottage on
Miss Hawkes presides as technician. Beauchamp Road for the summer, with Howard Crockett, president of ing joined the ranks, "ex officio" of
In the time allotted it was impossible returned Thursday to Andalusia. Pa. the senior class, in charge. As cus those young hopefuls who face the
world, diploma in hand and be
Regular meeting of Harbor Light tomary. this assembly was given over wildered
more than to glance a t the chief of
notwithstanding!
Still
to
welcoming
addresses
to
the
four
Chapter
O.ES..
will
be
held
Tuesday
these activities, dealing in particular
there are many interesting things
evening,
preceded
by
picnic
supper
classes. JThe freshmen, numbering to observe and seme that are worth
with the growing value of laboratory
a t 6.30
173 seated as usual in the balcony, retelling.
work to diagnosis, especially as it
Mrs. P R McCullagh returned
• • • •
relates to what the kidneys do in Wednesday to Roxbury. Mass., after were recipients of very cordial greet
First of all, it Is appropriate to
ings
from
the
speakers.
Supt
Toner.
elimination from the blood stream; several weeks spent at her summer Coach Sezak. and Principal Blaisdell. announce here that there are sev
and the treatment of diabetic pa home on Sea street. She will return Mr. Toner stressed the nefd for eral Rockland students entering
later in the season for a brief stay.
Maine this week as freshmen. They
tients Blood transfusion has come
Fred C Wallace was in Bangor thought, study, and consideration of are starting on a four year expe
to be a work of marked necessity, and Wednesday to have repairs made on the social and economic problems rience that they'll remember as one
here the laboratory becomes of high his equipment before starting potato confronting the country today, and of the brightest spots in their lives.
reminded his audience that the
• • • •
and growing importance'; more than harvesting for customers.
Sunday services at the Baptist preparation needed for controlling
I have just passed another mile
two hundred of these cases having Church will begin with church school the future policies of the country
stone. I registered and availed my
been treated here during the year.
a t 10 oclock. followed by service of could be obtained in a large measure self of the right to vote. It's odd
the four years in high school.
As illustrative of the work that our : worship at 11, at which time the during
Coach Sezak outlined the work Jow you can be told at«ut a thing
hospital carries on. this talk by Miss children of the school will sing "Just which has been done by the football
H
nl m
n
Tiny Soldier;" the children's story,
on
*
come across t h a t t h in g in a c t u a lit y it
Hawkes greatly interested her hear- i awill
S. ^ . . i UA
surprises yo u
T h a t 's th e w a y I fe lt
be a "guess who" story followed ,
ers, imparting information that the by - onward Christian Soldiers" as began, and urged the support of the at my entrance into domain of voters.
general public has little knowledge u,c children's recessional; sermon by student body at all games, but espeoccurred to me after I had regof and explaining, without technical Rev G. F. Currier, subject. "The cially at the first game of the seathat this -right to vote"
x
6
_ r -n___ czkw’
en n w it h R m n . wson
u ’ k with
w h icBrunswick
h is h e m s which
.
.
.hol?ow
.?
is being ld€a can be rather
when
detail, something of the value to the Blessing of ^ g iv en ess. Union servplayed at Community Park today
tQ
R
ticaUj, Even
...
ice at West Rockport at 7.30 p m.
community, of the oversight with
Forty-two boys are at present work- a5 j registered and was stul in the
ing out and it is expected that the en.brj.o stage of bc:o;nin? a voter
which this institution day and night
squad next week wil. be enlarged to [ j heard whisperings in the corridors
busies itself in the health protection
60 when the freshmen will be called of promises of all sorts of good 1
of the people of Knox County.
out. Opening exercises at this first things, such as work during the
' assembly were conducted by Jane winter, in return for votes! I hate
Welch
HOSPITAL PAYMENTS
to think th a t its childish to be
idealistic. "The right to vote" was
A—— —-"
Class meetings have been held this one of the things that cur forefathers
Apropos hospitals and the methods "Lighthouses fo r S a le "—h an g o u t th e
week electing these officers for the fought a revolution for—maybe it
sign!
of them. The writer of these lines
Call every traveler here to me:
ensuing year: Seniors. Howard Crock isn't childish idealism to expect their
found himself the other day intro Who'll bid <or one. or nine.
sons to a t least preserve the fruits of
set me free? ett. president; Edward Helller. vice their courage and idealism. I do
duced as a patient into a Boston elee And from their ownership—Vncle
president. Rose Flanagan, secretary;
Sam
understand of course that in the
mosynary institution of this nature.
I have pictures of 12 lighthouses Edwin Edwards treasurer. Juniors
Coincident with his assignment to a on the coast of Maine, and two of Carl Soear. president; Charles Spear, heat of the political strife one uses
methods that are most effective But
room, he was waited upon by a lady them are on the "For Sale list, vice president; Thelma Whitehouse, I still don't really understand the
Grindle Point and Tenant's « « fta ry : Frances Storer treasurer.
like attendant, who smilingly directed vizHarbor. (I do not know how many SophdmoreA Russell Nash, president; modern interpretation of the old
his attention to a rule th a t named the lighthouses there are in Maine, but Iawrer.ce Crockett, vie? pro-.dent. phrase th at was worth the revolu
Right to Vote."
monetary rates, with the appended I have a faint recollection of hear- Jane Welch, secretary: Vieno Kanpas. tion to secure.—"The
• • • •
information that a bill for services inz that there were 84 in the First treasurer. Freshmen Stanley FamWe can all be cheered this winter
would be presented on the day of his Lighthouse District, which I believe ham president: Richard Ellingwood. by the fact th at the Quoddy project
'extends to the westward of Maine) vice president; Dorothv Frost, secre- will bring work and prosperity to
checking out. There was no omission ] I do not recall of ever having been tary; Robert Hall, treasurer.
Maine—if we can find the commit
of this essential detail. Promptly in* ^ y fig h th o u s ? except Tenant's
tee which is to build it now.
upon the happy moment of dismissal Harbor, and in that only a very few
j n accordance with the well known
the treasurer appeared, a smile upon times. I recall only two of the keep- . truth that “sport cannot go on withCol F. F Black U
of1 Searsport who
h tr face and the bill in hand. To the ers, Al. Farnham, whose father was out SUPport •• season athletic tickets u to assume command of the 5th in^ VP ?onL on sale 'his week with fantry this month, picked 60 kinds,
patient's suggestion th a t he would the
Joseph Jellison. I now quote from the Edward Hav-es as head salesman, of wildflowers last Sunday up on Bog]
send his check from the hotel, the Limerock Gazette of June 23. 1855: These tickets which permit the holder Hill. I'll bet that most of us who live
"We of course, did not omit a visit
lady rejoined, still smiling and with a
to Tenant's Harbor .a place which to attend all lootball basketball, arour.d here the year round can’t
gentle voice, that custom called for has grown up during the past six and baseball games during the year name that many I know I can't,
. . . .
the check before the patient took his years, and for enterprise and thrift are priced at a nominal figure and
may be procured with a small down ' At certain ages some things are
places in the |
leave. And that is precisely what did is surpassed by few
Hear!)
During Payment- and the remainder on the more important to us than others,
take place, with satisfaction upon sta tc ' , ' Hear vessels were taken installment plan.
Only a few years ago I would have
. .. ..
.
year 1854. 30
both sides
It Is w hat takes place upon the marine railway for repairs.
• • • •
said that anyone who didnt carry a
Plans are
already underway for Jackknife was not half a man. But
In every rightly conducted hospital. A lighthouse is to bebuilt on the
It is the only way in which a hospital southern island at the entrance of , “The World's All Right," a play to be wben I went to work a little while
un
n.
- j
.
the harbor, an appropriation having coached by Miss Adelaide Cross, with a&° and found that I needed a jackP
cand meet the b?en
by tbe ias[ Congress for i talent drawn from the student body knife I discovered that I had cominsistent costs of its upkeep.
th a t purpose. This will serve to in- , and given under the auspices of the pl^tely forgotten the art of whittling,
crease greatly the number of tran- Parent-Teacher Association.
The old knife discarded when toy
boats and nigger shooters were re
sient vessels visiting this place. From
THOSE O LD E R NAMES
placed bv dance ;ho?s and tennis rac20 to 60 vessels Arrive and leave
Thrce graduates of Rockland High quets was resurrected and sharpened
weekly now, and this number will
The passer-by on the Port Clyde doubtless be doubled as the harbor have returned to the ,‘Chool to Join and now after numerous exp-rlthis year's faculty. Miss Marguerite mer.ts and several cut fingers it ocroad notices that a signboard bearing Is an excellent one."
How are the mightv fallen! The i deP.ochemont.
.
. '28 is teaching fresh-1 cupies the reverent position in my I
the name "H art’s Neck" has been tide
rtm ebbs and flows twice in 24 man and seifior civics M l» Mary Has- pocket that it should never have
erected above the name "Elmore." hours, and Tenant's Harbor Is still kf • 32;
Instructor in commercial lost.
which latter for a considerable period an excellent one. but the Govern- arithmetic, commercial geography,
Summer is almost over but there's
of years has sought to direct the m enfs edict has gone forth. .-A , typewriting and bookkeeping and Al
For Sale." Finis.
b€rt McCal ty. 30 is handling the pickerel to be caught, fooiball games
traveler down the way leading to Lighthouse
Proverbs 22:28: |Remove not the i freshman and sophomore English
to be seen, and leaves to be raked!
those outworks of Tenant's Harbor . ancient landmark which thy fa th e rs.
So we can always look forward to
that protect one from the buffets of have set. This injunction, like many
Carrie Cuccinello has had a busv something and what is more import
the sea. "Hart's Neck." or the "South others in our day, is more honored in week as stenographer in the school ant than pickerel and football games
—now th at election is over!
Shore,” the designation had for een the breach than in the obsprvance office.
Cliff Ladd.
orafizinc
,
i When night darkens the streets of
• • ►•
d- until n a fatuous the Maine waterfront it finds nine
Student Council, composed of the
moment a postoffice was there in- 'less street
. . -lamps .burning than in four class presidents and two memS O M E R V IL L E
Bozstalled, to which for no ostensible years gone by.
I bers of each class held its first meet
Somerville, Mass.. Sept. 12
ing Wednesday in the library. This
reason the name "Elmore" was
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner and Miss
i eroup Includes Howard Crockett. Joe Maiie Turner were recent Augusta
attached. Later this office found
Emery. Marion Ginn. Carl Spear. visitors.
i
NORTH H AVEN
itself succeeded by rural delivery and
Gl< nna Rankin. Cobb Peterson. RusMr. and Mrs. Richard Foster and
the name thereupon fell somewhat
|f .ll Nash Elizabeth Till, Leighton daughter have moved to Mrs. Fan
Schools here have reopened with White, Stanley Farnham. William
Into desuetude. Let it be so. Give
nie McGown's.
these teachers: High school, princiback to us Hart's Neck, redolent with , pal. George Bragdon of Thomaston; Karl, and Dorothv Frost.
Miss Ruby McDonald has returned
home.
local history and the days when the | assistant. Marie Buzzell of Oakland;
Janitor Holmes has evidently been
Mrs. F. H. Tracy and Mrs. F A.
men of these coastal regions sailed grammar school. William Plummer of improving tach shining hour during Turner
were callers Tuesday on Mrs.
the seven seas and brought prosperitv Bro<)ks C«nter school. Miss Nettie E the summer, for the building and A R. Colby.
home with them Let us seek to keen
°f
“ aV™ :
equipment appears to be in apple pie
A. R. Colby has been repairing Ills
. ..
KPPP school. Miss Beulah M. Crockett of order.
buildings which are occupied by Fred
JJermanent the usage of all these ' North Haven, a graduate of FarmingI A. Turner and family.
names and designations of olden ton Normal last June,
The science classes, under Mr. |
times, savory as they are with tradiJ T Leadbetter was in town to at- Sezak. are Investigating the regula
tions built in the process of years into ,end thp Leadbetter reunion and spent tions concerning aviation in the City fpccial feature, each freshman boy
tho
y
I Uie week with Mr. and Mrs. II. T. of Rockland Also. Freeport High's was given a green necktie, and each
the structure of them.
Crockett.
nPW
“ R a fn fv with
w ith an
n n Auto'
A litn” i girl
_:„i «a __
_ _____________________
new Pfllircp
course “Safety
green
hair ribbon which were
-----------------Arthur E. Emerson of Augusta was which is being watched with interest worn the entire evening, and added
'How old a're you. sonny?' asked last weekend guest of Mr and Mrs by educators, is under more or less to the jollity of the occasiorf.
the inquisitive old man of the little H T. Crockett, returning Monday on discussion in the classes
boy on the beach.
, the North Haven, accompanied by
. . . .
There arc tidings from the south
"Six." came the brisk reply.
Mr.-. Emerson who had been visiting
A social given by the seniors to the west of the marriage of a dainty
Six." echoed the old man, "and yet her parents for three weeks. O ther' freshmen was held last evening in the damsel who tips the ,‘cales at 350
you are not as tall as my umbrella.
recent guests of the Crocketts were gym. Entertainment consisted of or- pcund;. We should think the groom
The boy drew himself up to his full Miss Rachel Fisher and Miss Ruth chestra numbers, vocal numbers, and might almost feel as if he were lead
height. "How old is your umbrella?" j Twining of Boston, friends of Mrs tap dancing. Decorations In the ing a double life from the start.—
he asked.—Montreal S tar.
, Emerson.
I gym were in green and white. As a Boston Herald.

At The High School

<

Tenants Harbor Days

E very-O ther-D ay

AROUND CAPE HORN
IN A 25-FOOT BOAT
Explorer Tells of Exciting
Experiences a i Sea.
Washington.—"Seals, piny ing on
the rocks, threw back t>ieir heads
and gargled sea water u it li a noise
like calves bawling, as we beat
around story Cape Horn. For 50
days after leaving Magallanes, on
the Straits of Tlerra del Fuego, we
saw not a single human being ex
cept a few wild Alacaluf Indians on
Burnt Island, They looked so fierce,
running along their cold, lonely
beach and shouting at us, that we
sailed on past them."

go heating costs!

So says Amos Burg, In a report
to the National Geographic society,
under whose auspices he Is explor
ing the southernmost tip of the
western hemisphere, which Is near
est the South pole of all continental
lands.
“Magallanes Itself Is a long way
from Portland, Ore., where my trip
began. But from Magallanes to
Cape Horn seems even farther, be
cause of the strange sense of gloom
that hangs over these chilly soli
tudes, and the sudden fury of the
persistent gnles. The sea was
smooth as glass the day we left
Magallanes; yet. In one short hour
so terrific a gale had blown up
that the waters became a smok
ing maelstrom and hall rattled
against our bounding boat like ma
chine-gun fire.
M any

S to r m y

D ays.

"Such storms ore known to rage
lor three weeks. One year had 300
stormy days. On Navarin Island we
found a man named Ken Williams,
an otter hunter, and took him
aboard; that made three, in our 25foot power boat, bound for the Is
lands of the Horn. Crossing the
open sea from Nassau bay to Cape
Hall, on Grevy Island, the full fury
of the gales hit us. I feared being
blown out to sea, for our propeller
was fouled with kelp. So much salt
water blew through the air that
bareheaded Ken Williams' hair
looked as If It had been lathered.
"Even when the storms were at
their worst, and It seemed we must
surely swamp, Ken Williams would
suddenly stand up and point to
some rocky nook, and shout above
the wind's roar, 'I shot an otter over
there once!'
"His father was a pioneer mis
sionary among the Yaghan Indians,
and Williams himself, besides be
ing a hunter, owns sheep that range
some of these islands. He is there
fore the most southerly sheep-herd
er In the western hemisphere.
“Away down here at the bottom
of the western world, even sepa
rated from the tip of South Amer
ica Itself by weeks of stormy seas,
and dependent wholly on a tiny
lifeboat that I bought at a sale
from the United States coast
guard and shipped here, I can't help
thinking—especially when It storms
—about how far It Is back to Port
land, Ore. In a calm spell we got
ashore at Saily Island, and from a
peak we saw the big Cloven cliff
on Horn Island Itself, and nlso the
Wollaston and Hermlte groups that
mark the very last land before the
Jump-off Into cold waters that
stretch to the Antarctic regions.

Today there's a new, completely automatic heat
ing unit that is a modern marvel o f heating
efficiency and economy.
T h is new develop m en t is the harm onized
D e lco -H ea t B o i l e r . . . a product o f G en era l
Motors. It produces m ore heat, quicker h e a t heat that is clean and odorless. It provides yearround domestic hot water. It shrinks fuel bills
to a point you've never thought possible. And
here's why.
Instead o f m ixing eo/J air with the
fuel oil, the Delco-Heat Boiler preheats
th e a ir. T h a t m e a n s q u itk - f la s h c o ra b u s l i o n .. . g r e a t e r e ffic ie n c y fr o m th e s ta rt.

»
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P R O D U C T

OF

G E N E R A L

M O T O R S

G. A. LAWRENCE C O•>.,1NC
492 M AIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
10717)116

OTHER DELCO-H EAT P R O D U C T S n cbJe De/ca-Heat C onJithn air. . . a n d the low cost Delco-Heat
O il Burner fo r domestic and commercial applications

CAM DEN

HA R D E ST ON T IR E S

PROBLEM

11B1Oe ILa El 1R

||F g § |
|8 g S

T h e n , th e fa m o u s D e lc o - H e a t Fuel

Mrs. J. O. Lauterjung and sons
Rineholdt and Jask, who have been
spending a few weeks at their cot-1
Cage at Lake Meguntlcook. were
called to their home in Mineola. N Y
this week by the illness of Mr.
M ake L o n e ly L a n d in g s.
Lauterjung.
•The American ship carpenters
Chester
Hanten
and
Harold
who built our 25-foot boat, the ‘Dor- Murphy left Friday morning by mo
Jun,' of course, never dreamed that tor for St. Andrews, N. B . where
she would one day make this his they will make a short stay.
toric voyage. But how proud they
Mrs. Carrie Drake and Miss Grace
would be, could they have seen her
rounding Cape Horn, through seas Drake have returned from Bayside
that filled even Drake Cavendish where they spent the summer at their
and Magellan himself with dismay; . cottage on Broadway.
seas, In fact, often so rough that
The O?org? T. Lincolns have reIn early days many Portuguese and >turned to PhiladelDhia after pass
Spanish sailors gave up the fight, ing the rummer at the Richards c o t-,
and went hack up the coast, and ’ tage on Bay View street.
found happiness in the lotus life
Mrs. Joseph Defrees has closed her
Icottay? on Bay View street and re
of pioneer Brazil.
“Hundreds of landings we made, turned to Chicago.
Mrs. S. T. Brewster Is now a t her
at strange, lonely nooks on rocky
shores where barking seals, otters home in New York city after spend
and birds only make man's absence ing the summer in Camden.
Major Griffin Gribhel and family
more Impressive.
In the broken ' [ who have spent the summer at Oak
surf on the outer side of the Horn Ledge. Dillingham Point, have re
Itself a lot of Emperor Penguins turned to Philadelphia.
are colonized.
The Baptist Church has ex
“Glad we were, and weary, back tended a call to Rev. W. F. Brown
once more In the town of Magnl- of Oldtown.
Mrs. Ada Dver. librarian a t the
lanes, which used to be called
Punta Arenas. To you, It's Just a Public Librarv. and Miss Hazel
name; a name for a far-away sheep Chandler, assistant, are in Lewiston
attending the State convention of 11town stuck somewhei* below Pata braians Mrs. Katherine Dow is in
gonia, on the Straits of Tlerra del charge durng their absence.
Fuego. To us, after cold, wet, dan
R J. Hughes ar.d family have
gerous weeks on end. It was civil closed Gray Lodge and returned to
ization again. Wlmt If its people Philadelphia.
Miss Mabe! Howe Is having a vaca
are mostly Slavs, Austrians and
Italians, who speak tongues that tion from the New England Teleare strange to us, and who paint ' phone office and will visit friends in
the roofs In bright colors, nnd build Stonington. During her absence, the
office is in charge of Mrs. Alice Martight board fences nround their gar riner of Rockland.
dens so the gales will not blow all
Regular meeting of Canton Molithe dirt away 1 Or, what if the gnles neaux Auxiliary Monday evening at
from Patagonia do bring clouds of 7 30 o'clock. Covered dish supper at
dust, filled with grass seeds from 6.30.
distant pampas, and then tear I Charles Atkins and family have
across the straits, lifting sheets of 1returned from a motor trip to Eastwater into the air and threshing port, Calais, Bangor. Houlton, at.
Andrews, Fredericton and Wood
them about till all the sea has the stock.
N. B.
aspect of smoking prairie grass?
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
It's still Magallanes, a city, a place the G.A R., will hold a special meetof streets, stores, mail from home, ! Ing Sept. 21. D partm ent Presi
dry clothes, and a wireless sta dent Fannie Pillsbury of Waterville
will inspect the circle.
tion."
Miss Louise Nash has resumed her
studies a t Farmington
Normal
R a ttlesn a k e S andw iches
School.
San Antonio, Texas.—Cooked rat
Lewis Clark and Charles Lowe left
tlesnake meat In toasted sandwiches this week for Orono, to enter the
was served by Witte Memorial mu University of Maine.
seum here to attruct visitors on the
The Freeman - Herrick Camp
opening day of the reptile garden. [ Auxiliary will meet Monday evening
Harvey Dunbar had the first serv at 7 o'clock and a full attendance is
ing to prove the sandwich wag a desired.
real delicacy.

L E T A W A N T -A D
SOLVE Y O U R

Control automatically regulates the o il to pro
vide just the right mixture o f oil and air neces
sary for com plete, efficient combustion.
And, because o f a remarkably efficient m ethod
o f conducting heat through the boiler, m ore o f
the heat produced g o e s into your room s. Less
heat goes up the chim ney.
Come in today and see the Delco-Heat Boiler.
Let us tell you h ow you can save on fuel bills.
Or, telephone for further information.

Figures compiled after an exten
sive survey reveal that the heaviest
! wear comes from roads surfaced with
macadam, tar and gravel in the order
named. Concrete roads occasion the
least wear and under average co n -,
I ditlons 10 per cent less fuel con
sumption at a speed of 45 miles per j
1hour
t
J

.50
YOUNG M EN ’S SUITS
T h e balance o f o u r sto c k o f S u m m e r S u its.
A ll up to our u su a l standard o f e x c e lle n c e .
N ot all sizes in a n y o n e lot but a ll s iz e s in
the group.
M any o f th ese su its sold for $ 3 0 a n d $ 3 5 .
R educed p rices o n S traw H a ts a n d P a n 
am as.
R educed p rices o n Ladies' S h irts, Shorts
and Slacks.

G R E G O R Y ’S

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
C O M IN G N E I G H B O R H O O D
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Clarence Robishaw has returned
Ruth Mayhew T ent meets Monday
from. New York where he had em with supper- a t 6. Mrs. Irene Wins
ployment through the summer.
low and Mrs. Annie Follett in charge.

EVENTS

Ccpt 15—(Football (Brunswick High at
Rockland.
Sept 15—State handicap golf tourna
ment at Rockland Country Club.
Sept. 17—Rockland grade schools (In
cluding seventh and eighth) will open
Sept 18 (2 to 8 p m .)—Educational
Club picnic, Mrs. Karl Packard. Rockville,
hostess.
*
Sept. 19-21—S tate W C T.U. convention
at the First Baptist Church
Sept 21—Congregational Sunday school
operetta
Sept. 25—Christian Science lecture by
Judge Samuel Green. C. S. B
Sept. 25-27—North Knox Fair, Union.
Sept. 29—Daylight saving ends.
Oct 10—Appleton—The annual "Har
vest Home' at Riverside hall
Oct. 20 Examinations for admission to
w est Point Military Academy to be held
In Rockland.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues
day night for election of officers.
Willilm Rounds goes next week to
Cambridge to enter Harvard Law
School.
Cecil Witham will speak at Ingra
ham Hill chapel Sunday at 2.30.
Mrs. Ruth K. Hoch will sing a solo.
An open am ateur golf tournament
of the genus handicap will be played
at the Country Club this afternoon.

The annual harvest home at AppleMr. and Mrs. R. A. Calderwood
ton is scheduled for Oct. 10, and as have been on a motor trip through
usual will find a good-sized Rockland New England and are spending
the weekend in New York.
delegation present.
The Pirate-South Thomaston ball | Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Jackson of
game scheduled at Community Park I Orff’s Corner are spending the week- i
for tomorrow, has been transferred to | end with Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Leonard,
the South Thomaston ball grounds. j Mrs. Grace Staples spent Thursday ;
------: with Mrs. Leonard.
Clarence E. Daniels has returned j
-------from a business trip to Boston, inci- . The Rusty Reuben Boys, playing a t '
dentally attending the Boston Jewel- j park Theatre, will entertain at Moners exhibition at Hotels Statler and | day's meeting of the Forty Club. All
Parker.
members attending will be guests of
------1Manager Dandeneau a t Park T he-I
There will be a meeting of the offl-1 atre in the evening with ladies.
cers and members of Claremont Com------mandery, Monday night a t 7.15 for ’ Matchmaker Hamlin took three 1
the purpose of organizing an escort j Knox County boys to the amateur
for the Schqpl of Instruction to be boxing exhibition which 2000 Banheld in EllswoMh.
gor fans saw last night. Kid Favreau won his preliminary bout, and
The Sunshine Society is invited to knocked out his semi-final opponent
hold its meeting next Monday after with his first punch, but lost in the
noon with Mrs. Etlta Sanborn, 23 finals. Pershing Hendricks of Cam- j
Amesbury street. Members are to den put away two men, but lost in I
take box lunch, and tea and coffee; the finals.
Young Nelson was
knocked out in his preliminary bout.
will be served by the hostess.

IN TH E
CH U RCH ES

O p p o site
C rock ett’s
N e w S tore

M. E. WOTTON & SON

4 0 5 M ain St.
R ock lan d

(Successors to F. J. Simonton Co.)

t /|

QV/ldtt/l to

y

A BRAVE BUDGETEER

SERMONETTE
-This is the Way. . . . Walk ye
in it”

Fortunate is the individual who
finds someone, whether in public
A fire evidently of incendiary ori- . position or private life, to counsel
George Gow, the genial directory gin did about $100 damage early
with who can be trusted to direct
who
has
been
canvassing
for
Wednesday morning to the Berliaw- i him as to the right course.
Miss Margaret Snow leaves Tuesday man.
advertising
in
Rockland
and
vicinity
vkv
buildin2
on
Main
stree,
next
, „
. . , i sky building on Main street, next
to enter upon her duties as librarian
It is the supreme comfort of re
at Abbott Academy. Andover, Mass. during the summer, left yesterdi.y for north o{ E o Phllbrook & son's
ligious faith. In a life committed
Augusta, where he will be similarly Karaoe The upstairs of the struct
to God the individual need never
Miss Bertha Knight, a graduate of employed. With his departure base- ure was rented by Maynard Brazier walk alone.
who was awakened by the barking of
Behind Phillips Brooks' statue,
Mrs. Ballard's Business School. Rock
Maurice Teele of Vinalhaven was a his dog to find the rooms full of and unseen by him, the sculptor
port, has employment with the W.
guest 4 t the Northeastern Freshman smoke. Chief Havener found two placed the Saviour into whose
H. Glover Co.
Camp. Lake Massapoag in Dunstable, separate fires in progress with a hands he had entrusted his life.
The Congregational Sunday school Mass., over the weekend. He is a strong odor of kerosene pervading The great preacher understood the
is to present an operetta in the church freshman in the N. U. Engineering the tenement. It is said Mr. Brazier value of a directed life. He wrote,
He attended Vinalhaven had no insurance. An investigation
“We who are so mutable, so
auditorium Friday evening. Sept. 21. school.
is being made but no arrests thus far
faulty, so irritable, so unjust, and
Tickets are on sale by the young High.
he who is so watchful, so pitiful,
folks.
Pleasant Valley Grange members so loving, so forgiving, why cannot
Alcoholic poisoning was named by
The quilt exhibition at Montpelier Medical Examiner Frohock as cause are putting the finishing touches on we, slipping our hand in his each
Gift Shop at which many rare, old and of the death of Ernest Thompson, what promises to be a highly suc day, walk trustingly over that
day's appointed path, thorny or
modern quilts and spreads are be who was found sitting lifeless in a cessful one-day fair scheduled for
ing shown, will be continued through chair at his home on Tillson avenue next Wednesday at the hall. Rock- flowery, crooked or straight,
yesterday morning. The case was ( -and Highlands The supper menu knowing that evening will bring
out the week of Sept. 17.
reported by Bob Lewis to Officer1*01 include cold ham, vegetable , us sleep, peace and home."
who called Dr. Fro- 1salad, baked beans, cabbage salad,
Centuries before, Isaiah put it
Another concert a t the Public Christofferson,
hock.
I pickles, pie, cake and coffee a t a very
so aptly. "And thine ears shall
Landing at 8 o'clock Sunday night by
_____
j moderate price. An entertainment
hear’
a word behind thee, saying,
the Rockland City Band. Not many
. _ . , .
.. , .
.
. from 7.30 to 8.30 will feature an exthis is the way, walk ye in it."
A flock of strange birds bearing a - hlbiUon b the danCf,
Us of
more opportunities to hear outdoor
Kine
u le n t w,n
music this summer. Improve this one. resemblance to both the partridge and AUen
I was lost but Jesus found me,
Found the sheep that went astray.
_ . ,
_
,
the pheasant, but with much larger inclu(je Qrace Rollins, Gladys MorThrew
His loving arms around me.
McCabe, former Bath polo plaver , necks, camped ia Earl B arters field | gan Hcn]en Wentworth Florence
Drew me back into His way.
was a visitor in the city yesterday. I at Tenant's Harbor the other d a y . B i anche Morton Mary WisDays of darkness still come o’er
hobnobbing with Neil Kenney, who j The birds were quite tame—probably )ow and E)inor young This will be
me.
played on the Rockland team during J falling under the charm of the genial (Onowed ,by a masked dance with
Sorrow's path I often tread.
that period. The erstwhile referee garage proprietor, ns all birds, ani- good music.
But the Saviour still Is with me;
Bv his hand Im safely led.
joined in the talkfeet.
mals and humans do.

H o w often does hosiery
give out? T o o often? Yes,
i f yo u ’ve bravely trie d to
stay budget-right by w ear
ing cheap stockings.

BACK TO SCHOOL
DRESSES
Values that m others will talk about and styles that will delight the
youngsters from 4 to 16 years of age. We are featuring the famous
Freckles line of Dresses.
B lo o m e r D resses, u p to size

B u y H u m m in g B ird H o s 
ie ry — 2 identical pairs at
a tim e. I t w o n ’t give out
so often, and w h en one
stocking does fin a lly re
sign, you s till have a good
p a ir and a spare.

h^/z,

SCHOOL
LUGGAGE
Everything in Trunks

$ 1 .0 0

B e a u tifu l n e w s ty le s up to size 10, 1.25
A n o th e r lot up to siz e 1 6,

1-79

O u r regular 2 .9 8 v a lu e to size 16,

1.98

C h ild ren 's A n k le ts,

.15, .19, 25,

S tea m er T runk $5.98
D ress T ru n k s, 9-95
W ard rob e Specials

19.95

-39

O v e r n ig h t C ases,
C h ild ren 's S w e a te r s (a ll w o o l) 1.00, 1.98

Jjuinminq Bird
FULL rASMlONtD HOSIERY

C h if f o n , S e m i- C h if fo n ,
and Service W e ig h t
85c to $1.50 th e pair

JEWISH YOM KIPPUR

B e a u tifu l P erca les fo r dresses, .16,

-19

.1 9

-25

N e w G in g h a m s fo r D resses,

N ew H ats and T a m s,

3.50 up
S u it C ases, 1.00 up
S c h o o l B ags,
1.00
A ll L eather Brief
C a ses,
2-98

.5 9

HOME INDUSTRIES

_____
The Day of Atonement, or Yorn Meeting At “Montpelier" Next Wed
nesday—Money-Earning At Home
Kippur, the tenth day of the month of
Explained
Tishri, begins at sunset Tuesday,
Sept. 18, and ends a t sunset the
Many have become interested in
following Wednesday. The thought the effort being made toward organ
, underlying the day is expressed in the izing home industries in Maine, and
scriptural words "On this day he will I the P«>Ple in ^ is vicl"ltyu ‘ntcres1te<J
,
,
,
in promoting this worthwhile project
atone for you. to purify you from , arp
meet at ..Montpellel- ln Thomyour sins.” It is a day of reconcili- ; aston. next Wednesday n t 2 o'clock,
ation of man with his fellow man and when an organization will be formed
with God, and comes as a climax to If interested to earning money in
w u r home or if you are willing to
—Rowley.
the holiday season which begins to- ' he)p others ,n these hard tlmes> win
P
O
R
T
C
L
Y
D
E
Mrs. Addie Rogers and three dau?h-| The Maine Retail Jewelers’ Associ-!
Such is the strength of a di morrow evening with the New Year's I you go to this meeting?
ters called a t the City Farm recently;! ation will hold its annual convention
------rected life. “Yea, though I walk Day and continues through the ten I Through organization it can be
also Mrs. Averill of New York, Mrs. j Monday at Lakewood. The program' Clarence Davis tvho has employthrough the valley of the shadow days of penitence.
1 learned what articles are best sellers;
Elsie Thomas, Mill Gilchrest. Mrs. j calls for an all day meeting with a ment on McGee Island, spent Sunday of death, I will fear no evil for
there can also be Uie Benefit of exThe day is the most solemn of all changing saleable articles with other
Edward Hilt. Mrs. Caddy and Miss banquet in the evening, at which time with his family.
Thou a rt with me."
prizes will be awarded. Later in th e ' Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benner. Mrs. i
William A. Holman.
Edna Hilt of St. George.
the days in the Jewish calendar. It leagues in the State. Women who are
evening members and their guests j Harry Lowell and Eva Lowell motored
is passed in fasting and prayer. The j familiar with similar projects in other
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re will attend the presentation of a play to Portland Sunday,
States will help make only articles
Rev. Edwin Nylen of Royalston, j
C. E
Rufus Teel, the oldest resident of M ass, will occupy the pulpit of the whole day is spent in the synagogue.1 which will sell.
lief Corps Thursday evening it was by the Lakewood Players
According to Jewish tradition ex- I This meeting is open and free to
decided to postpone the New England Daniels of Rockland Is a member of the town, died Sept. 11. a t his late Congregational
Church
Sunday 1pressed in an ancient law book, the I
home on Teel's Island.
boiled dinner, scheduled for Sept. 2 0 .1the executive committee,
any man or woman who is interested
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burke who morning.
to some time in October. The time
... . Day of Atonement, when spent in In this work. Mrs. Rena Bowles
were
recently
married
in
Bowling
was spent in drill work and discussing I past Grands and Noble Grands
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), j praying and repenting, will bring par- home industries expert, will assist in
plans.
i Association of Knox and Lincoln ! Green, Ky„ spena a few days last
E
I™ .™ 5!' don for sins between man and Ood; the organization. After th e meeting
-------j Counties meets Wednesday afternoon i week with Mr. and Mrs. Merton An- Bev'
ices for tomorrow will be appropri but as for the sins committed by man Mrs. Bowles will take people through
.
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak have and evening at the St. Clair-Stod"Montpelier" and point out different
Mrs. Electa Hopkins has returned ate for the 16th Sunday after against his fellow man the day can types of period furniture. For those
leased their house at The Highlands dard cottage, Ash Point. Take basket
Trinity: Holy communion a t 7 30; not bring pardon until he has become
from
a
visit
in
Augusta.
to Charles G. Hewett who expects to lunch, dishes and silver; coffee will
who attend the meeting there will be
Mrs. Loren Teel and Mrs. Coburn church school at 9.30; choral euchar- reconciled with his fellow man.
occupy it early in October. Mr. and be served by the hostesses. Miss Mara reduced rate for going through the
ist and sermon at 10.30.
The
Jewish
Festival
of
Sukkoth
or
Daniels
motored
Tuesday
to
South
• • • •
Mrs. Sezak have taken apartm ents; garet Crockett, Miss Doris Hyler,
mansion.
Feast
of
Tabernacles
will
be
cele
Hiiam.
in the F. W. Fuller house. Talbot ; Mrs. Annie Aylward. Mrs. Lina CarAt First Church of Christ, Scien
brated
this
year
from
Sunday.
Sept.
1
Miss
Helen
Davis
who
passed
the
avenue.
' roll an<i Mrs.
Davis- All mem
O W L'S HEA D SCHOO LS
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
bers invited. Arrange transporta summer a t Monhegan Island, is streets. Sunday services are at 10.30 23. at sundown, to Monday night. Oct.
1.
I
t
was
celebrated
by
the
Jews
E. Stewart Crbeton. who was elect- I tion with Mrs. Nina Davis, telephone j spending a few days at her home and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
The schools of Owl’s Head will not
here.
ed countv commissioner Monday is 1872-R.
mon tomorrow will be "Substance " when they lived in Palestine at the be opened Monday, as has been ex
Miss Ginn has returned to Auburn. Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes close of the harvest and the begin pected, owing to unavoidable de
very proud of the fine vote he re 
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal called per R. I., after a visit with Mrs. Ada day evening testimony meeting is at ning of the plowing and the rainy lays In starting the repair work by
ceived—almost as proud as he is of
his flock of pheasants, which he is sonally upon his victorious rival. Brennan.
7 30. The reading room is located season, as a festival of rejoicing and i Federal Projects. When it can be (
Mrs. Everett Spaulding of Central at 400 Main street, and is open week merry-making when the servant was determined the date of opening will
showing to the boys, when he can Representative Moran, and offered
his
congratulations.
Mr.
Moran
Falls. R. I., and Tenant's Harbor. days from 2 until 5 p. m.
equal to the master and all united in be announced.
find them.
• • • •
thanked him for the clean campaign Harbor were visitors Thursday at Mr
praising and thanking God for his
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union which had been conducted. In using and Mrs. Ix-rov Meservey of Tenant's
A Texan has combined ten gardenAt the Littlefield Memorial Church bountiful gifts.
Veterans meets Wednesday. A card I the Lewiston Journal figures in the and Mrs. Walter Simmons'.
Some Jews also celebrate a supple tools in one, but it still isn’t perfect 1
the pastor. Rev. L. G. Perry will use
Lewis Benner of the B rant Rock for his morning subject “The Su- mentary festival on the ninth day, as long as you have to go out and '
party will be given in the afternoon Second District election it was not
with Mrs. Gussie Chase as hostess, noticed that many of them had been I COjLSt. guard Ration and Mrs. William preme Demand.’” Junior Church wil! called Rejoicing of the Law, because operate it.—Jackson.
•
11 zxF
X7x%YYxxo4xx»x A
Xrvcrc visited
c-i4xxxl meet. at the_ same
____ vhour;
_ _ . Sunday
J.
of X
Wollaston,
Mass.,
the annual cycle of the reading of the I
play at 2 o’clock, picnic supper reversed. Representative Moran car Merrill
(basket) will be followed by the eve ritd sveral cities and towns which he j their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman ' school at 11.45 with a welcome and a law has been completed and on th at .
was credited with having lost.
Benner over last weekend.
ning business meeting.
class for all and Senior Christian day the sacred scrolls of the Law of |
Weston Thompson, assistant keeper , Endeavor at 6.15 led by the president, Moses are rolled back to the begin
The season which recently closed of Rockland Breakwater light sta- Miss Vivian Chaples. At 7.15 Mrs ning of Genesis and the Law is be
Talk about pets! Little Reta Rivers
of Washington has a pet fish that I at the Samoset Hotel. Rockland jjOn Spon t jwo days with his family ' Carl Gray will speak on “The Bible gun to be read anew. In many syna
Is so eager to eat flies from her Breakwater, is said to have be»n the this week,
[and the Signs of the Times.” Mrs gogues the scrolls are taken from the
fingers that it will even stick its little i best for three years, and Manager i Mr and Mrs. Coburn Daniels have Eula Munro will sing a solo Prayer i Holy Ark in which they are kept and
nose out of the water to do so. There | Sheridan Scott has confidence that returned to Middlesex, N. Y„ after meeting Tuesday evening at 7 30 anti carried about in solemn procession.
In Rockland these festival occapassng a week with Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday night the Ladies’ Aid will
ahead. The social activities which Loren Teel,
can make friends with a fish.
mect with Mrs. Mattie Barter, 44 sions are receiving their usual recog_____
j were unusually brisk there the past
Brcwster street.
nition by adherents of the Jewish
Attractions a t Strand Theatre next summer have bean faithfully record• • *•
j ppoulation. who remain faithful to
NORTH W ARREN
week are: Monday-Tuesday, "Of Hu- [
hv Zenette Hall for this paper
XA Call to Faithfulness" will be the those traditions of their religion
man Bondage,” with Leslie Howard j aI'd the New York Herald Tribune
sermon topic o f . Rev. Charles E which have a background of thouand
read
with
much
interest
even
by
The
Sunday
school
in
this
town
and Bette Davis: Wednesday. "His
Brooks a t the Sunday morning serv- sands of years.
Greatest Gamble," with Richard Dix; those who know of The Samoset only closed Sept. 9 for the season.
i«e a t P ratt Memorial Methodist |
------------------afar.
Mrs.
A
rthur
Philbrook
of
Appleton
Thursday. Friday and Saturtiay,
Church. The choir under the leader
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
recently
called
on
her
aunt
Mrs
Shirley Temple in "Now And For
ship of Mrs. Kathleen Marston will
Beginning next week ERA work-1 Charles W. Mank.
ever.”
Mrs. Nelle Orberton was a recent render the anthems “Exalt Him. All Tenant's Harbor and Wiley Comer
ers under direction of J. N. south
I Ye People,” Hanscom and "In
"Maeting God" will be Rev. Mr.
ard, supervisor of the department of vstor a t Mabie Crawford's.
O N E LOT
Congregational ladies, headed by public
Mrs. Lester Mank of East W aldo-1Heavenly Love Abiding" Brow!) Barton's subject a t these churches
welfare will make a house to
Mrs. Charles O. Hewett, will serve house canvass in search of cast off boro and her young nece of Bruns- Leonard M Dearden will preside at ' Sunday morning. Sunday school foldinner Wednesday noon in conjunc clothing. Even badly worn clothing wck were callers Monday a t Mrs. C the organ. The church school w ill; lowing. At 7.30 the young people’s
tion with the W.C.T.U. State conven can be utilized. Donors should bear W. Mank's and Mrs. F. O. Jameson's meet at ncan and Epworth League at choir will lead in the song service, (
tion th at day. A limited number of ln mind that when giving wearing
Mrs. Clfford Allen, Mrs. Roger 6 30 p. m. Evening worship at 7.30 [ the pastor's subject, "Why Maine
business people can be accommodat apparel to this cause they serve a | Jameson and W. B. Gardner of Rock with a service of praise, followed by W ent Wet.” Christian Endeavor
a Gospel message by the pastor, topic, service will be omitted. Mid-week |
ed. if desired. Dinner will be served desirable purpose. Not only do they land were at C. W. Mank's Tuesday.
prayer and devotional service Tues- i
at noon.
help fit out youngsters for school,
Mr. and Mrs. John Rnes and daugh-1 “A Call To Service.” Prayer meeting day evening a t Wiley Corner and
Sunday
I
on
Tuesday
evening.
The
glad
hand
but the remodeling and repairing ter Madalene were visitors
Wednesday evening in the Harbor
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.. keeps 18 local women constantly em at Fred Jameson's. visitors sunoay ( cxtended to
church.
met Wednesday evening at the home ployed.
"What Is the Local Church?" the
of Mrs. Bernice Jackson, Mrs. Lora
first in a series of sermons to be
Boynton was taken into membership,
NOT LEGAL TENDER
Everything of interest to the visit
I given on the general theme, “The
and William Jackson was made an ors at Lakewood is going on in full
Local
Church,"
will
be
the
subject
honorary member. The two mystery force at present. One would think
Neither gold certificates nor gold
a t the First Baptist Church Sundav coins are legal tender in the United
packages were won by Mrs. Boynton, from the number of automobiles
morning. The church school will States and cannot be used legally as
and a “tin can plant" was carried off gathered there every day that it was
' will meet at the noon hour, and the a medium of exchange. Gold cer
by Mrs. Lynch. Members are invited mid-summer instead of early autumn. |
d’seussions in its classes will deal tificates and coins, however, will still
to a reception to be given department i Next Sunday a t 2 o'clock Rev. Fred
with the “False and True in Re be redeemed at any bank or a t the
officers a t Waterville on Sept. 25. erick A. Wiggln, D.D., of Boston, will
ligion." The Inspiration Hour of the United States Treasury at face value
The next meeting will be with Mrs. speak in the theatre and after his ad
Endeavorers will be held at 6 15. and in other government currency.
Annie Higgins. Lake avenue. Sept. 26. dress voice spirit messages to a great
provides a good place to spend an
many people who will be present. It
Repairs regarded as an absolute has been a long time since the Maine F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R S hour. The people’s popular evening
BORN
service will open a t 7.30 with the HARRIMAN--At Rockland, Sept 13. to
necessity are being made at the Court public has had the opportunity of
prelude and big sing, assisted by the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Harriman o f
House, a t a cost of approximately hearing Dr. Wiggin, and all Spiritual
Thomaston, a daughter. Barbara Ann.
organ and piano. Mr. MacDonald will
$4000 The principal item is the new ists and liberalists will doubtless be
Confidence is the big word back of take for his subject, "Payday, a SANCOMB—At HolHston. Mass. Sept. 11.
heating and ventilating system, which eager to attend.
to Mr. and Mrs. E J. Sancomb, a son.
Message 4or Today." This will be
is being installed by William T. Smith,
Albert Searles Sancomb.
our Service.
the first of a series that will deal with
the former Rockland plumber, and
The 36th Grand Aerie convention
the dangers of some present day
DIED
who combines the office of "mayor” of the Fraternal Order of Eagles was
Confidence in ourselves and our tendencies. A trio, Mrs Eva Green. SANFORD—At Liberty. Sept. 14. W lllb
with his Thomaston business. Tile recently held in Cincinnati and the
D. Sanford, aged 67 years. Funeral
Miss Gladys G rant, and G. Carl CasW. If. Glover Co. is pointing up the
ability to satisfy.
Monday at 2 o'clock standard, from the
sens. will furnish the music at the
masonry which had become rather leading newspaper of that city, the
residence.
Enquirer,
devoted
many
columns
to
shabby in the southeastern corner. A
Confidence of the families who call morning service. In the evening the MARRINERr—At East Warren, Sept. 13.
young men of the Goago Class wil!
Bangor concern has been repairing the big event. Prizes totaling $4165
Catherine E., wife of John C. Marriner, aged 57 years.
the roof which includes the re-gild- were won by Eagles' marching units us and' their knowledge of the Artis sing “Songs To Our King.” by Hall,
ing of the wcathervane and repaint and prizes amounting to $915 were try an d thoroughness of our work and “At the End of the Rood,” Miles.
given
at
the
drill.
The
parade
con
A 20-minute prayer meeting for men
ing the dome. This work will natu r
ally mean a set-back to debt reduc sisted of seven divisions. 22 bands. 9 manship.
will be held in the corner building
drum
corps,
and
23
drill
teams,
and
Tuesday at noon. The happy prayer
tion. but Incidentally is furnishing
was
one
hour
and
33
minutes
passing
employment when it is most needed,
Confidence of friends and neigh and praise meeting will be held on
the reviewing stand. The Fraternal
Tuesday evening at 7.30 This church
ball loses an ardent booster.
Order of -Eagles now has 1115 Aeries bors merited by many years of Excel extends the “glad hand" to all with
ln
41
States,
with
a
total
membership
Another carload of Fancy White
lence in Performance.
out any other church home.
Rose Flour on track today at STOV of 543,000. Lodge homes are owned
ER'S. This high grade all round by 802 Aeries. The order has paid
MAY ASK RECOUNT
Your Credit Is Good Here!
flour is offered while it lasts a t 99c $42 000,000 in sick benefits and more
bag. $7.85 per barrel. This price is than $101)00.000 in death benefits. It
It was reported yesterday that Alless than today's carload cost. Stock has spent more than $250,000 in se
vah L. Anderson may ask an inspec
curing State-paid old age pensions.
THOMASTON
up for winter. Buy now. 110-111
tion of the ballots cast Monday in the
Appleton, Ho])e and Camden class.
SIMON K. HART
Specialties at K. P. dance tonght.
1 0 7 M A IN STREET
Fur coats lined and repaired.
On the face of the returns his Demo
313-325 M A IN STREET,
Monument*
36Stf
Mrs. C. H. Merrifield. 362 Main St. Spot Waltz and other features.—adv.
cratic
opponent.
Everett
N.
Hobbs
of
THOMASTON,MAINc
U l’ lt
94-tf
Hope was elected by a majority of 28. 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 2T2M, Rockland

WEEK-END SPECIALS
iL _

SW IF T ’S BROOKFIELD B U T T E R ...........lb .31
S W IF T S PA R D DO G A N D PET FOOD, 3 can .25
SW IF T ’S W ASHING PO W DER, 2 lge. pkgs. .25
SW IF T ’S SUNBRITE CLEANSER .... 5 cans .25
SW IF T ’S WOOL S O A P ..........................5 bars .25
A R M O U R ’S FLOTILLA S O A P ...........5 bars .25
DEVO NSH IRE C O F F E E ..................................lb .2 5
W ILKINS COFFEE— juat wonderful ........ Ib .31
M O N RO E CHEESE ........................................ Ib .29
H O M E M ADE S A U S A G E ............................. Ib .29
H O M E M ADE BA K ED LUNCHEON LOAF
............................................................................ lb .2 9
FR E SH KILLED R O A STIN G CHICKENS lb .28
FR E SH KILLED F O W L .................................. lb .25
G R A F F A M ’S STRAINED HONEY jar. 15, .25 .3 5
YELLOW EYE B E A N S ............................. quart .1 0

FEINT’S MARKET
FR1GIDAIRE EQUIPPED
2 7 6 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 148

FOR MONDAY Alffi TUESDAY ONIY

9 x 1 2 Rugs
A r m s tr o n g an d
C o n g o le u m

192'

ONE LOT

M attresses
AU Sizes
including
Inner Spring,
Felt and
Silk Floss!

20% to 30% O ff
Many W onderful Bargains For Y ou !

Stonington Furniture Co.
ia

ROCKLAND, M A IN E
»

A

Mh n h m r

DEMAND FOR LIQUOR

RO CK VILLE
When Mrs. Arethusa Packard spent
I the day Thursday with Mrs. Lenora
Fores it brought together the two
Thousands of Children Suffer
from Worms, and Their Mothers
. oldest residents of the village. Their
do not know what the troublo ia.
combined ages total 184 Though
I the years. 96 and 88 respectively, may Signs of Worms are: Constipa
; be telling on them somewhat physi- tion, deranged stomach, swollen
| cally. it is not so mentally, for their upper lip, offensive breath, hard
minds are as keen and alert as sev and full stomach with pains, pale
eral decades ago.
face, eyes heavy, short dry
Mrs. Fifd Collamcre of Rcckland.
Mi ses Flora Richardson and Laura cough, grinding of the teeth, etc.
B Tolnian cf Winchester, Mass., and Mrs. E. W. Stephan, 31 KenMr. and Mrs. Maynard-Marshall and berma Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
j daughter of Woburn, Mass., called on
Mr. and Mrs. A P. Collamore S un wrote:— “ My little girl’s free
dom from children’s diseases,
day afternoon.
Mrs. F. W. Robbins was hostess colds, constipation, etc., I attrib
Thursday to the Rockport Farm Bu ute in a large measure to the
reau.
use of Dr. True’s Elixir.’*
Lester R. Sherer arrived from
North Haven in his motorboat T hurs
day and spent a short time with his
sister Mrs. Herbert Waldron at GlenLaxative Worm Expeller
cove and his father D. A. Sherer.
Mr. and Mrs. F C. Ma'.oney enter A pure herb medicine, not a herih atimotained this week his sisters and their lator: natural relief from constipation.
families, Mr. and Mrs. William
Successfully Used for 8 i Years
Ward anji children of Portland. Mr
and Mrs. Fred Allen of Fryeburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Doutla Vinal of Thom 
aston and Mr. and Mrs. Vernard ________________________________
Barnes of Rockland.
UNDREDS of displays, miles of exhibits, and special dally programs will mark the 1934 Eastern
Miss Anne V. Flint of Rockland
States Exposition In Springfield, Mass., from Sept. 18 to 22 Inrluslve Concerts by Goldman's liand
on Sunday, Sept. 18; Governors’ Day observances Sunday and Monday, Sept. 18 and 17; cat and dog spent Tuesday with Miss Mabel Oxton. Sunday Miss Oxton and Mrs
shows; sheep dog championships; New England championship and CCC woodchopping and sawing con
Nellie Perry had as dinner guests W
tests; dynamometer contests; junior music festival and national rug contests, are among the day to
N Gregory, daughters Misses Edna
day features.
and Ruth Gregory and grandson
Warren Perry.
Construction work is being done
on Rockville street. The portion of
By A. B. Clemens,
State road already completed is being
extended.
Director,
Schools of Mechanical
A. B. Crocker
Mr. and Mrs. J S Ranlett attend
Engineering, International
ed the picnic of S.W V, and the
Correspondence Schoola.
“Now lettest thy servant depart in auxiliary held at the home of Mr
peace, for mine eyes have seen two and Mrs Milton Dick in Rockland
We live ia a changing world.
three-masted sailing vessels in the last Sunday.
Opportunities fo r success in the
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Vaughn spent
upper harbor of Boston in one day
future w ill diSer from those in
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. F. L.
and within a few hours."
the past. A bop’s wise choice of
No. 1. The Swedish ship "Af Hunter.
his life work map do much to
Chapman." the training ship of the
Mis; Mabel Oxton is at Mrs. Fred
determine shccesa or failure.
Swedish navy. I watched all day Aug. Lermond's for a few days.
How shall he choose?
Lottie Partridge is visiting her
3. but lack of wind prevented her
from arriving. I turned out early aunt Mrs. Fred Partridge in W hitins
The In te rn a l Combustion E x p e rt
the third and arrived at City Point ville. Mass.
Miss Marion Butler and brother
----------shortly after 9 a. m. It was fortu
nate I did so. for the ship was just Billy of Arlington. Mass., have been 'T ’HE Burlington Z e p h y r an d
rounding Deer Isle when I arrived. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Ha’.l * Union Pacific stream-line trains
The coast guard cutter "Ossipee’' and family.
have provided dramatic demonstratowed her to Boston Light Ship and
Mrs. Ruth Bunker has been guest tions of the expanding field for inthere turned her over to the navy of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Toiman.
tem al combustion engines, and it is
TRY THIS NEW GAME!
I yard tug “Iwana' and another tug,
Mrs Fannie Brewster is visiting safe to say that no field promises
and towed to the navy yard at Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Flood a t Holi- wider or more rapid development
Charlestown. While it would have day Beach.
than the use of internal combustion
' been a grand sight to see her sail in.
C. P Toiman. Rev. Philip Toiman power units operating on oil, gas or
it 1s also a grand sight to see a full and Charlie Toiman motored to Ba: gasoline.
rigged ship come into Boston with Harbor last Saturday and visited
Internal combustion engines opout sails set. This ship is painted Cadillac Mountain and Acadia Park erating on low cost liquid fuel, are
white, also her rigging, and was cer
Mrs. Abbie Merrill of South Hope furnishing power for battleships
tainly a beauty. I watched her till and Mr. and Mrs Arnold of Massa- and electric power plants, tractors
she docked a t the navy yard and chusetts were callers Sunday on Mrs and flour mills, locomotives and
as she went by "Old Ironsides" (the Mary Saunders.
dredges. If the use of such power
frigate “Constitution") I could see
continues to expand during the next
that her spars were several feet
decade as rapidly as it has in the
higher than the Swedish ship. The
past, the field has been occupied
mainmast of the “Constitution'’ I S O U R H O M E M A K E R S ? only on its fringes.
think is 215 feet from her keel to
It is, however, a field th a t re
4
the truck. I have two newspaper
quires technical training—training
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
pictures of the Swedish ship, one
that must be acquired either a t the
under sail coming head on. and one
Food For Thought
engineering schools of the uni
•>
as I saw her. I had to send several
By Carrie J. Williams and + versities or by study while on the
Swedish people home sadly disap
job. Both methods have their ad
Dorothy F. Davis. Central
pointed a t not seeing the ship come
Maine Power C o . Home Service V vantages. If the latter be chosen,
in. ‘T oo late, too late. She has gone
a junior position in a power plant
Department.
by."
♦
+ where internal combustion engines
No. 2. After the ship had docked. !•
I saw a three-masted schooner com f->*4-M-+4+++++++++*+4-M-44\- are used would be the first step for
Capt. Allan Innes-Taylor and two of the dogs that w ill take us to the
the young man anxious to become
ing down the harbor with fore and
Tomato Time
Queen Maud Mountains, 500 miles away.
expert in the operation of the
1mains'ls and three Jibs set wind
man intercv.uu.5
Modem canneries have put tomato engines. For the
. young
.
|
about
west,
and
she
was
coming
I ITTI.E AMERICA, ANTARCT1- left alone on the sledge skimming
was shortly after I soup tomato puree and just plain | ested chiefly in designing the enalong
line.
It
“ CA, Sept 4 (via Mackay Ra over the ice at a speed which I am
■-------------... .. of. -----step would be a junior
noon and the cook was carrying the tomatoes on the
pantry shelf
every1 gjnes> a
dio)—Labor Day was a real labor willing to swear was 60 miles an
drafting room. In
grub from the galley aft to the cabin ! housewife. However, to tomato lov- position in
day with us. We labored from early hour. Anyhow, it was darn fast, too
After she passed Long Island she i ers. August. September and October either case study will be required
to supplement experience.
In the morning until late at night fast for comfort.
I was going winged out and just as she 1are a time of revelry.
The internal combustion engine is
at our work of getting ready for the
My flashlight had dropped out of
reached Deer Island they hoisted the ] The tomato is really a fruit. It is
tractor and dog sledge trips to the Tny band and there was I skimming
spanker, and when I next saw her delectable just peeled, sliced or quar unquestionably man’s g r e a t e s t
she had the mizzen gaff tops'l set for tered with or without dressing For achievement in harnessing the max
Queen Maud Mountains and the air along the hard packed snow at ter
Thatcher’s. It was the schooner a company salad, scoop them out and imum amount of power to be ob
plane flights of exploration we rific speed In utter darkness. Some
Mary B. Brooks. Weymouth, N. 8. stuff with tomato pulp, celery, green tained from liquid or gaseous fuels.
shall be taking In a month or so thrill! Secretly I can tell you I was
Probably some of The Courier-Ga pepper and mayonnaise. Another Without it we would have neither
from now.
scared to death. But not for long.
zette readers saw her picture in the good filling is cream cheese, walnuts the airplane nor the automobile as
When I am not working on the Fortunately we all carry sheath
Sunday Herald a short time ago. and maj'onnatse. And of course a we know them today. Aa its de
tractors I am very busy assisting knives. With a few slashes I cut the
velopment progresses, no man can
After rounding Thatcher's her course chicken salad stuffing is a favorite.
Stevenson Corey, of Winchester, chute loose and eventually the
would be about E.N.E. for Wey
A tomato sandwich—toasted or foresee the ultimate limits of its
Mass., our supply officer, In addition sledge came to a stop. Skinner and
*
mouth in the Bay of Fundy. and if plain, with baron or cheese ts easy to use.
to my normal work with the avia Grtmmlnger ran up all excited and
the wind held she would slip right make and delicious. Or serve a baked
tion gang. My work with Harold breathless. In the gloom they had
along to her home port.
tomato on a slice of toast. For a
Boze.
June, Bill Bowlin. Paul Swan and vaguely seen the chute fly loose
more elaborate “bake”—stuff with
Somerville,
Mass.
Sept.
11
deviled ham. corn and green pepper
BUI McCormack, the autoglro pilot and they thought I was attached to
in a white sauce spaghetti or almost
from Lansdowne, P a, has been It. We found the parachute several
any two "left-over" vegetables.
extremely Interesting. All the air hundred yards further along on the
W ALDOBORO
Here is a novel way to serve a to
craft are being overhauled and pre snow and salvaged I t But you can
mato salad—
pared for big things In November. bet that we will equip the sledge
Mrs. Alice Flint has returned from
Tomato Salad Sandwich
The engines were found In surpris with brakes before we try thts new
a visit in Gardiner.
Mrs. Celia Gross and Miss Jessie
ingly good condition. The gasoline game again, which we expect to do
Peel tomatoes carefully and cut
L. Keene have returned to Gorham each tomato into three slices Spread
tanks have been cleaned and In shortly. If this Idea appeals to you
where they arc teachers at the Nor the bottom slice with a mixture of
spected and the overhaul work try It out next winter. You may
mal School.
grated cheese, mayonnaise and
should be completed by September break your neck but I guarantee
Mrs. Wendall Blanchard. Mrs. broken nut meats. Place the center
10. This morning some of the you will have a new thrill.
Laila Benner and Miss Mildred slice over this and spread with the
crowd returned from the Bay of
Every day the sun Is visiting u»
Brooks are visiting relatives in following, small pieces of baked ham
Whales. Alton Wade, geologist, for a longer period and we are be
Whitinsville, Mass.
and mayonnaise Put the top she- in
from West Hollywood. Calif., had ginning to get accustomed to the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott have place and decorate with a nut meat
bis face and hands badly frostbitten light after the long months of total
returned to Bath.
and celery leaves or lettuce.
when he was hauling a sledge In darkness. I never knew light was
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilcon and
And since it Is also apple time—
Mrs. Beatrice Watts and children here is a new recipe for an apple deS'
the face of a strong wind at from so important. Our dispositions are
have moved to Warren where they sert.
40 to 50 degrees below zero. They beginning to Improve and I expect
BEACO N STREET
will reside.
didn't find any seals this time but that when the sun 1s with us 24
Gobble Cake
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elwood
Church
and
Paul Slple and others have discov hours a day we shall again be a
BO STO N
son of Gardiner have been recent Sauce: 5 Medium apples, l ' i cups
ered some and we are trying to find happy Uttle family.
cup boiling water. Combine
guests of Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney and sugar.
out now If they stay here all winter
Admiral Byrd Is Improving con-, Miss Marcia Blaney.
and cook until transparent.
or ge away as we thought
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
stantly after the weakness caused
Friends of Miss Laura Whitcomb
Cake M ixture
You remember, last week I told by his long Isolation and the fumes,
beside the State House, and
were Interested in seeing her picture
4 tab shortening, 1-3 cup sugar. 1
you about a fast new game I have from bis stove. He Is still out there
in a group of nurses graduated Mon egg. '4 tsp. lemon extract, 1 cup sift
overlooking Boston Common
day from the State Street Hospital. cd cake flour. 2 teas, baking powder,
developed and recommended that in his hut with Dr. Poulter, Pete
and Public Gardens.
Portland.
Her mother Mrs. Ida % tsp. salt, 1-3 cup milk.
you try it some time when you want Demas and Amory Waite but we ex
Whitcomb, and brother John W hit
to commit suicide. Here’s the dope. pect him to return here some time
Place hot sauce in 8x8 shallow cake
comb, motored to Portland to a t pan. Pour over batter while mixture
Bernard Skinner, of Winthrop, Me., within the next month to Btart the
tend
the
graduation
exercises.
whe ts called "Rip” because he Is big exploration activities we came
a la carte and table d'hote
Mrs. Mildred Mann, who has been is hot. Bake 30 minutes a t 375“ F
with sweetened whipped cream
a well known parachute Jumper, down here to perform. 1 expect to
visiting her mother, Mrs. Sarah Day, Serve
or the following sauce;
and 1 took out a sledge and a para be able to tell you some very ex-1 has returned to Concord. N. H.
Club Breakfast
Spire Sauce
chute the other day and decided to citing things from now on, so If!
Mrs. I. T. Marple of Arlington.
Lunch
do some experimenting In "para' you have not yet Joined our club
Mass., is a t her home here this week.
% cup butter or Crlsco, '-i tsp. salt,
Dinner
chute transportation.” George Grtrn- now ts a swell time to do I t There,
Capt. Melvin Gilchrist. Mrs. Elsie 14 cups conf, sugar. H tsp cinna
Thomas. Mrs. Lucy Robinson, Mrs mon, '4 tsp. cloves. 1 tsp. lemon juice.
mlnger, our assistant meteorologist, is no charge whatever for member
Gracia Hilt and Mrs. Delia Ewell 3 tsp. tart jelly. Beat all together
from Washington, D. C.. Joined us. ship, nor for the big working map
were guests Monday of Mrs. Flor until light and fluffy.
We trekked up to the Barrier where of the South Polar regions and
ence Shuman, motoring from their
the wind was blowing about 25 membership card. Simply send a
Pleasant outside location fac
THE MILK-HORSE
homes in St. George.
miles per hour. We fastened the clearly self-addressed, stamped en
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
The annual meeting of the Waldo
Clomp, clomp, clomp, clomp—
parachute to the sledge and pulled velope to me at the American head
With dignity if not with pomp;
boro Poultry Producers Protective
Streets. Modem and up-tothe rip cord. Did we take off! I'll quarters. Address Arthur Abele„
Association was held in the Odd Fel
date. A variety of foods
Steadfast,
slow,
with
measured
beat,
say we did! Grlmmlnger couldn't J r , President, Little America Avia
lows hall Thursday evening. All of
The milk-horse marches up the street.
moderately priced.
get on the sledge In time and was tion and Exploration Club, Hotel
ficers were re-elected. Plans were
Clomp, clomp, clomp—halt!
made to enforce the law protecting
left behind. After about 30 yards Lexington, 48th Street and I*exlngSpeedy motors have one fault;
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
poultrymen from unscrupulous deal
Skinner was thrown off and 1 was tou Avenue, New York. N, Y.
ers and from chicken thefts. Several
Clever men need still Invent
Rooms without bath
One that Is Intelligent.
new members were admitted to the
association.
So the horse at four A. M.
$2.00

SP E C IA L D A IL Y E V E N T S A T E X P O S IT IO N

If Mothers Only Knew

Dr.TruesElixir

H

What Vocation Shall
My Boy Choose?

THE SAUNTERER

HOTEL
BELLEVUE

RESTAURANT

CAFETERIA

I N N E W Y O R K C IT Y
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations

iiNOis

e

t>0W| U

DirsctUnofR.J Conol

HOTIl YORK- 7th Ava. and 36th St. — 1 minute Ptna. Station
HOTIl ORAND-Broadway and 31st St.— ! minute* Penn. Station
•

Every-Otber-Day
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H O T IL IN D IC O T T -C o lu m b u *
H o r n M A R T H A W A S H IN G T O N

IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station. $2.50 up.

fa r

81»t S t — O p p o iit c Parfc
29 East 2 9th S t

W em an -

IN CHICAGO
Hotel P la n , No. Ave. & No. Clark St. $1.50 up

Comes into his own again,

CONGRESS’ LONGEST SESSION

And delivers even now
Milk from the old-fashioned cow.

I t was a meeting of the 65th Con
Paces, still, his well-learned route
gress which met during the World
Through a city lying mute.
War period, convening Dec. 3. 1917,
Midnight cars no longer hum,
and adjourning Nov. 21, 1918, a total
Daylight din is yet to come
of 354 days. The shortest was a spe
cial session of the 37th Congress
As on nineteenth century feet.
which met In the summer of 1861 and
He walks down the empty street.
lasted b ut 33 days. Average length
Solemn, stately even yet—
of the regular session (not counting
Brief Victorian vignette.
the former short session) is about
—Alice Lawry Gould In Christian Sci
ence Monitor.
217 days.

Up

Rooms with bath

$3.00

Up

NOT WHAT EXPECTED

BOSTON

I

Consumption Is Not H alf
That o f Pre-Dry Era.
Washington.—Either the Ameri
can thirst for liquor Is not what It
used to be or the bootlegger Is do
ing a better business than his legal
competitor. Whatever the cause. It
now appears that the consumption
of legal liquor in the first year of
repeal will be considerably less than
half the amount consumed In a nor
mal year of the pre-Volstead era.
The legal liquor Industry that
sprang up almost over night after
13 years of drydom, Is finding Its
dream of quick profits only a drenm,
and heavy losses are threatening to
close down distilleries and retail es
tablishments throughout the coun
try. Imported wines and liquors are
lying In warehouses and there Is
more than ample liquor now on
hand to satisfy even an unprece
dented demand.
In short, figures Issued by the
Treasury department and by the
code authority for the distilling In
dustry indicate a surprising failure
on the part of the drinking public
to consume the amount of liquor It
had been expected to consume on
the basis of past performances.
Blame Bootleggers.
Spokesmen for both the govern
ment and the distilling Industry
were Inclined to attribute this
failure to the continued competi
tion of illicit liquor, rather than to
any loss of appetite on the part
of drinking Americana. They blamed
the high price of legal liquor and rep
resentatives of the Industry went fur
ther to blame the high prices on
high taxes.
What with federal taxes at S2
a gallon, state taxes ranging even
higher In some places, end heavy
licensing fees In nearly every local
ity. members of the Industry argue,
prices of legal liquor cannot be low
ei.ougb to compete with the prices
of illegal liquor on which no tax
la paid at all.
Moreover, according to the In
dustry's spokesmen, repeal did not
completely change the drinking hab
its developed during the thirteen
years' reign of the bootlegger. The
Illicit dealer Is still highly pat
ronized, they • declare, and In one
quarter It waa estimated that for
every gallon of legal, tax paid
liquor consumed, two gallons of Il
licit, untax paid liquor Is sold.
During prohibition. It la esti
mated, some 100,000,000 gallons of
bootleg liquor were consumed each
year, and the legal liquor Industry
argues that because of high prices,
which they blame on high taxes,
much of this huge Illicit traffic still
exists.
Dr. James M. Doran, chairman of
the Distilled Spirits institute, dis
tillers’ code authority, estimates
that more than 36.000.000 gallons of
legal liquor will be consumed this
year on the basis of consumption
up to June. This, he pointed out,
is Just about half the amount of
liquor consumed In even the lean
est pre-prohlbitlon years. Annual
normal consumption prior to the
dry era, according to Doctor Doran,
was about 84,000,000 gallons a year.
Imports Are Down.

While the domestic Industry ts
confronting a serious problem due
to the unexpectedly low demand for
legal spirits, the foreign producer
and Importer la likewise faring
badly in the American market, fig
ures compiled by the Treasury de
partment Indicate.
Since repeal became a reality on
December 5, the treasury disclosed,
Imports of liquor have totaled
8.264.227 gallons. Prior to that date,
some 40,111 gallons were on hand.
In bonded warehouses, bringing the
total supplies of foreign llqnora In
this country np to June 30 to 8,304,838 gallons.
i Only 3,748,818 gallons have been
withdrawn, however, leaving 4,580,520 gallons of Import'd whiskies and
spirits still nnnsed lo the ware
houses. Allowing for present stocks
on retail shelves, the treasury's fig
ures would Indicate that leas than
3,700,000 gallons of foreign llqnor
have been consumed In this country
In the eight months sines prohibi
tion ended.
At the tame time the lack of de
mand has caused Importers to fall
far short of the amount of foreign
liquor they expected to bring to
American shores after prohibition
ended. Imports have amounted to
only two-fifths of the quotas allowed
by the oontrol hoard for the period
between December 6 and April 30.
Only about one-fifth of the Decem
ber-April quota, moreover, has
moved Into consumptive channels.

Scenic Mountain Road in
Colorado Nearly Ready
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HO R IZO N TA L
1-Vigor
♦-Open (Poet.)
7-T ard ier
9-Piece of china
11- Sick
12- The (F r.)
13- Ordnance
Department (abbr.)
14- Glrl'a name
16- To travel in a
vehiclt

H O R IZ O N T A L (Cont.)
V E R TIC A L (Cont.)
52- A degree (abbr.)
25- Preposition
53- lncites
26- Penetrate
56- Girl's name
27- Showera
57- Pealed
29- A floating battery
59- Look
30- Large artery
60- A point of compass 31- lnto
(abbr.)
33-Golf mound
61- Act
'35-Chop
62- Term inate
I38-Aira •
63- More gentle
39-County (abbr.)
7
65-Compact
40- T riter
17- Excite
67- Joined
41- Movea rapidly
19-Back of the neck
68- Kitchen utensil
42- A group of ialanda
21- Con junction
in N. Pacific ocean
V E R T IC A L
22- Conaumed
(abbr.)
23- Poatmaeter (abbr.)
1- Small valley
43- African antelope
24- Reatrain from acting 2 - Pronoun
44- Female deer
\
3- An affray
28- Half a score
46-The whole
29- Bucket*
I 4-Ancient
48-Dip
i 5-F ath er (short)
32-Give
50- Dogma
34-Sovereign power
6- English school
51- Thruat one's nose
36- Bind
7- Cover
into things
37- Organ of hearing
8 - Narrate
54- Obtain
38- View *
9 - Efficacious
55—Visible line of
41-To bind, aa in
10- Epoch
junction between
bandages
11- Ventilated
two parts
44- Hinged barriers
15- A fru it
[57-Check
45- Strike gently
16- Measure of length
58-Con junction
47-Poata
18-Corroded
j64-Pronoun
49- Ahead
20-A printer’s
50- Storiee
measure (pi.)
66-Muaical nots
V-i

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
E ffe c ts o f G u l f S tr e a m

As for the reputed effects of
Gulf stream changes on American
climate, scientists reassure us that
the effect of the Gulf stream on the
climate of the United States Atlan
tic coast la negligible. Wind which
really controls climate conies pre
vailingly from the Northwest that
la from the land, and the Gulf
stream lying several hundred
miles off shore cannot moderate
the climate. The winds that pass
from the sea over northwestern
Europe do transport warmth that
the Gulf stream has carried over
there and Europe does thus have
some of Its climate made in the
Gulf of Mexico. — Kansas City
Times Science Service.
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In Athens a monument vase with
two handles wss placed on the
tomb of a person who died unmar
ried, anch a vase being the type
carried In a marriage procession to
hold water for the wedding ritual
bath.
P ric e le sa O il in W h a le ’* N o t e

Scientists state that priceless oil
cargoes tre carried In a whale's
nose. The forepart of sperm houses
air conditioning and a pumping systemlng similar to man-made mech
anisms.
D e a th R a t e H ig h

In uncivilized parts of the world,
where superstition, disease, want
and dirt exist, some live to four
score years, some less, but the ma
jority die before they are five years
old.
T h e A u th o r* * L e a g u e

The Authors’ league of America
was founded In 1912 to provide mu
tual assistance In the technical
ities and difficulties of publishing
and copyrighting.
M in e r a l* In H u m a n B o d y

Among the minerals found
human body la silver, which
In the tonsils and thyroid
and has a function not yet
stood.

In the
occurs
gland
under

B o d y F ig h t * G e r m *

Experiments show that when dis
ease germs enter the tissues, the
body begins to fortify Itself against
the Invaders within 48 hours.
B o d y T e m p e ra tu re *

Boston.—Life was almost as
dangerous In Boston In autonioblleless 1830 as In 1930. statistics show.
The death rate In 1830 was 71.7
per 100,000 and 100 years later It
waa 74.4. Drownlngs took the heav
iest toll In 1830.

The flower known as the blue
Soldanella alplna of the Swiss Alps
drills Its way through solid Ice.

E n g lia h T r a c e d to 3 5 0 0 B . C .

The origin of the English lan
guage has been traced to 3500 B. C.
It started In the Indo-HIttlte
tongue.
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B a lt ic S e a T id e le * *

The Baltic sea, Into which flows
more than 200 fresh-water streams,
Is tideless.
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NOtTH tTATION, SOTfOSt
G e r m a n S ub W a * B u * y

On one day in September, 1914,
nog German aubmarlne sank three
British cruisers.
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1 4 0 M illio n See F ilm * in W e e k

About 140,000,000 people go to
moving picture shows throughout
the world each week.
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F lo w e r D r i l l * T h r o u g h Ic o

The only law of human nature
the modern novelist knows Is that
the exception Is the rule.
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W r it e r *
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Although body temperature Is or
dinarily said to be 98.6 degrees
Fahrenheit, temperatares In differ
ent parts of the body vary.
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Trinidad, Colo.—The Cordova
Tasa road, at one point nearly 12,000 feet above ses level, will be
opened some time this summer, It
has been announced by the state
highway department. The highway
tnverses the beautiful Spanish
peaks country, considered to be one
of the most scenic sections In the
Rocky mountains.

One

- Special rates for
permanent occupancy

Tcourier-gazette cross-word puzzleJ
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Ether was first used as aa anes
thetic on October 18, 1838,
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Every-Other-Day

Traveling Around America

It Is only during the summer when
It is approaching its summer sol
stice that the sun shines continu
ally on some part of the United
States, her territories, possessions
or dependencies. For a very short
time during the 24 hours of the
equinoxes, March 21 and September
21, the whole of our territory Is be
low the horizon in darkness.—Path
finder Magazine.
H om o o f the D ia m on d

India was the original home of
the diamond as a Jewel. For cen
turies India remained the sole
source of Europe's diamond supply.
Diamonds were discovered in Bra
sil In 1730 and in South Africa In
1867. South Africa furnishes 90
per cent of the world's supply.
P ercen ta g e P rofit

‘‘Per cent” or “per centum” means
“by the hundred;” a “percentage"
Is a rate per cent. If an article
costs a dollar and sells for two dol
lars, the profit Is 100 per cent of
the cost price; if it sells for more
than two dollars, the profit Is more
than 100 per cent.
T his O ne Bloom * E a r ly

The western skunk cabbage Is
an arum and so a cousin of the well
known Jack-ln-the-Pulplt or Indian
turnip of the east, says Nature Mag
azine. It is a product of the black
muck soil of the swamp, and the
warmer the location the earlier It
blooms.
C ause o f Crim ea

In the light of the teachings of
psychology, most crimes are greatly
Influenced by physical or psycho
logical abnormality or by social fac
tors over which the Individual may
have comparatively little control.
C apital o f T ib et

Extremely remote, so far as Eu
ropeans are concerned. Is Lhasa,
capital of Tibet. In the year 1901
an armed force from India reached
Lhasa for the purpose of arranging
a commercial treaty.
G allery C arved F ro m Rock

Excavations near the Pyramids
at Olza resulted in the discovery of
a huge Nile gallery carved from
solid rock and modeled on the lines
of the sacred ship of Ha, the Egyp
tian sun god.
O hio’s M a rriage L aw s

Ohio law states that a marriage
license must be obtained In the
county in which the bride resides.
The marriage, however, may take
place in any county in the state.
T oo C om m on

‘‘Good looks somehow don't count
for much," said Uncle Eben. “At de
goo anybody will admire an ele
phant more dan he does a pea
cock."
fo r

C r im e *

Maps Installed In every London
police station show, by different col
ored flags, the prevalence of cer
tain types of crimes In various dis
tricts.

“ T ra d e L a s t”

ON OUR PRESIDENT’S ROUTE

IIS is one of the old balconyhung streets In Cartagena. Co
lombia, one of the few ports which
President Roosevelt elected to visit,
on his summer cruise. Despite the
fact that the city lies on the path
of the popular cruise route between
New York, California and the Cen
tral Americas and Is visited by hun
dreds of travelers every year, it has
taken on but few of our modern
ways.
Cartagena presents to travelers a
better picture of medieval days than
many of the old cities of Europe, for
It has changed but little since the
time. 401 years ago, when Spain sent
,over royal architects to design the
city's palaces and engineers to lay
out her streets.

Mellow churches and convents
fashioned In the style of old Seville
still rise from sunny Moorish plazas
and winding streets flanked with
Spanish dwellings. On the Parque
Bolivar still stands the Palace of the
Inquisition from which emanated
(he stem sentences or the religious
courts. And around the city are the
same tower-topped wall and grim
fortresses that met the attacks of
pirates and organized navies which
tried to despoil the city of the fabu
lous wealth drawn from the rich
mines of the Interior. In a word.
Cartagena—the only seat In the New
World upon which Spain lavished
part of the spoils of her conquest—
reflects the heyday of Spanish art,
architecture and culture.

POMONA AT NORTH HAVEN

The L ittle C on gress

B ird s in D is t r ic t o f C o lu m b ia

Approximately one-fourth of the
bird species of the United States
have been found in the District of
Columbia.
S u g a r T a k e n F r o m B e e t in 1 7 4 7

The first experiments success
fully obtalnlug sugar from beets
were made in Berlin In 1747,
In v e n t e d T h e r m o m e te r

Galileo Invented the first ther
mometer in 1392.

R esm ol

E g g Dance in Holland

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STR. CO.
Service to Vlnalhaven, North Haven.
Stoninzton, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenehboro
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Read Up 1
Read Down
Ar 5.30 PM
4.30 A M Lv. Rockland,
4 20PM [
5 40 A M No. Haven.
3 10 P.M.
7 00 A M. Stonington,
Lv
2
00 P.M I
8 00 A M Ar Swans Lsl .
STEAMER VINALHAVEN
Ar. 5.50 PM
5 30 A M. Lv Stonington,
4 40 P.M
6 25 A M.
No Haven,
3 30 P M
7.15 A M
Vlnalhaven.
Lv.
2.00 P.M.
8.30 A M Ar Rockland.
Ar 1 00 P M
10 00 A M Lv. Rockland.
Lv. 11.45 AM.
11.20 A M Ar. Vlnalhaven.
B H. STINSON. Agent.
100-tf

P IL E S
or L o ss o f T im e

DR. JAMES KENT
IN TODAY'S A D S .

U N IO N

Charles Shepard who sustained a
The last regular Grange session
was In charge of the young unmar- ' fractured hip as a result of an auto
ritd members and was well carried mobile accident June 23, Is still con
through. Kenneth Taber acting as fined to his home and unable to bear
master; Edgar Taber, overseer; Miss his weight on either foot, and when
Ruth Puller, chaplain; Rorentlus able to walk will probably be obliged
Merrill, assistant steward; Helen to use crutches for some time.
Webber, lady assistant steward; Helen
Arnold, Ceres. Especially fine work
Entertained Community Club
was done by the officers In the me- !
Mrs.
H. H. Stickney of Crawford
mortal service for Mrs. Jones. H ie
program was In charge of Hope Lake, South Union and Belmont.
Mass., opened her attractive cottage
Grindle.
Harry McKeil and family of Al 8ept. 12 to about 40 members and
bion and his mother Mrs. McKeil of friends of the Women’s Community
Canada were recent callers at Camp Club, the occasion being a so-ca'.led ,
Abenakls. Mrs. McKeil remaining for Dessert Bridge. Guests from War
and Rockland added to the en
an overnight visit with her daughter ren
joyment of auction, contract, and
Mrs. F K. Hussey.
games. Unique prizes were
Mr. and -Mrs. Frederick K Hussey guessing
award’d, the gifts of Mrs. Stickney
and children Carolyn and Knowlton who brought them from Italy where
returned to Newtonvllle last week F ri she spent the winter. Mrs. Edna
day Mr Hussey Is teacher of m athe McKinley had charge cf the c n tra c t
matics at Newton High School.
table' where 'highest - honors were
Mrs H. Esancy spent Wednesday of held by Mrs. Stewart Orbeton and
last week with her daughter Mrs L. Mrs. Fred Knight, both of Rockland
F Fitzgerald.
The auction tables were presided'
Forrest Hussey and son Robert of over bv Mrs. Ethel Creightcn. to
Winslow Lloyd Fitzgerald, Herbert M rs. Ada Lucas going first honors,
Esancy, Ralph Esancy and Alphonso second. Mr< Lina Burkett and third.
Tyler are doing carpentering and Miss Raychel Emerson of Warren.
other work at Cqmp Abenakls. Includ A most interesting set of guessing
ing work on the refrigerator and Ice games were provided in an adjoin
house.
ing room for th o e not interested in
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay of Liberty bridge, the high liner in these games
were callers Monday at Herbert being Mts. MoAlman Hill.
Esancy's.
Too much praise can not b-> given
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Morrison are to the committees, and to Mrs.
spending a few days with relatives in Stickney, all of whom worked to
Massachusetts.
loyally to make the affair such an
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy were enjoyable success, and a delightful
visitors Sunday at Howard Merrill's afternoon was the unanimous verdict
in Windsor, the occasion being Mr. A pleasing sum wasreallzed. to br
Merrill's birthday anniversary.
applied to the club's expense., chief
Mrs Iva Dodge. Mrs. Vera Seska. of which is the sponsoring of music
Mrs. Belle Mitchell and Misses in the public schools.
Olennls Hall and Doris Esancy have
The first regular meeting of the
employment at the com factory.
club will be held Oct 9 at Mrs.
C. N. Webber has been suffering Charles Hoyt's in South Union. A
from a severe attack of sciatic rheu large attendance is desired.
matism.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Esancy of
V IN A L H A V E N
South Hope were guests recently of
his brother Herbert Esancy and
Regular meeting of Marguerite
family.
Schools In town began Monday. Chapter, O E S , will be held Sept
Ralph Esancy Is conveying the pupils 17. Refreshments will be served ar.d
to the village school where Miss games played.
Miss Beulah Gilchrist entertained
Doris Young of Palermo is teaching
the upper grades and Mrs. Minnie the Depression Club Tuesday evening
Garland of Winslow the lower grades Honors at bridge went to Miss Muriel
Miss Marcia Hisler of Weeks Mills Is ChiUes and Mrs. Carroll Gregory.
Friday evening the Mother and
teaching the South China grammar
school; Miss Helen Webber, the Daughter Club met wth Mrs. Frank
Plains school; Mrs Erlena Bartlett. Mullen.
Alien Middleton arrived here Thurs
Branch Mills and Mrs. Edna Tabor
day from Manchester. N. H
the Weeks' Mills School
Mr and Mrs. Charles Cables cf
"You must eat spinach for moral, Connecticut are guests of friends In
spiritual, ethical and esthetical rea town.
Moses Webs'er Lodge. F A M held
sons.'' rays one of the'e food ex
perts. And we have heard tell that a meeting Tuesday night in honor of
It's goed for you. too—Montgomery all members who have been Masons
50 years or more. Thomas Young. 89
Advertiser.
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M o r o « c Y C ie t h r o u g h

S H E E T O F PLATE GLASS

tH 40 MIHUT&
$At€J Tore Lina 1Uii AMOUNT W£tE

CONSUMATiO AT THE MAXWELL.

CONVENTION NOV. 17. l Q / 5 -----

(1 ) L . H . Perlman gained his experience changing tires from having to
help a friend John H . D uffy to change tires on early cara th at did not
have demountable r iir t . So unplrasant wa* the job that Perlm an waa
inspired to Invent the first demountable rim , which was essentially the
same rim used today. (1 ) Thia daredevil earns hit living driving
through a sheet of plaie glass and cornea through without a scratch.
(1 ) W ith in 40 minutes at the Maxwell convention in Novem ber 1915,
dealer* and distributors had contracted for 522,000,000.00 w orth o f ca«e.

a Mason 61 years, made a trip from Mrs. Albert Carver. Mrs. Charles
Verona where he now makes his home Chllles, Mrs. Frank Jones. Mrs. H.
with his daughter, to be present. At W. Flfleld. A New England boiled
the meeting speeches were made and dinner was served.
the Masonic Band played several' Friends gathered recently a t the
selections. The piano solo "Claire home of Winfield Leadbetter and
du Lune." DuBussy. played by Harold celebrated his 87th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Peaslee left
Vinal. added much to the evening's
entertainment. A framed testimonial Friday for Boston and vicinity.
was presented Freeman Roberts as a
token of appreciation of his faithful
“The doctor I consult tells you to
services 24 years as secretary of
play golf for your health.”
Moses Webster Lodge.
"And if you already play golf,
The following party enjoyed Thurs what then?"
• He tells you to stop."
day at Sea-All: Mrs. E. G. Carver.

W orld ’s Chem ical*

W ise r W om en

“There have been many wise men
In the world,” said Hi Ho, the sage
of Chinatown. “Yet much hope lies
In the fact that nature's economy
provides for nearly every wise man
a still wiser woman.”

A n d other rectal d isea ses
T reated W ith o u t P ain

T H E R E S A HOST

One of England's most ancient
ceremonies Is the church ritual
known as “beating the bounds.”
The custom, which Is a perambula
tion by clergy and tftemhers of a
parish of the boundaries of the
parish, Is believed to have originat
ed In Anglo-Saxon days.

F iv e

Eczema
tching

N o P a te n ts t o F r a n k lin

In old England, pigs were whipped
to death, a torture which was sup
posed to render them more palat
able.

C hinam an's C hance

“Chinaman's chance” is generally
employed In the sense of “a very
poor chance" or “no chance at all."
It Is thought that the phrase had
Its origin In the early mining days
In the West, when the Chinese,
who were In a hopeless minority,
had no chance at all If caught In
any Infraction of the law.

The Little congress was organ
ized about 1920 or 1921. Anyone
may be a member who Is employed
in a general capacity of secretary
or clerk to a member of the sen
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange ate or house of representatives. It
met at North Haven, Sept. 8. The is primarily a debating institution. !
weather was not promising, and had Resolutions of current Interest In
S cien ce o f S tr a ig h ten in g T eeth
Orthodontia Is the art of regulat
a tendency to decrease the number ’ the house of representatives or In
going by steamer Castine from Cam the senate, or both, are discussed. ' ing or correcting malpositions of
den and Rockland. But 34 Patrons The rules of the house are the par- 1 teeth. While an Impetus has been
given to this branch of dentistry In
were not willing to give up the tr ip ,, llamentary rules of the Little con
the last 30 years, some attention
gress.
which is looked forward to with so
had been given to it ever since the
much pleasure each year. The day j
latter part of the Eighteenth cen
A ll W o o d . W arp
proved to be a good one and the sea j
The Forest Products laboratory l tury.
was not rough, an easterly wind help
says that there is no wood that will
ing to make the return run shorter not warp somewhat If conditions are
S ic ily
Sicily Is the largest Island In the
than usual. The meeting was held in favorable to warping. With some
woods the warp under the most ex- [ Mediterranean sea with an area of
the K P. hall, and although the ride
9,860 square miles. Sardinia Is
up the Island to Crockett's hall was treme conditions will be so slight
next, with an aren of 9,463 square
not a scheduled part of the days ac- I as to be pcarcely noticeable;
miles, Cyprus, Corsica and Crete
tivities. many like to take that trip J other woods under similar condi
are next with areas between 3,000
tions will warp very badly.
and enjoy the scenery.
and 3,000 square miles.
The North Haven Grangers were '
at the wharf to meet the boat and :
Can Bud S atsu m a O range
N ew H am psh ire G a tew ey
no time was lost in going to the hall ’
The Satsuma orange can be bud
and opening the meeting. Much
Portsmouth, a city more than
ded on other oranges, lemons and
business was transacted in the fore- i grapefruit
In ordinary practice, 1 three hundred years old. Is New
noon, following which dinner was however, the hardy orange, citrus
Hampshire’s gateway to the Atlan
served to 80 Directly after dinner
tic ocean. There is, perhaps, no
the fifth degree was conferred on 11 trlfollata, is the plant which Is used.
This Is not an edible orange, but I other city of Its size In the United
candidates.
States as rich In history.
It Is Ideal for the purpose because
All Granges in this Pomona had
members attending, and visitors were o f its resistance to frost
G arm ent* P refe rred hy Fisherm en
present from Knox and Waldo PoMany fishermen have found that
monas. The Master stated that the
A K itchen-M idden
several layers of garments are
6th degree would be conferred the
A kltehen-mldden la a prehistoric
first week in October at Camden, so mound composed of sea shells,
more useful than a small number
th a t the members might go to Con- ' bones, kitchen refuse, rude stone
of heavier ones when facing the In
necticut in November and take the
tense cold frequently encountered
7th degree, transportation arrange- • Implements and other relics of early
In the North sea In winter.
man.
They
were
first
found
on
the
ments to be made with Harold Nash.
coast
of
Denmark,
but
later
In
the
The greeting was given by Prank
M usic-M aker*
British Isles, North America and ,
W. Waterman of North Haven Grange
Among the peoples of the world,
and responded to by Master N Hop- ! elsewhere.
ten different parts of the body are
kins. I illian Rackliffe gave a very ■
used In playing musical Instru
interesting account of her trip to the
Shaker* W ere A m ong F irsts
ments. They are the month, hips,
New England Lecturers' Conference
The Shakers were the first to
at Burlington. Vt. Recitations were
feet, knees, elbows, chest, wrists,
market
seeds
In
small
envelopes
delivered by Margery Brown and .
head and nose.
for gardens and the first to use a
Eleanor Brown; piano duet by Bar
seal for a trade mark. Shakers
bara Stone and Virginia Stone; Rev.
B u e n o s A ir e *
originated the custom of drying
John Alexander gave a talk on the
Buenos Aires Is called the Queen
moral benefits derived from the | sweet corn and were responsible
City of South America because <♦
Grange. Mrs. Wendell Smith of j for much of the practice of using
Its magnificence and Its splendid
Vinalliaten verv efficiently and plead
herbs medicinally.
metropolitan character. It Is situ
ingly presided at the piano through
ated at the edge of a vast prairie.
out the day.
P hotos H elp T est L igh tn ing
It Is possible to determine the
N . Y . C it y ’ s P o p u la tio n
speed of lightning by use of spe
New York city's population w h s
To r e lie v e
cial photographic apparatus. Ex
60,313, according to the census of
periments of this kind reveal that
1800, although yellow fever had
the average speed of lightning Is
driven away many residents who
around 28,500 miles a second. This
could afford to go.
Is about 15 per cent of the speed of
give skin comfort
light.
_
n urses use .

Thirty-Four Patrons Crossed the
Bay in Spite of the Disquieting
Weather

Much Soap U sed in U . S.

Pig* W hipped to D eath

U se fo r C acao B ean

According to the National Geo
graphic society, not only does the
cacao bean supply the producers of
candles and sweetmeats with a
unique solid Ingredient and flavor
ing, but it furnishes “the makings”
for a hot beverage, surpassed In
world importance only by coffee
and tea.

“ B a s tin g the B o u n d s”

Persons In the United States
should be the cleanest In the world
because they use more than 3.000,000,000 pounds of soap annually.
Although Benjamin Franklin Is
credited with numerous Inventions,
he never applied for a patent on
any of them.

The Treasury department has
Jurisdiction over all government
owned buildings and sites, Includ
ing the United States Capitol and
the post offices throughout the
country. It does not place policies
of Insurance on the Capitol or any
other federal building, whether In
Washington or elsewhere. Congress
appropriates no money to pay the
cost of such insurance. Many of
the public buildings are fireproof or
practically so, and generally an
open space about 40 feet wide Is
maintained to protect It from fires
which might occur In adjoining
structures.
"Trade last” is popularly used as
a compliment, particularly to one
of the opposite sex. The meaning
Is: “If you will say something
agreeable you have heard about me,
I shall say something agreeable I
have heard about you.” While
there Is a trading of compliments
between the parties, the phrase
would Indicate a preference for the
last one to be spoken.

Juvenile end Adult Leaf
It Is well known that sometimes
the leaves first put out by a seed
ling differ more or less from those
which appear later. The first are
known as Juvenile, and the latter
as adult, leaves, says the American
Nature association. Perhaps the
case most often noted is that of the
arbor vitae In which the first leaves
are awl-shaped and the latter scale
like.
A i Sun Shine* on U . S.

S O U T H C H IN A

N o In su ra n ce on C a p itol

In v en to r o f Radio

Although many inventors were
at work on the theory of wireless,
Mahlon Loomis, an American, suc
cessfully transmitted signals be
tween two kites about 1803 and pat
ented his system in 1872. He failed
to develop it, however, and Guglielmo Marconi, who patented and put
to practical use his system of wire
less communication in 1898, Is con
sidered its inventor or discoverer.
Dr. Lee De Forest is regarded as
the father of the modern radio as
he perfected the audlou tube, In
1916, through which the voice was
successfully transmitted. First reg
ular radio broadcasts were made
from KDKA, In Pittsburgh, in the
fall of 1919.—Pathfinder Mugazine.

C o lo rs F la g s

Page
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The egg folk dance in Holland Is
so old that its,origin and signifi
cance have heen forgotten. In this
*dance, gayly attired girls dance
daintily around eggs, in imitation of
fluttering hens.

About 15 per cent of the world's
chemicals are manufactured In
countries which In 1913 had no Im
portant chemical manufactures.
O t h e r P la c e s , T o o

Tribes along the Niger delta be
lieve that a woman Is beautiful
only when she Is so gorged with
food that she cannot walk.
S la n g

Slang Is popular hut unauthor
ized language, usually Inelegant.
Slang has been defined cleverly as
vigorous outlaw language.

N e w C o n t in e n t U n d e r P a c ific

Stretching beneath the surface of
the North Pacific lies a continent
hitherto unknown, with huge plains
broader than an above-surface con
tinent, has been revealed by a depth
finder's echo.

F o g S a ilo rs’ W orst Enem y

HAT you hear and what you read about a car
should be considered before you buy—but one ride
is worth a thousand words. Test Chevrolet’s Knee-Action
on a bumpy road, where you can see for yourself what a
big difference Knee-Action makes in riding comfort.
This test will acquaint you not only with the Kncc-

W

H ardw oods ia B ay S tate

R u in s a t A n t ig u a

Antigua, Guatemala, has ruins
which rank with the most impressive
in the world. The city, 5,000 feet
above sea level, once had a popula
tion of 80,000.
Islan d s in B ay o f Panam a

The Islands of Perlco, Naos, Cu
lebra and Flamenco, In the bay of
Panama, belong to the American
section of the Panama Canal Zone.

h e a d e n g in e , t h e p o s itiv e , c a b le -c o n tr o lle d b r a k e s , t h e
b o d ie s b y F is h e r , a n d th e a d d e d c o m fo r t o f F is h e r V e n t i la t io n .

G o t o y o u r n e a re s t C h e v r o le t d e a le r a n d m a k e

t h e O w n e rs h ip T e s t . C h e v r o le t is s a tis fie d t o l e t y o u a n d
t h e ride d e c id e w h ic h c a r is t h e b e s t fo r y o u .

C H E V R O L E T M O T O R C O M P A N Y , D E T R O IT , M I C H I G A N
Compare Chevrolet’s low delivered prices and easy G.M.A.C. terms. A General Motors Value

Of the six dangers of the sen.
fog, fire. Icebergs, storm, roeks and
shoals, sallora reckon fog as far
their worst enemy.

DCALCW A D VrW TtO TM «N T

t / w

S p a n ish C ustom

Massachusetts Is the borderland
for both northern and southern
hardwoods, says Nature Magazine.
All the common ones have adapted
themselves to her glacial soil.

A c t io n rid e , b u t w it h th e s m o o th , e c o n o m ic a l, v a l v e - i n 

The bull rings of Spain all have
chapels under the grandstand,
where prayers are offered for the
matadors.

te &

t

B lam ed fo r B ald n ess

Baldness may be caused by badly
cooked and hastily enten meals, de- '
Clares a European scientist.

CHEVROLET

jz re jzjajz ra rz reja ra jara jajz ra rejB ^

MAD THE ADS

SEA VIEW GARAGE, ,NC
ROCKLAND, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS
VIN ALH A VEN , M AINE

Every-Other-Day
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TH O M ASTO N

In Everybody’s Column ? * * * * * * * ” * *

Probate Notice®

W ARREN

Advertisement* In thia column not to ’
f V iv
O /4 L J L
S T A T E O F M A IN E
The quilt exhibition at Montpelier | Twenty pheasants were liberated
I
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
To all persons Interested in either of cents, three tim es for 50 cents. Addi
Gift shop at which many rare, old Wednesday by the Knox County fish
f
tional lines five cents each for,one time.
and modern quilts and spreads are | and Game Association, ten of them the estates hereinafter named:
STROLLER, crib and mattress, dining
Court held at Rockland. 10 cents for three times. Six words room stove for sale. Price reasonable. 5 |
being shown, will be continued near the Perrault place on the Union InAtanda Probate
for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
WATER ST.. City.
109-111
throughout the week of Sept. 17.
road, and ten near the Warren Wa- 21st day of August In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Najhaniel Stone and family are ' ter Supply Co. wells,
1931 STUDEBAKER President Eight,
and by adjournment from
practically new, an automobile bargain
moving for the winter to Rockland.
Sunday morning at the Congrega- thirty-four
day to day from the 21st day of said
Bt $450. J. E. RAWLEY. 120 Llmerock
where they have a home on Beech ticnal Church the pastor has chosen i August the following matters having
St.. Rockland. Me
UO’tf
street.
for his text "The Twofold Trend of been presented for the action thereupon
Mrs. J. A. Williamson went to Modern Life in America." the subject hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby Or
CANARIES for sale, males $5. females
dered
$1 MRS W S WHITE. 29 Beech Bt.
Portland Thursday and spent the suggested by the recent election.
That notice thereof be given to all
111-113
4 Tel. 676-W or
' day with her sister, Mrs. Edna Tims.
Mrs. George Martin and daughter persons Interested, by causing a copy address 138 MAIN Sept.
T
.
Rockland.
107-tf
Mrs Altda O Keene. Miss C. Helen Patrice. Mrs. Ruth Philbrook and of this order to be published three weeks
FOR SALE—Four weeks' old pigs $1 75
successively in The Courier-Gazette. a
Russell. Miss Mabel Amesbury and daughter
Janet . and
Mrs. Ann
Cogan.1 newspaper
ROWBOAT 14 ft long lost from Isle each; 8-10 weeks old shoats, $4 each.
,
,
. .
. _
published at Rockland In said au Haut Reward JAMES McMAHON. Mall orders filled. STOVER FEED MFC.
Mrs Abbie Montgomery, with Mrs ana, daughters
Annette and Rae spent county that they may appear at a Pro111-113
110*112 CO., Rockland.
Luther Clark as chauffeur, motored Thursday at the Vannah Cottage at I bate Court to be held at said Rockland. 8tonlngton Tel. 22-4.
on the 18th day of September A D.
this week to Ripogenus Dam and Martin’s Point. Friendship.
DODGE
VICTOR
6
coupe
mpe
for
sale,
$95.
Beech S t . ring with two keys Can
1934 at eight o'clock In the forenoon. b ON
'
“
1504.
2504
Squaw Mountain. They spent two
office. 61 PARK ST., Camden, Me. Tel.
Mrs Laura Starrett entertained at and be heard thereon If they see cause oe■had at the COURIER-OAZETTE107-113
109*114
nights a t the Coffee House, Mdost - dinner Monday her sister Miss Mary
ALEXANDER L. PERRY, late of Mahead Lake, and returned home by Hilt of Eact Union, and Mr. and Mrs. tlnlcufi. deceased^ Will and Petition
FIVE MILCH cows for sale. TED
LIZARD Pin lost In Thomaston about
110-112
for Probate thereof, asking that the same : Aug 2« Reward
M SEERY. Warren. WALKER Tel. 1175 Rockland.
way of Cambridge and Madison, Elmer Hilt of Whitinsville, Mass.
may be proved and allowed and that Me R F D 2 Box 81.
110-112
stopping at Lakewood Another stop
Mrs.
Lizzie
Ring,
Mrs.
___
V , n r , n .v ,.,.,
""■*• —
—
——
e and
—
—
— Effie Letters Testamentary lasue to Arthur A. ■
______ ____________________________
PARLOR stove for sale, Hub Heater No.
.nAM WOK S Myers of Roxbury, Mass, who have i Philbrook of Matlnlcus. he being the j PAIR of glasses ln fase loat at o le n . 317, excellent condition, price reasona
111-113
their
*.ight
triprirto
ended
* itht r if:
guests of Mr. and. Mrs Charles ?*eSutor
named n 8ft d
• wlthout 1--cove fire Wednesday night, agnes ble. 14 BERKELEY ST.. City
nine supper.
ciinnov The
T b n ride
hnirut was
rtfinn
--- —28—South
- -- St.
LONG.
Main
110-112
nice
home
R(p„ •° , -Wan.en Highlands
for tw o 1bond
WORK HORSE for sale. Apply J A.
LINNIE
M
ASH
OTHERWISE
KNOWN
made m the evening. Ever> memb,! we€^s returned home Monday, mo AS LINNIE M BREWER, late of Rock
F.Y^ GLASSES In brown case lost CREIGHTON CO. Knox St., Thomas
ot the party was delighted with the
throu(fh w)lh Mr and Mrs land. deceased. Will and Petition for Sunday
109*111
between house and restaurant. ton.
trip, and declared they had grown Ed
Ring of Ariington. Mass , who Probate thereof, asking that the same T. J. FOLEY. Tel. 654-J or 933-M
may be proved and allowed and that Let
110-112
younger
while
making
it.
.
»
£
d
at
Warren
ONE
1930
Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle.
The annual inspection of erdnan e , had spent me weekend at w arren ters Testamentary Issue to Harriett C -----------------—
Good tires Fine condition. TEL 1059-W
of Rockland, she being the Execu- I PLATINUM bar pin lost, set with I Rockland, Me
110*112
■operty in the hands of units a r .d |H « r; ^ la . Caler entertalned the Snow
property
trlx named ln said Will, without bond
stones, on Main Bt. Reward
CLARA
individuals of Battery P, Thomaston, Help One Another Circle of Kings
ANNIE I. FLINT, late of Rockland, de- W GREGORY. 16 Llmerock St
111-113
ipah
ceased
Will and Petition for Probate --------------------------------------------will be made Ocf. 29 and 30. The
Rams for sale. O. W. CARROLL, Rock
thereof, asking that the same may be
LADYS w hite gold wrist watch and ville. Me. Tel. 352-13.
109-111
annual inventory and audit will be Daughters at her home Monday eve •proved
and allowed and that Letters band lost on Sept 9. between Tenant's
made a t the local armories. Cant i ning.
• • • •
I Testamentary Issue to Frank C Flint | Harbor and 26 North Main St . RoekDRY HARD wood for sale. White birch
Elliot C. Goodwin will visit the 1 Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilson with of Boek,»nd he being the Executor; land. GERTRUDE MAK1NEN. 15 Beech fitted for fireplace or stove, cord $9 50.
named In said Will, without bond And I S t . Rockland
109*111 Extra quality old growth beech, maple
Thomaston battery Sept. 21 a t 9 a m
the petitioner prays that the Courts de- J ................................
— ------------- — and yellow birch. Well seasoned in the
Miss Marion F. Miller who gradu their daughter Mrs Beatrice Watts termlne
whether or not the omission of
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of sun and kept under cover to preserve Its
ated from Thomaston High School and granddaughter Patricia have a granddaughter ln said will was ln te n -' deposit book numbered 35221, and the full value. Fitted. $10.50; chunks for the
j owner of said book asks tor duplicate ln j furnace
$9 50 ; 4-ft
lengths $8 50.
last June, is listed among the en  moved from Waldoboro into the rent ttonal or occasioned by mistake
RALPH W BICKFORD, late Of Rock- 1 accordance
accord an ce w
with
i t h tthe
h e sprovision
m th le n n
off the
t h e WALTER
.
E. SPEAR. 236 Rankin St. Tel.
tries to Gorham Normal School this over the Seldon Robinson grocery
_______
_______
___
_______
__
State
Law
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
HANK.
962-R
107-112
land, deceased
Will and Petition for
store at Malcolm's Corner.
term.
thereof, asking that the same | ®y EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas. RockTwo paragraphs in the story. “Ply Probate
may be proved and allowed and that land, Maine. Sept. 1, 1934.
105*S-lll
THE L. E. GRIFFIN house at 25 James
ing the North Atlantic.'’ w ritten by Letters Testamentary Issue to Anna H ————
St.. Rockland for sale. Hardwood floors,
Mr and Mrs J. Edwin Mitchell and Ann Mcrrow Lindbergh, in the Sep- Bickford, of Rockland, she being the * — - - - ■
. . ..
electric lights, large lot.
Priced right.
■ Apply to M M. GRIFFIN, Rockland, Me.
daughter Jean of Natick. Mass tember issue of the National Geogra- Executrix named ln said Will, without
bond.
|
»
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
26-tf
spent a day recently with Mr. and ptiic Magazine, are of especial interAVESTA M BUCKLIN, late of Thom- ,
117 1 U T f c f t
TWO FORD COUPES. Whippet coach
Mrs. Ellis Young. They are vaca- est t0 w arren people. Verbatim they aston.
deceased
Will and Petition for ’
w> XI Iw I K I ■
* for sale or exchange Sell cheap. Clos
tioning a t the home of Mr. and Mrs. arc. "Certainly on all the rest of the Probate thereof, asking that the same »
......................
t ing out. E. D. LINSCOTT, 73 Crescent
J D Mitchell in Friendship.
be proved and allowed and that
St . City
109*111
trip we were not treated more hos- may
Letters Testamentary Issue to Susie E
Mrs. Emma Gilchrist
of
St.
George
DRESSMAKING—Children’s clothes a
THREE upright pianos, second hand;
, .
,
..
pitably nor. I must add. did we meet Davis of Thomaston, she being the
specialty.
MRS
K
V
WHITE.
14
Myrtle
four
rolled
top
desks,
one
flat
top
desk.
was a recent guest of her
Mrs. i anyCne who delighted me as much as Executrix named ln said Will, without
street.
110M12 | second hand
STGNINGTOW FURNIJames Carney at the West End.
an old lady with her charming frank bond
I URE CO.. 313-325 Main 8 t . City. 105-tf
Oscar Gould of Belfast came to ness. who climbed up the steps to the
ALBERT E MANK. late of Rockland,
BOARDERS wanted, would take elder
75 ACRE FARM In Union for sale,
attend the funeral of his cousin Mrs I perch the next morning. My hus- deceased Will and Petition for Probate ly person or Invalid. Comfortable house, good
buildings, $700, easy terms. V. F.
thereof, asking that the same may be

V -----------

Draught or Bottles

• LOST AND FOUND <

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
W H O LESA LE

D IS T R IB U T O R S

FOR T H E S T A T E OF M A IN E

u t

Rising W olf M ountain
' i' i

r ob

Rising Wolf mountain, which lifts
Its multicolored and cloud capped
summit high above the shores of
Two Medicine lake, gets its name
from the sleeping peculiarities of a
white man who “went native.’ He
Is also said to have been the first
white man to have set foot in what
I9 now Glacier National park. The
man was Hugh Monroe, a Scotch
man. who long ago set traps along
the streams of the northwest plains
and ln the nigged mountain reglou
which the Blackfeet called the
“Land of the Shining Mountains.”

-

W t<?£R

»KD Spr . ho

UST IMAGINE! No more stale, dead, stuffy air—the
air is changed completely every 10 to 15 minutes In every
room. And it Is purified . . . destroying bacteria, removing
dust and other impurities.
No more dry. parched heat that puts you to sleep in
your chair at 9 o'clock. For the air is humidified to pro
vide just the degree of moisture necessary to comfort and
health.
No layers of heat along the ceilings. No chilly areas
Just above the floors. No smoke, soot or ashes to soil cur
tains and furnishings.
Magic?
No—I t ’s Delco-Heat C onditional -th e
newest triumph of Delco-Heat engineers!
Delco-Heat C onditional with all its new-day air con
ditioning features operates at a cost less than any other
method of automatic heating. This is because of the unit
construction, and the utilization of the famous Delco-Heat
method of burning oil.
Be sure to see Delco-Heat Conditional demonstrated at
our Main Street Sales Room.
D E L C O -IIE A T C O N D IT IO N A IR DOES THESE

1 Purl.Tcs the air.
2. Humidifies the air.
3. Heats the air automatically.
4 Circulate*, the air and provides
a complete change every 10 to 15
minutes.

I D IN G S

M a ry

C re a m e r

of

W inslow's

M ills , j band w x s o u l on , he p U n e

but sh e

and was joined at Thomaston by his
daughter Mrs. Luther Clark.
Services at the Federated Church
on Sunday will be: Church school at
9 45 a m.; morning service at 11
subject "A Further Adventure.” The
music will include “The Voice of
Many Waters." bv Porter. The eve
ning service will be at 7, the subject
Good News.
Orace Chapter. O E S. te Invited to
a clambake Sunday with Mr. ana
Mrs. William
Oilchrest
n
x at their „cottage at S tones Po.nt. Cushing. Dinner is a t 1 o'clock. Take dishes, ar.d
1 if not solicited take sweets. Those
; desiring transportation should be at
j the hall at 10 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle F. Wilson of
Gray spent Sunday with relatives in
town. On thetr return that.evening
they were accompanied by their
daughter Sarah and son Earle. Jr.,
who have laeen spending some time
with thetr aunts here.
The Eastern Star Circle will hold a
card party at the Masonic hall Tuesday evening playing to commence at
7.30.

i t

i

heat, bathroom
Reasonable STUDLBY. 283 Main St.
proved and allowed, and that letters furnace
rates TEL 479-M or write P O Box 443. .

Tel. 1154.

__________________________________ 105-tf
Issue to Herbert E. Mank
came up to me cordially. ’I would Testamentary
109-111
of Waldoboro, he being the Executor Rockland._________
WHEN you are planning to sell your
like to shake hands with Mrs. Lind named ln said Will, without bond.
HOUSEKEEPER, girl or woman, w ant- | chickens and fowl, call PETTER ED
bergh though I'd much rath er shake
HORATIO N HILTON late of Warren, ed ln family of three, good home. 3 WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland.
105-tf
11P113 I
hands with her husband.' Happily deceased. Will and Petition for Probate GILCHREST ST.. Thomaston
A L L R A IL C O A L .
T e l 2 9 7 -W .
WILthereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
she was able to do so a few proved and allowed and that Letters
MOTHERS' HELPER wanted One who I MAM F TIBBETTS. 148 Union 6t. 92-tf
minutes later " Mrs. Lindbergh had Testamentary Issue to Helen M Hilton wants good home with small wage
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
109-111 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWnRE CO.
reference to her stav the night of of Warren, she being the Executrix MRS P K REED Tel 837-11
G em s B elieved to H a v e S ex
named
in
said
Will,
without
bond.
105-tf
July 9 1933. at the Dorman cottage at
CAPABLE woman 40 with girl 10. would
^ nd "and was plainlv pleased
ESTATE GEOROE W DEARBORN, late like housekeeper position. Good home
For many centuries various gems
Union, deceased
Petition for Ad- preferred to high wages. MRS SAR
were believed to have sex and the
with ,he
extended her by of
mlnl. tratlon. asking that Herbert Grin
L egal N o tic e s
110*112
Mr and Mrs Clarence Dorman nell f Union, or some other suitable GENT 13 Acorn S t. City.
ability to produce offspring. Be
person
be
appointed
Admr..
without
EXPERIENCED,
practical
nurse
wishes
The “old lady" in question was none bond.
tween 400 B. C. and 1CO0, there were
STATE OF MAINE
employment Phone or write MRS WIL
i Countv of Cumberland. 8S
other than Mrs. Ernest Achorn. Sr . ESTATE MARCIA A ROBBINS, late of LARD HALL. Tel. 11-11, u/arrow
numerous accounts of germinating
i
in
n
o
To
R»’Ph
W. Jewell of Hope ln the \
and tbe correspondent, overheard the Union, deceased. Petition for Adminis
diamonds. As late as 1913, the pearl------------------------------------------------- county of Knox and State of Maine, forconversation
which
appeared
in
the
tration.
asking
that
Clarence
Leonard
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to sell merly of Rockland In said County of
fishers of Borneo saved every ninth
, {ory Needless to say. Mrs Achorn of Union, or some other suitable person flavoring extract, after school; send fori Knox and State of Maine:
pearl in the native conviction that
free samples
WAKEFIELD EXTRACT I Whereas Ralnh W Jewell of Hope In
js being called "old lady” on all sides be appointed Admr . without bond.
CATHERINE CAMPBELL, late CO.. Sanbornville N H
107-112 the County of Knox and State of Maine.
It had some power to breed others
now. but she does not appear to mind of ESTATE
New York City. N. Y . deceased ------------------------------------------------------------formerly of Rockland In said County
of its kind.—Collier's Weekly.
it at au
Petition for Administration, asking that
EXPERIENCED girl wanted for gen- ; and State, on the third day of Septem' Barlow H. Wetherbee of New York Albert
„ „ C. Campbell of New York City. eral housework; references required. I her. A D 1932 by Lease Agreement, reother
suitable person be MRS C. A EMERY, City. Tel. 436-M
' cetved from Mack Motor Truck ComC on ch a
citv and Warren was on Teel's island N Y.. or ^some
m r ° .‘
wfthom'&nS'
109-tf pany. a corporation duly organized by
Friday to attend the funeral of Rufus
| law with a place of business at Portland
A concha, meaning shell, was
ESTATE HENRY BOGGS late of Union,
WORK wanted, carpentering or paper In the County of Cumberland and State
yj Teel.
deceased
Petition for Administration, hanging.
originally a shell-shaped ornament,
any
where
In
Knox
County.
of Maine, the following described prop
Sunday morning a t th e Baptist asking that Elisha W Pike of Rockland, LEROY ROGERS. 151 Pleasant 8t
erty. to wit:
usually silver, though sometimes
or some other suitable person be ap
109*114
One used Mack Truck Model AB,
Church
Rev.
Howard
A
Welch
will
pointed Admr.. with bond.
of leather. It Is a common adorn
Chassis Number 4AB1CH1739, Motor
speak on "The Winds and the Tides;"
ESTATE LOTTIE P YOUNO. late of
No. BA 747-69. Dump Body,
ment for saddles, bridles, and
church school at noon. Following the Appleton, deceased. Petition for License
as Lessee, agreeing to pay therefor the
chaps in the Southwest, and Is also
Sell certain Real Estate, situated ln
sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred
opening service of praise in the eve- to
Appleton, and fully described ln said
the name given to the button-like
Nine Dollars ($1.709 00). which Lease
ning. the sermon topic will be “Ours Petition, presented by Maynard M
Agreement Is recorded ln the City Rec
ornament that conceals the clasps
Brown of Appleton. Admr.
to Possess."
♦
--------------•
ords for the City of Rockland. Maine, ln
on the lower leg of tight-fitting Mex
_____
ESTATE ALFREDA D. GRIFFIN, late
Book 33. Page 518
is_______
visiting____
her
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock. Miss Hor- j Mrs. Mary Richmond
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
And Whereas the conditions of said
Qwnn nnd V r i ‘ of Rockland, deceased. First and Final
ican trousers.—Literary Digest.
sisters
Ml&s
Eliza
o
w
a
ii
u
u
u
Account
presented for allowance by Mil- land Hair Store. 24 Elm bt. Mall orders Lease Agreement have been broken
tense Wilson. Mrs Milton Dalzell and
Sarah
Hull
at
Rockland.
ton
M
Griffin
of
Rockland.
Exr.
solicited
H
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J
Now. Therefore, notice is hereby given
Miss Marjorie Dalzell motored to
• * * •
105-tf | by said Mack Motor Truck Company,
ESTATE WILLIAM J BRAZIER late of
L ocust S o m e B u zzer
Bridgton Monday. Miss Marjorie enter
being
a non-resident mortgagee with an
Guests of Aden Peyler and Miss Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
NOTICE- All
persons
are
A near relative of the cricket, the ing upon her junior year at Bridg
hereby 1established place of business at No. 18
Account presented for allowance by Olive notified
Adelle
Fevler
this
week
are
Miss
that
after
this
day
and
date
I
Bedford
Street Portland. Maine, of its
Brazier of Thomaston. Admx
locust. Is a famous musician. This ton Academv.
will pay no bills except those contracted Intention
to
foreclose
said
Lease
Betty Branch. Miss Bernice Feyler
ESTATE RUBY H BERRY, late of by me In my own name
fellow seems to carry a buzz saw
Mrs. William Pratt of Wlllardham and Alton Feyler, all of Providence.
WILLIAM Agreement for breach of Its conditions.
Camden, deceased. First and Final Ac SHIELDS. Thomaston, Sept. 12. 1934.
Dated this 28th day of August. A. D.
with him, but he has never been spent Wednesday with her daughter
Recent guests of Mrs. Annie Watts count presented for allowance by
'
110*112 1934
found sawing any wood. He Is the Mrs. James Carney.
MACK MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY
were Mr. and Mrs. James Curran and Clarence M. Howes. Exr.
CHRISTMAS CARD Salespeople
Big
Mrs
Claude
Patch
and
son
Eldred
ESTATE
ELIZA
C.
SHOLES,
late
of
By W A MAYNARD
most successful noise-maker in the
money selling 21 Christmas Folders $1;
Edward Lynch of Scituate, Mass.
Vlnalhaven. deceased. First and Final 50f ; commissions. Mother of Pearl, hand
ICs Vice-President, duly authorized
of
Stoneham.
Mass.,
and
Friendship
Insect world, and no carnival vend
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney King of Lubec Account presented for allowance by N. made paper, suede, engravings, etchings.
105-S-lll
were supper guests of Mr and Mrs. were dinner guests Thursday of Mr Cook Sholes. Exr.
er can imitate his squawks.
Everydays. Gift Wrappings. Children’s
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
Ellis Young Thursday evening
ESTATE EMMA TOLMAN. of Rockport cards.
Box on approval.
SUNSHINE
and Mrs. Frank Stahl, enroute to
Whereas Naomi H Bossa. formerly
The remains of Ferdinand Schwab Portland.
Second and Final Account presented for ART. Dcpt. 25. 206 Broadway. New York Naomi H Gay of Friendship ln the
T h ose B ath room C hord,
allowance. Edgar P Snlbles, Guardian _______________________________ 2 5 -S -lll County of Knox and State of Maine, by
who died in Quincy. Mass., arrived in
Mrs.
Walter
Bucklin
and
sons
Rich• by Harriet Augusta Shlbles Executrix
Singing in the bathroom Is popu this town Thursday for Interment.
WE ARE prepared to make your wool her mortgage deed dated August 22.
ard and Fred of South Warren ac - of t he last will and testam ent of said Into
yarn. Write for prices. Also yarn 1928. recorded ln Knox Registry of Deeds.
lar, explains one physicist, because Prayer was offered at the grave by companied by Fred Hall of Rockland Edgar P Shlbles.
for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Book 220. Page 91. conveyed to Medomak
ESTATE
GLADYS
M
GREGORY,
late
the singer llstens-not merely to his Rev. H. S. Kilborn of the Baptist motored Tuesday to Orono, where
Maine
105-116 National Bank, a national banking insti
tution located at Waldoboro ln the
Rockport, deceased
Petition for Li
own voice but to the musical notes Church in the presence of relatives Richard will enter the University of of
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to County of Lincoln and said State, a cer
cense to sell Personal Estate, presented
characteristic of the room, and In and friends The remains were ac Maine as a first year student. Fred by Frank H Ingraham, of Rockland. order. Keys made to fit all locks when tain parcel of real estate with buildings
original keys are lost. House. Office or thereon, situated In said Friendship ln
small rooms lined with tile or hard companied by Mrs May Schwab. Hall registered this year as a senior. Trustee.
Code books provide keys for all that part thereof known as “Davis
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD Es Car.
Henry
Delano
and
Miss
Chase.
Miss Susan Porter entertained sev quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox locks without bother. Scissors and Point.’ described as follows:
plaster this resonance Is particu
Knives
sharpened. Prompt service Rea
Invitations
are
being
received
here
Beginning at an Iron bound on the
eral young friends a t a party Tues County. Rockland. Maine.
larly evident
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO. westerly side of the private way that
to the marriage of Miss May Gould, day evening at her summer home at
A ttest!
Main
St..
Rockland.
Tel.
791
105-tf
leads
to the shore; thence southwester
CHARLES L VEAZIE, Register.
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Albert the Monument. In the company were
ly on the western line of said way about
P rim itiv e B e li e f , R etained
Trowbridge Gould of Boston, to Gibbs Evelyn Smith Joan Smith. Emily
one hundred und fifteen (115, feet to
Many primitive tribes still be Wincoop Sherrill.
an Iron bound on the shore; thence
The marriage j Smith> Marjorie Coffron. Kathleen
N o tic e s o f A p p o in tm e n t
northerly by and on the shore to an Iron
lieve that white men are the ghosts ceremony will take place Sept. 29 at | coffron. Theresa Huntley. Mary
bound; thence south twenty-three de
of black men, that apes are a race 3 o'clock, at the Lindsey Mf m ortal' -prone. Mi's Beatrice Haskell. Madegrees ar.d twelve minutes (S 23 deg.
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
12” E , about one hundred twenty-five
of people, and that the only natu Chapel Eoston, Ma=s. A reception at j iein° Haskell. Annette Haskell, and bate for the County of Knox ln the
(125) feet to the first bound.
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
lr.
the
A’gonquin
Club
will
follow
the
ral deaths are suicide, homicide and
Gloria Harkell. Phyllis Smith. Games the following estates the persons were
And whereas the said Medomak Na
MODERN five room and bath flat to
fatal accidents—all others being ' weddir.g ceremony.
were played and a general good time appointed Administrators. Executors. let. 20 Camden St L E JONES Tel tional Bank on the eighteenth day of
April.
1934. assigned said mortgage to
Mrs. Fred J. Overlook. Miss Hor- enjoyed. Miss Porter served ice Guardians and Conservators and on the 639-J
110-112
the work of evil spirits.—Collier's
me. the undersigned; which said assign
dates hereinafter named:
i tense Wilson and their niece Miss cream and cookies.
ATTRACTIVE furnished or unfur ment Is recorded ln said Registry. Book
Weekly.
FRANK HENRY THOMAS, late of nished apartment to let. easily heated, 173. Page 586.
Sarah Wilson of Gray, who has been
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Jameson El Camden,
deceased. August 7. 1934. La- newly decorated, garage. CALL 958-J
And whereas the condition of said
their guest for two weeks, returned mer Jameson. Jr.. Mrs. Abbie Rew vaughn Loveland Thomas of Camden was _____________________
109-111
mortgage has been broken.
The B u ,y A p h id e,
Sunday from a few days' visit in Bos bert. Miss Susan Stevens and Josef appointed Exx , and qualified by filing
Now.
therefore, by reason of the
APARTMENT at 80 Masonic St., bath
Aphides or plant lice, the ma ton. They were accompanied by Vinal of Warren. Miss Laura Wallace bond on same date.
and garage; also eight room house at 27 breach of the condition thereof I claim a
ANNIE
L
PACKARD,
late
of
Warren,
foreclosure
of said mortgage.
jority of which are females hatched Lionel C. Wilson who made a brief and Eonald Wallace of Union, spent
Chestnut St., with bath and garage
deceased. June 19. 1934. Marlon H.
(Signed, JOSEPH P CARNEY
110-tf
from unfertilized eggs, have been visit at his home.
last weekend in the W hite Mountains Haynes of New York City, was appointed I9IDOR GORDON Tel. 299-W.
Dated July 30. 1934.
105-S-lll
FOUR ROOM furnished camp to let.
known to give birth to 94 successive
passing Saturday night a t the Willey Admx.. and qualified by filing bond
August 7. 1934 Clarence W Waltz of terms reasonable
Inquire at SOUTH
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
generations without the Interven
Camp*,
and
ascending
Mt.
Washing
A reception was given the freshman
Warren, was appointed Agent In Maine. CUSHING POST OFFICE or telephone
Ananias Pletlla, of Fitchburg.
106*111 InWhereas.
tion or birth of a single male.
CHARLES A WEYMOUTH, late of I Thomaston 188-4.
________________________
class of the Thomaston High School ton via the cog railway the next day.
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
They
wore
met
bv
Carl
Rcever
and
|
Rockland, deceased. July 17. 1934, Mary i UPSTAIRS tenement to let. nve rooms by his Mortgage Deed, dated the first
in the assembly room Friday evening
J. Weymouth of Rockland, was appoint-1 and bath, at 37 Knox S t.. Thomaston, day of December. 1930, and recorded In
“G oin g W eal*’
Mrs. Theodore McLain has returned Miss Martha Stanley of Beverly, ed Exx . and qualified by filing bond *Inquire
' E J. HELLIER. Rockland Savings the Knox County Registry of Deeds.
Mass.
August 21. 1934
Bank
102-tf Book 225, Page 388. conveyed to tis. the
The expression “Going West," from a visit of two weeks with her
Harold Sawyer reports seeing an
a certain parcel o? real
BENJAMIN
T.
FALES.
late
of
South
sister
in
Kezar
Falls.
She
was
accom
EIGHT room tenement to let. with undersigned,
meaning death, Is variously de
entire
knoll
of
blueberries
in
bloom
Thomaston, deceased
August 21. 1934, modern conveniences, at 11 Union St. estate, situated ln Warren, ln the County
rived from the ancient Egyptians, panied by her daughter Pauline, who on his grounds.
Ollford B Butler of South Thomaston, Apply to BENJAMIN MILLER, 26 Ran of Knox, and State of Maine, and bound
100-tf ed and described as follows, to wit:
the Greeks and the American In after a visit with her father in New i Catherine E. Marriner, 57, wife of was appointed Exr.. and qualified by kin St. Phone 692-M
Southerly by land now or formerly of
filing bond on same date.
dians. It was a common term ln Harbor will return to Kezar Falls for John C Marriner. died at her home
SIX
ROOM
house
on
Oak
St.,
all
mod- Hector Copeland; Westerly by land now
OEOROE H KERSWELL. late "f St. ern. to let Apply ALBERT S. PETER
the winter.
or
formerly of Francis Slders and John
East Warren Thursday. Services George deceased August 21. 1934. Frank SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
the Boer war among the soldiers.
105-tf Newcomb; Northerly by land of AmJ. Russell Davis and Warren O. in
E Kerawell of 8t. Oeorge, was appointed
will
be
held
from
the
Russell
funeral
bros
Lermond, now or formerly, and
Feyler have returned (rom Eoston. home in Rockport, tim e to be an E x r. and qualified by filing bond cn
HEATED apartmenta, an mooeru. toil)
ROCK land now or formerly of Edward O'Brien;
S ale o f C alen d ar Forbidden
m om ,
Apply at CAMDEN
same date.
where Mr. Davis attended the funeral nounced.
and
Easterly
by land now or formerly of
105-tf
CHARLOTTE B SPEAR, la* ■ of Rock- LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
Sales of the old Chinese calen directors' demonstration at Harvard
Edward Watts and the Town road.
land,* deceased. August 21. 1934 William
Containing
95
acres and 104 square rods.
dar by which time was reckoned In Medical College.
W Spear of Rockland, was appointed
See deed of David Copeland to Ed
W E S T W A S H IN G T O N
Edward O'B. Burgess entertained
Admr., without bond.
accordance with changes of the
mund Copeland, dated April 9. 1835, and
recorded ln the Lincoln Registry of
WILLIAM O BICKFORD, late of War- i
nuion Is forbidden by law In the re- Thursday in honor of Sidney H MetDeeds. Book 162. Page 441, and deed of
Mrs. Smith of Waterville is visit ren. deceased. August 21. 1934. Effle M '
public of China and the police have 1calf of Rockville Center. Lon? Island
David Copeland to Edmund Copeland,
H/sler.
of
Warren,
was
appolnt?d
Admx
.
ing
her
daughter
Mrs.
Amelia
Babb.
N.
Y.
His
guests
were
Mr.
Metcalf.
dated
May 20. 7846. and recorded In Llnwithout bond.
confiscated many thousands.
I
coin
Registry of Deeds, Eastern District,
Levi Seavey. Edward Brown and Mrs. Mrs. Lo'tie Bowman an d Mrs. Lottie
MATTHEW K. LINEKIN. late of
Book
10. Page 492.
Thomaston, deceased. July 17. 1934. Lena I
Leila Smalley, who drove the auto Jones were callers Monday.
Together with all farming tools. Im
A F a m o u a M o u n ta in
Mrs Mae Hibbert was home from C. Llnekln of Thomaston, was appointed I
mobile. First a ride through Cushing.
plements and machinery now contained
Admx.. and qualified by filing bond I
The Jungfrau Is a famous moun- | witb ca];s
j j rs Carrie Young j Winthrop over last weekend
on the above described premises, and
August 21. 1934.
I all hay now contained ln the barn
tain in Switzerland, with a hotel at and Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers by
Mrs. Jane Hewitt. Mrs. Edith
ALMON B HALL, late of Vlnalhaven.
thereon, and all household furniture
the very top, 11,140 feot high. The whom they were cordially received. Hewitt of Somerville. Mrs. Alma Babb deceased August 21. 1934. Fred H. Hall i
contained ln the dwelling house, ex
of
Vlnalhaven
was
appointed
Admr
.
and
cepting
two pictures to be removed by
ar.d
Mrs.
Virginia
Bowman
were
call
They
continued
their
drive
until
they
niountuin is snow covered, with
qualified by flung bond on same date.
$> <$
<3>
I Louisa Maki.
many glaciers. The Jungfrau is one arrived at the Lobster Pot in Friend ers Sunday on Mrs. L ina Bartlett.
I Reserving and excepting, however,
HARLEY M DR A I'- late of Owl’s
Mrs. Maude Hibbert is visiting her Head, deceased. Augu t 21. 134, Ollford j
ship where lobster dinner was en
from this conveyance, that portion of
of the highlights of Switzerland.
the premises conveyed to Flora C. Pea
B Butler of South Thr nastnn. was ap
joyed. The time of the party was son Calvin in Massachusc ts.
body by Louisa Maki, by Quitclaim deed
pointed
Admr
.
and
qualified
by
filing
Miss Celia Jones is visiting with bond on same date
limited
to
a
few
hours
a*
Mr.
Metcalf
dated
October 17. 1930. recorded ln Knox
TEL. 1191
TILLSON AVENUE
F lirtatiou s G irls o f Sevillo
Registry of Deeds. Book 214. Page 545,
had planned to leave Thomaston in Hazel and Marion Hibbert.
HENRY FARRIS, lat- of Warren, de-I
In Seville, Spain, the girls boldly the late afternoon. The ride home
ROCKLAND,
ME.
and
deed
of Louisa Maki. Administratrix,
Mrs. Katherine Wellman, daughter ceased. August 21, 1921. Robert C Far- I
dated October 17. 1930. and recorded ln
flirt with their eyes nnd their fans, was by way of Waldoboro.
Celia and sons Frederick and Ernest rls of Union, was appc:.ited Admr.. and;
Knox
Registry
of Deeds. Book 228.
qualified by filing bond on same date
but are ably protected by alert du
Page 84.
were in Augusta Wednesday.
EVA D. 8N0W. late of Rockland, de- !
And.
whereas,
the
condition of said
Miss Anna Hibbert has entered ceased. August 21. 1934, Harry E. Wll- j
ennas who see that no man comes
Mortgage has been broken, now there
Knox Hospital for a three years' bur of Rockland. Was appointed Admr. 1
within conversational distance.
fore. by reason of the breach of the
d b.n.. and qualified by filing bond on
condition thereof, we claim a foreclosure
course of nurse training.

MISCELLANEOUS

TO LET

5. Provides clean, healthful condi
tioned heat all fall, winter and
spring—removes pollen and pro
vides complete circulation of
freshened purified air during the
summer.

A PRODUCT O F G E N E R A L MOTORS

FISH and
LOBSTERS
FEYLER’S

G. A. LAWRENCE CO., INC
4 9 2 M ain Street,

T e l. 2 6 0 -W

R o c k la n d . M e.
109T115

Sea C oast la C hanging

Sweden, Finland nnd Norway are
gradually rising above sea level,
while Denmark, Germany and some
other countries are sinking, declares
a scientist in Europe.
FIRST CLASS

TR U C K IN G SERVICE
ANI> FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER’S TRANSFER

W . R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

1855

1934

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
W a ld o b o r o , M e.

Artistic M emorials in Stone
____________________ IHBrK -

RUSSELL

FUNERAL HOME
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
9 Claremont St., Rockland

A fte r m a th o f V ictory

A. F. Russell, Jr., Mrs. Russell asst.

“Few triumphs are complete,"
said HI Ho, the sage of Chinatown.
"A victory too often leaves smolder
ing hatreds waiting to burst into
flame.** _____________ - — —»

Mrs. Minnie Crozier
Branches at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350

The taxi came to a halt. The
fare descended a trifle uncertainly
and proceeded to search his pockets
slowly.
“Sorry old man, he said, fi'nally,
“but I haven't a bean!”
Seeing that the driver was not
taking it too well, he added:
“That's the position, old man. and
you know you ca n ’t get blood out
of a ftone."
"No." agreed the driver, rolling up
his sleeves, “b ut w hat makes you
think you're a stone?’’

same date.
FLORENCE J. VANNAH. late of Rock
land. deceased August 21. 1934. George
A Vannah of Somerville. Mass., was ap
pointed Admr.. and qualified by filing
bond on same date Frank H Ingraham
of Rockland, appointed Agent In Maine.
CLARENCE L. CRAMER, late of Washlngton. deceased. August 21. 1934. Abbie
O Cramer of Washington, was appointed
Admx.. and qualified by filing bond
August 29. 1934
MARY E HILLS, late of Union, de
ceased. August 21. 193$, Herbert S. Hills
of Union, was appointed Admr . and
qualified by filing bond August 29, 1934
A ttest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

105-S-lll

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery

i
■
|
]

of said Mortgage.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of
August. 1934.
LOUI8A MAKI
MILMA MAKI

108-8-114

F a m ily W ashing®
Called For and Delivered

J ot

Walter Dorgan

economy

TeL 106-R

ADVERTISEMENTS

Every-O ther-D ay

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, Septem ber 15, 1934
Mrs. Wallace M. Little entertained
at a supper Thursday, honoring Mrs.
William Maxey who leaves early next
week to make her home in Portland
There were nine guests. Mrs. Maxey
received a gift

OCl ETY
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
m ent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................ ............. 770 or 704

Perry Rich and family who have
Mrs Clara Curtis is giving a bridge
betn guests of Perry's father. J. F a t her home, 42 Brewster street, Mon
Rich at Olencove, have returned to day at 7.30. Reservations may be
Detroit, Mich.
arranged by calling 1002-M.
Mrs. Lucy Nutter of St. Oeorge
and daughter Alice of Union enter
tained a party of friends Sunday a t
their summer home on Mt. Vlea-ant.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Warring
ton Oilchrest. Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Jones, Kenneth Brewster, St. George,
Bernard Butler of Union, Mrs. Gor
don Ray of Bermuda. Mrs Oertrude
Sabien and son Nelson and Jo e p h
Rhodes of Rockland.
Neighbors and friends very pleas
antly surprised Mrs. Lawrence Perry
of James street Wednesday evening,
and a shower of dainty and useful
articles bestowed upon her. Luncneon was served by Mrs. Gertrude
Sabien assisted by Mrs. Chester
Slader of Cushing. Other guests
were Mrs. Homer Farrell, Mrs. Nina
McKinney, Mr». Beatrice Cross, Mr.
and Mrs. Horatio McKinney. Chester
Slader and Lawrence Perry.

Mr. and Mrs. Boris Goldovsky
i Margaret Codd) who have been at
the Luboshutz cottage. Rockport, for
the summer, have returned to Cynwyd. Pa.
Mrs. Florence Lockwood of River
side, Conn., is guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pearson a t Cres
cent Beach.
Mrs. George B. Davis was hostess
to Tuesday Afternoon sewing Club.
JJiss Jeannie McConchie has re
turned from a visit with her sister.
Mrs. John Stanton in Danvers. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Veazie and
daughter Louise are on a motor trip
to New York and New Jersey to make
brief visits With relatives.

Recent gu'.’ts of Mr. land Mrs.
Charles A Emery, Pacific street were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter have Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Simpkins and
returned from a week’s travel in New Mr. and Mrs. Bush of Schnectady,
Brunswick, through the Matapedia N. Y.
Valley and in the Gaspe region.
Mr and Mrs. Albert McNicol (DenNuttl and their two children,
Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer has closed zllla
her cottage at Ingraham Hill and who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs
Charles McIntosh returned Monday
returned to Auburn.
to their home in Dorchester. They
enjoyed a few days' stay a t the St
Mrs. Jo:ephine Blodgett and Clair cottage. Ash Point.
guests returned Wednesday to Lex
ington.
Miss Margaret McKnight went to
Ba ton Thursday night, called there
Mrs. Gertrude Sabien of 43 James by the death of a friend.
street entertained a party of friends
at dinner Friday, Mrs Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. George F. G rant and
Gilchrest. Mrs. Lucy Nutter, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs Herbert Jacobs (WinniLena Jones of St. George, Mrs. Gor fred Grant! of Swampscott. Mass,
don Ray of Bermuda. Miss Alice have been in this city this week call
Brewster of Union. Mrs. Dorothy ing on relatives and friends.
Holderness, Mrs. Eva Robinson and
daughters Barbara and Marjorie, and i Mrs. W. W. Boynton of Belmont,
Mrs. Ruth Perry of Rockland.
Mass., and Crawford Lake, is a lunch
eon guest of Mrs. William Ellingwood
Miss Frances Garcelon returned to today.
Lewiston Sunday after spending the
Mrs. Luda Mitchell is motoring to
summer at Ingraham Hill.
New York with Dr and Mrs. George
Rev. and Mrs. Edwin Nylen of Phelan who have been at Islesboro
Royalston. Mass., are motoring to for thetr annual summer visit. Mrs
Rockland today, Mr. Nylen preach Mitchell will be their guests in New
ing a t the Congregational Church | York for a few days.
Sunday. They plan to return to
Newton Centre Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Philip Dunbar, son Philip, and
daughter Miss Virginia of Shanghai.
Miss Helen Thorndike has returned China, who have been in the States
to Bridgewater, Mass., where she is since May visiting Mr. Dunbars
a member of the faculty of the mother, Mrs. Mary F. Dunbar at
Teachers College. A portion of her Winslow, and other relatives have
annual vacation in South Thomas been joined by Mr. Dunbar who will
ton this summer was spent in a motor J remain here until January, when he
trip to California with her father. | returns to China. The family will re
W. P Sleeper, her sister. Miss Susie main in this country a year as the
Sleeper, and her aunt, Mrs. F. K. son and daughter will enter a private
school in Cambridge. Mass. The Dun
Thorndike.
bars have been guests this week
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Fiske left for of Misses Ada and Alena Young Mr.
their home in Milton. N. H . last Dunbar Is engaged in the frozen and
week, having spent August a t their dried egg business which is carried on
extensively In that country.
ccttage a t Ingraham Hill.
Ten - year - old Raphael Druian,
whose violin playing in the concert
given under the auspices of the
Camden-Rockport Lions Club Aug.
22. electrified his hearers by its bril
liant conception, has returned to the
Curtis Institute of Music, Philadel
phia, to resume his studies with
Mme. Lea Luboshutz, after spending
the summer a t "Wee Hoose," Rock-

Mrs. Myra Soule. Mrs. Thomas Mc
Kinney, Mrs. Marian G rafton of
. Thomaston. Mrs C. Carroll Howes,
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, Mr. Howes. Mrs
Lillian McRae. Mrs. Almon B. Cooper,
and Mrs E. C. Boody Jr. won honors
at the benefit card party given under
the direction of Mrs. Maude Blodgett
and Mrs. Carolyn Stewart Wednesday
afternoon and evening at the Central
Maine rooms.

A utum n F ab rics F ollow P aris

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and
son George left by motor Wednes
day for their home in Freeport, Long
Island, after spending the smmer at
South Thomaston. They are mak
ing a brief visit enroute with Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Hodson a t Reeds
Ferry, N. H.
W alter Mills. New York baritone,
returning to Whitehall Inn, Camden,
Tuesday after a month's European
trip, left by motor Friday accom
panied by his mother Mrs. Lily Mills
and Mrs. Carl D. Bradley, for New
York, motoring back by the way of
Quebec.
Mrs. Fred Nye of Marblehead,
Mass., is making a visit with her
husband a t the home of Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Estes.

at the pavilion.

A'eic York-Paria Fashiona

The hat Is a shallow-crowned tri
corne.
The standing model has a frock
of a knitted version featuring a
softly draped square neckline and
little shoulder wings of the fabric.
Large black composition square
neckline and little shoulder wings
of the fabric. Large black composi
tion buttons with rhinestone stud
ded centers match the button trim
med belt. Fulness to the straight
skirt is achieved by center front
inverted pleats. The beret with a
pancake top is ln matching mate
a smart closing device. rial.

J*HE vogue for rich and glittering
fabrics so apparent ln the Au
tumn Paris collections has an Im
portant style Interest here through
the use of "Cellophane” silt cellu
lose film. The above dress, jacket,
glove and bat ensemble designed by
Loulsesanders features this ma
terial combined with soft black
gool.
The Jacket, hat and glove ensem
ble of the girl seated Is In a woven
rerslon trimmed with novel black
silk rope rings, those on the Jacket
solving, with loops of the jacket
fabric,

u

F O Q .~ T H E ~ S E T T IN G
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"BEYOND THE LAW "
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sistaire. Mrs.
George Jackson and Miss Margery
F o rt Popham Light
Island Tuesday with Mrs. Charles
Jackson motored to Portland T hurs
Labor Day at Popham Beach J Sterling hostess. A vote of thanks
day, Miss Jackson returning to re dawned fair and warm and there was extended Mrs. Sterling for her
sume training a t St. Barnabas Hospi were many visitors at Fort Popham genuine hospitality.
tal after a few days at home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of Somer
Clambakes and picnic lunches were
enjoyed along the stonewall border ville. Mass were guests Tuesday and
Members of the T Club and hus ing the parking grounds of the fort. Wednesday of Mrs. R. T Sterling.
bands had lobster dinner on the shore But Labor Day is a •ad day for Pop
The storm last Saturday night
at Spruce Head Wednesday night, ln ham Beach, inasmuch as it means kicked up an angry sea. A crowd of
honor of Representative Moran. Those the closing of most of the cottages motorists wended their way along the
present were Mr. and Mrs. Moran. and the return of the summer peo shore drive to watch the seas roll ln.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle MacWilliams, Mr ple to their respective homes.
Cars were well filled and were com
and Mrs. Rhama Philbr.ck, Mr. and
A patrol beat has been assigned to ing and going all day.
Mrs. Carl Chrlstofferson. Mr. and the Kennebec River coast guard sta
We cannot refrain from making
Mrs Chauncey Keene. Mr. and Mrs. tion to be used for patrol duty this some mention of the greatest sea dis
J. Wesley Thurston. Mrs. Ednali Rob fall and winter. She is a fine looking aster in recent years, that of the
bins and Mrs. Alton Brown.
craft about 36 et long, painted Morro Castle We care not to visual
grey, and has ar. engine in her that ize the terrible tragic ending of the
Attending the State Library con ought to outrun almost any rum boat. I lives of men. women and children
vention in Lewiston Friday were Miss Chester Leaman came with the boat aboard that great luxury craft, we
Winifred Coughlin. Miss Ruth Rog and will remain at the station.
can only extend our sympathy to one
ers. Mrs. Stella McRae and Miss Mar
Malcolm Berry was recently trans and all connected in any way to those
garet Snow.
ferred from the coast guard station I aboard that burning ship that fatal
at Popham Beach to the Isles of dav
Miss Ruth Cobb who has been at shoals station in New Hampshire.
Friday of last week in the evening
her cottage at Coopers Beach for sev
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morong closed a fire at Peaks Island made a pic
eral weeks leaves bv motor today for the Ker.nebec House in the village last turesque picture as the Gem Ball
St Louts. She will be accompanied week Friday after a successful sea room burned flat. We watched until
by her guest, Miss Augusta K Mathieu son, and have moved to Oti field with all signs of fire had gone from our
of Nashville. Tenn.. and Mbs Marian their three children, where they will view and people from the city were
Louise Havener of Morgantown W. remain for the present. The oldest hustling to the waterfront to watch
V a.. returning to their respective daughter, Rae. starts her first term the flames from this old landmark,
homes. The party will motor back of school this month.
once an amusement place, play house
by the way of Canada, expecting to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton S. Morong and skating rink where crowds gath
have returned to Bath after spend ered for entertainment.
use about two weeks' time.
ing several weeks with his parents,
Mrs. John M. Pomeroy entertained Keeper and Mrs. Alonzo Morong.
W H IT E H E A D
Steamship Beiwindvale passed by
at tea Wednesday and at an informal
the
light
several
days
ago
on
her
way
get-together Thursday evening, hon
Mrs Lester Leighton and son re
oring MLss Margaret Snow who to Bath from Newport News, with j cently accompanied her brother Keep
6800 tons of bituminous coal aboard
leaves Tuesday for Andover, Mass.
A steamer leaded with pho phate er Beal and Mrs A. J. Beal home
bound for Bath passed by Fort : and were overnight guests at the
Mrs. Chester Black was hostess lo and
Popham Light earlv one morning la s t' Light.
the H. W. Club Monday evening, with week, trying to go up on the e b b 1 U S CO. ship Antietam was here
bridge honors falling to Mrs. William tide. She got as far as Perkins1recently bringing 57 new poles for the
Vinal of Thomaston, Mrs. Emilio Hary Island light and dropped archor to | coast guard telephones, which will
and Mrs. Fred Hain ing.
wait lor the flood tide. The Ken- . b placed at Raokliffs and Norton
nebre River is treacherous to strange ■Viands and the old ones removed.
Miss Eleanor Beal left Monday for
Nine officers and substitutes of Ed pilots at low water.
win Ijbby Relief Corps were enter
Mrs. Elizabeth Lakeman arrived at Spruce Head Village where she will
tained at covered dish suDper Wed the light recently to visit her Ister, re nme her duties as teacher of the
school there.
nesday by Mrs. Ida Huntley, presi Mrs. Alonzo Morong.
Mrs Mabel Beal of Jonesport who
dent. The evening was spent in cut
The destroyer Dewey, launched
ting patchwork.
from the Bath Iron Works ln July has been guest of Mrs. Frank Alley at
passed by Popham Eeach several i the 1 ght Is r.ow visiting her aunt ln
Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper are on a times on her wav to the Rockland Thomaston
Mrs. Clyde G rant and infant
week's visit with relatives in Sargent- course for the builders trial trips.
She is a speedy boat a~d a good ad daughter Patricia who have been at
ville.
White Head for a short stay, have
dition to Uncle Sam's fleet.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Rich have re
Mrs. Alonzo Morong and sister returned to Wiley's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Flood and
turned to Worcester, after visiting Mrs. Elizabeth Lakeman passed S at
Mr. Rich's cousin. Mrs. Elvin Rich urday in Lewiston, motoring over Christine, spent the weekend in Port
land. with Mrs. Harlan Burton
ards. They were accompanied home with Mrs. Morong's son Clifton.
A coa’t guard revenue cutter and
Charles Howard, and Miss Marion
by Mr. and Mrs. Richards for a few
a patrol boat arrived at Popham Hergleshoe of Amesbury. Mass.,
weeks' stay.
Beach Friday night to patrol the passed the weekend at Spruce Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones, Mrs. W Kennebec River.
Raokliffs Island.
Clifton Morong. son of Keeper and
E. Morgan. Mrs. Mavnard Oxton and
Mrs. L. O. Goff and son Richard,
Mrs Russell Bartlett were ln Wins Mrs. Morong. will leave Friday for who returned to the Light, with her
low's Mills yesterday to attend the East Orange. N. J„ driving Mr. and parents Mr. and Mrs. A J. Beal from
Mrs. C. C. Marsh, for whom he has a vacation, left for her home in West
funeral of Mrs. Charles Creamer.
been chauffeuring this summer.
brook Sunday, with Mr. Goff's
*• • •
Mrs. W alter O'Rourke of Philadel
r.ephew Stanley Goff.
Portland Head
phia is visiting her father Walker
Mr and Mrs. Bert Beal and son of
R. T. Sterling ar.d W. R. Hilt mo Thatcher's Island Light. Mass., re 
Brewster, Ingraham Hill. She has
with her Miss Dorothy Morris, super tored to St. George Sept. 6 and were 1cently visited Mr and Mrs. A. J.
intendent of the Philadelphia Gen guests of A. W. Hathorn.
Beal.
F. O. Hilt and Mrs. Hilt called on
eral Hospital.
Vincent Alley, John Alley, Alice
Keeper Elliott and family at Two and Evelyn Alley, with their* mother
J. Harry Boynton of Lexington, Lights. Cape Elizabeth. Sunday. Mr Mrs. Frank Alley and Mrs S F.
Mass., is a t Crescent Beach for the Elliott is nearly recovered from a re Flood and daughter motored Wed
weekend, and with Mrs. Boynton will cent illness.
nesday to Jonesport where the four
, return Monday.
Good Timers held a picnic at Peaks children will attend school.

Mrs. Adelaide Dart, and son Edird Dart, who have been a t their
mmer home at South Hope for a
w weeks since returning from Engnd, left Wednesday by motor for
ovidence, by the way of the White
ountains.

Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
entertained at picnic supper Wed
nesday Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ludwick,
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike, Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Havener, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier,
Dr. and Mrs. E. jW. Peaslee. Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Cook, Robert Pack
ard, Dr. and Mrs. Cro by F. French,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Haraden, Mr.
and Mrs., Edward Gonia, Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Richardson and Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Perry. After supper
1 adjournment was made to the dance

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

i

Miss Anne McLaughlin on a vaca>n from Senter Crane's has been
ending the week with Mr. and Mrs.
hn Purdy in Portland.

Outing Club had luncheon at
Cook's Sandwich Shop, Martinsville,
Wednesday, then going to the home
of Mrs. Leola Rose for the afternoon.

U N U S U A L FACTS R EVEA LED -by “Movie

Mrs. Grace Keller had as recent
guests Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rendell
Miss Marian Weidman of Rock of Swampscott, Mass.
port and Mrs. Ibra Ripley, with
Mrs. Henry Jordan, Warren street
Oeorge Crcckett, driving, motored to
Lakewood Tuesday to see “The Big who has been quite ill at her home, is
Improving slowly.
Hearted Herbert.”

The Merri-Meeters were enter“Sixteen Years Afterward" is to tained Thursday by Mrs. Merrill
be the subject of F. A. Winslow's talk Bartlett at South Thomaston.
next Tuesday, at 7 p m. at the Edu
cational club picnic with Mrs. Karl
Lucille Rankin; Rose Whitmore,
Packard. Rockville and will be his Richard Britt, Charles Havener, Wil
first presentation of this intriguing liam Glover, Jr., Russell Bartlett, Jr.,
topic before a woman's organization.; and Hervey Allen Jr., went to Orono
Tuesday to enter the freshman class
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown of i at University of Maine.
Everett. M ass. and Ingraham Hill, j
Mrs Albert Guptill and Mrs. Eugene
Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura
Lyddic were dinner guests of Mrs. j Pales who have been at Crescent
Alice M. Spear, Old County road. J Beach for the summer leave Monday
Tuesday.
for Belmont. Mass.

P age Seven

Mr. and Mrs. George Bell and son.
W I N. Club had picnic supper and
John Bell, have returned to Little cards at the Perry cottage. Holiday
Falls, N. J., after visiting Mrs. Ade- Beach, last evening, with Mrs. Ralph
laide Dart at South Hope.
Glendenning as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker had as
A homecoming supper and recep
recent guests Mrs. Walker's brother. tion were tendered Rev and Mrs. J.
Howard S Baker, and daughter. Ma- Charles MacDonald Wednesday at the
rian, of Whitman, Mass.
First Baptist parlors with 160 ln attc ndance. The occasion aLso served as
Mrs. Celia Stewart and daughter. a greeting to those who had become
Miss Dorothy Stewart have returr.e 1 members of the church during the
to Bridgeport. Conn., after spending past year. Charles H. Morey acted
a master of ceremonies. The infor
several weeks at Crescent Beach.
mal nrogram Included remarks by
Mr. and Mrs. William Clements a! various church people and musical
South Thomaston have as guests Mr selections. Fall flowers formed effec
and Mrs. Faunce Thorndike of Mal tive decorations.
den.
Mies Caroline Jameson leaves today
Miss Winona Newton has return'd on a two weeks' motor trip to North
from a visit with her aunt. Mbs Carolina with Miss Moselle Dailey of
Agnes Shibles, in Boston.
Mechanic Falls and Miss Olive Beverstock of Boston.
Mrs Sidney Arey of Rockville Cen
ter, Long Island, was a guest Thurs
Mir. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson
day of Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby at and Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Greenlaw
The Highlands.
of North Haven have returned from
Mrs. A. M. Moody, Mrs. Harry a trip to the White Mountains.
French. Mrs. Lillian McRa". Mrs
Mrs. J. E. Parson has as guests Mr.
Hattie Davies and Mrs. Millie Thomas
won honors in bridge when the E.F A. and Mrs. Stanley Farnham of De
Club was entertained Wednesday at troit. On Thursday Mr. and Mrs.
picnic dinner and cards by Mrs Ben Farnham. Mrs. Passon and son Jack,
jamin Philbrook and Mrs A. R. Baeh- motored to Northeast Harbor and
elder at the former's cottage at Pleas were dinner guests of Mrs. Charles
Ward. While in that vicinity they
ant Beach.
visited Cadillac Mountain and other
jc°nic
spots.
Rev. and Mrs. Walter S. rounds
leave loday for Cambridge, Mass.,
where they will take up their resi
Thompson'’ Highland Inn pave a
dence.
dinner party Wednesday. Guests
wi re Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler
i Mr. and Mrs William Maxey leave of Thoma'ton. Mrs. C. O. Woollard of
; early next week to make their heme Boston and Harry Ware of Water
' with their daughter JQrs. Millard ville.
Goff, West street, Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughn have
Mr. ar.d Mrs. W. A. Glover arc a t returned from Cambridge, Mass.
tending the Savings Bank Convcntioj
at Poland Spring.
The d c ’crt bridge given at Mrs. H
Mr?. Blanche Maxey who leaves II. Stickney’s summer home at Crawnext week to make her home in Port ferd Lake Wednesday was a gratify
land was tendered a farewell party ing success, a tidy sum being realized
Wednesday evening at the home ol fc- the Woman’s Community Club ot
Mrs. Raymond Watts, Broadway, Union to aid in their major project—
these present being Mrs Susie Camp- paying the salary of a public school
i bell, Mrs. Abbie Campbell. Mrs. Millie music supervisor. There were three
Thomas. Miss Margaret Stevens, Mrs tables of contract, six of auction, an.l
Amy Tripp Mrs. Belle Frost. Mrs :: veral guests played guessing games.
i Thelma Stevens. Miss Ida Stevens Attractive prizes brought from Italy
Miss Pearl Borgerscn and Mrs. Annie by Mrs. Stickney were awarded to
Ccndon. Mrs. Maxey was present Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton and Mrs. J.
F ad Knight, ln contract; Mrs. Fred
ed with a gilt.
Burkett of Union. Miss Raychel Em
Baraca Class -was entertained de ir on of Warren and Mrs. Ada Lucas
lightfully Wednesday evening bv cf Union, in auction; and Mrs. Oliver
Capt. and Mrs Elmore Strout in Kills and Miss Bertha Knight in
Newcastle. In the afternoon Mrs. gu .ssing games.
[ Strcut served tea to several of the
Percival—“T hat was the unkind, ladies who went early. Picnic supper
1was spread on long tables in the ga e?t cut of all. as the poet says."
Penelope—‘W hat was?"
! rage. 40 enjoying It. Outdoor games
Percival—“I showed her one of my
and pitching horseshoes occupied a t
tention until dark, the guests then boyhood pictures with my father
adjourning to indoors for games and holding me on his knee, and she
a social sing.

said, 'My, who is the ventriloquist'?”

C O L U M B IA

SELECTED

A

S IT E IN TH E S O L E D A D CANYON,
THE

SCENE O F

T L lT L E E

S E N S A T IO N A L
T R A IN -H O L D -U P S
S IN C E

THE

B U IL D IN G OF T H E

.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

WHEN THE C AM ERAM AN SAYS A PRINT ZT
’ COOKED; HE MEANT IT is OVER- DEVELOPED.

Patricia c a r o n 's earliest
A M B IT IO N WAS TO B E
STREET-CAR C O
DUCTOR SO SHt
COULD HAVE
O F N/CRELS FOR CANDY.

Z —

W H E N TIM M c COY IS NOT WORK
ING A T THE S T U D /O YOU CAN FtN D
H IM O N HIS 1 5 ,0 0 0 A C R E R AN C H
H ER D IN C OVER 2 0 0 0
H E A D OF C A T T L E .

while she has employment ln Rock
Mackinac Island
P L E A S A N T P O IN T
land.
Mackinac island, where the wa
Mrs. Lawrence Stlmpson was a
ters of Lakes Michigan, Huron und
Mrs. George Harlow and ton of Rockland visitor recently.
Superior meet, was called by the
Beverly. Mass., and friends arc en
M„- Melba Ulmer and Hiram Ul
Indians Michlllniaekiunc, meaning joying a vacation at the cottage of
mer have returned home after spend
"Great Turtle.” They reckoned it Leila Clark at Gay's I land.
ing a few days ln Rockland.
the abiding place of spirits and left
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Seavey a t 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Davis were
many a peace offering there in the
tended Monday the graduation exerrecent
guests
of
friends
in
Bluehlll.
calcerous rock caves.
c'se; at the S tate Street Hospital, ln
Mrs. Eliza Bicknell and friends of Portland, their daughter, Oladys
Thomaston were at Gay's Island Seavey bcir.j one of the graduates.
U ie of Rosin
They were accompanied by their son
Statistics Indicate that over one- Tuesday.
Mrs. Jeannette Willey is now ,in and his wife. Mr. and Mrs. I^Roy
flfth of the American domestic con
sumption of rosin goes into varnish Thomaston where she will reside Seavey of Camden.
nnd allied products, nnd that only
the paper and soap Industries use
TURNED O V E R -G O IN G 60 MILES AN HOUR
larger quantities of rosin.
G ive Other* a C h a n ce

"If you has done anything to brag
about," said Uncle Ehen, “don't try
to take full charge of de conversa
tion. Remember, dar's a lot o'
folks dat feel de same way about
delr-selves."
G rizzly Bear* S to re U p Food

The feeding habits of black and
grizzly bears differ notably in one
respect. The grizzly often stores
fish or hides u carcass for future
use, a tiling that the black hear
never does.
Perplexing

“When we are perplexed," snid
III Ho, the stage of Chinatown, “we
wait for a man with an Idea. When
he arrives thousands of us begin
showing how we think we can bet
ter It."
Golden R agw ort

The golden ragwort or squawweed, Is white-cottony when young.
In its maturity, when It has waited
long in the sun and remained In Its
place, it is crowned witli gold (low
ers.
Church He* F o ld in g Seat*

A Methodist chapel nt Itrenn,
England, on a site where John Wes
ley prenched 150 years ago, Is
equipped with folding scuts, a nov
elty for churches ln that country.

The life of a stunt driver for the automobile companies is not an easy
one, as you can readily gather from this picture. Lucky Teter, etunt d riv e r
extraordinary, considers this part of his everyday work, and to fa r hag
come out unhurt. Teter, strapped in the driver's te a t of this Plymouth ear,
sent it hurtling along at 60 miles an hour and then turned it over in the
manner shown. It it all part of his job which demonstrated the durability
of the car.

M O N DA Y-TU ESD AY

Pyram id 6 ,0 0 0 Y ear* Old

The oldest large building In the
world has been determined to he
the “Step Pyramid" In Egypt, esti
mated to be 6,000 years old.

LE S LIE HOWARD

U. S. M oney in P anam a

W . SOMERSET
M A U G H A M 'S
G R E A T HEART
DRAMA

United States coins and paper {
money circulate through the Re- j
public of Panama almost to the ex
clusion of other money.
“ S p a ce” Glows M ora T han Star*

Interstellar fog Is luminous with
bluish color. ‘‘Space" glows with
more light than that of all stars
combined.
P olicem an N o t W ork er

In a recent compensation claim
case in Manchester, England, the
Judge ruled that n policeman Is not
a worker.
A Land B rid g e V an ish ed

W uh

Australia and South America
were once connected by a land
bridge which hug long since disap
peared.

BETTE DAVIS
F R A N C E S DEE
KAY J O H N S O N
REGINALD DENNY

3 0 0 Groom* a t T rack

About 300 grooms are required
during the racing season nt the
Lexington (Ky.) track.

NOW
p l a y in ;

R O B E R T M O N TG O M E R Y

ln
"T H E U ID E O V T i”

Bird* Sw im W ith W ing*

Many species of water birds use
their wings for swimming only.
Started Prohibition

The first great prohibition move
ment arose ln Arabia.

Shows. 2.00, 7.00, 9.00
Continuous Saturday
2.30 to 11.00

P age E ig h t

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, Septem ber 15, 1934
T H E M A N K R E U N IO N
O N T H E ST . G E O R G E S

THE REALM OF MUSIC
G la d y s S t .

C la ir M o rg a n

OF HUMAN BONDAGE AT STRAND

A Paper on Dr. Moses Robinson
and the Scotch-Irish, read by
Philip A. Hazelton of Freeport at
the Robinson Reunion in St. George

j

O n e o f th e L argest o f the!
S u m m er, a n d O n e o f the!
B est, M em b ers T h o u g h t

A real reunion did you say? Yes,
that is exactly the kind the Mank
The earliest extensive settlements j
family held a t North Waldoboro.
in the region around the St. Georges !.
The
day was all that could be de
River
were
made
by
Scotch
people
This has been a summer of "high- | coaching. The final number was
sired. The crowd compared favora
lights” for me—seeing Maude Adams Toccata and Fugue in D minor, by who came here from the north of !
in “Twelfth Night" having delightful Bach, which has been Ruth's chief Ireland, of whom our ancestor Dr.
bly. There were 125 adults and
contact with Harriet Ware and W al work with Mr Harms this summer, Moses Robinson was one. T hese;
Juniors present as well as 28 attrac
te r Mills and with Mr Mills' charm  and in this she came into her own. Scotch-Irish were already used to
IK
tive
children and babies. The fore
ing mother and her friend Mrs. It was played with assurance, with pioneering in a new country. Large
noon was passed socially, telling
Bradley our own lovely Rubinstein brilliancy, with particularly fine work I parts of Ireland had been devastated
stories and recalling old times. At
Club concert1 in Rzw.n<,r,H•
Rockland; «v.ui
social a f in the Fugue given with marvelous by the wars which the English fought
fairs at Whitehall Inn and elsewhere; cbs-rvance of rhythm. This number to subdue the country, and these
IELCO HEAT IS BACKEI BY:
exactly noon the three long tables
the four Camden concerts; singing showed to full advantage the progress Scotch people had gone over to
loaded with delicious food were soon
under Wellington Smith's baton in 'he has made under Mr Harms' settle north Ireland again. They
1— D e lc o ’s vast la b o r a t o r y f a c ilit ie s .
filled, and all partook of the bounti
the Thomaston concert; nearing Dr teaching these past few weeks, and were sturdy Presbyterians, and were
ful repast served In picnic style.
Marv Ellen Chase at Aina; intei;view- merited the unstinted praise poured often in trouble with the native
2 — G e n e r a l M o t o r s ’ 2 5 y e a rs ’ e x p e r i
After dinner singing by a mixed
ing unusually interesting people; com- out on the young pianist. Mr. Harms' I Irish Catholics or with the Estaben ce w it h th e c o m b u s tio n o f liq u id
quartet was enjoyed. The bu iness
lng to know Ada Zeller; meeting old pleasure in his pupil was apparent,
lished Church of England
meeting was called to order by Presi
friends whom I had not seen in years; !
. . . .
Several times they suffered in up5 ie ls . 3 — A r e s p o n s ib le lo c a l d e a le r
receiving many helpful and compli- ' Ruth's manner deserves more than ! risings of the native Irish. In 1688,
dent L. I. Mank and officers were
cho en: President. L. I. Mank; vice
mentary letters from near and far; parsing mention. She was dressed when England rose against the
president, George Benner; secretary,
seeing the beautiful Griffin rock sar- 5implv and ln gfKxl Uste and con. Catholic king. James II. the native
FA. Flanders; treasurer, H. B.
den at Lincolnville Beach: the Sun- ducted herself with a quiet and nat- Irish, who were supporters of James,
Bowers; entertainment committee,
day at Round Pond with Dr and Mrs. ural charm that appealed td every- attacked the Scotch Irl h town of
Mr and Mrs. George Benner. Nellie
John Smith Lowe and their good , one. She went about and chatted a Londonderry, and besieged it for 105
Winchenbaugh, Marguerite Orff and
friends—these are Just bits chosen few minutes with the various guests, days. But though they were reduced
Judson Benner; program committee.
here ar.d them at random out of | an(j jf she
nervous when she to eating rats the Scotchmen held
E. D. Mank, Lura Walter, Poster
many, many lovely things that have wcnt t0 the pian0 a5sorption in her out till they won. as Scotchmen have
D elco Heat is in automatic o il burner that will stay automatic. And
Mank. Oraville Shuman, Ruby Allen,
fal.en to my lot during the past two \ musjC ?oon overcame it. While she a way of doing. Many Scotchits cost is amazingly low .
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Duncan,
Roger
Teague
Irish
who
later
came
to
New
Eng
and one-half months, and which bas noise and assurance, she is never
The novel which unpretentiously intellectual woman, but fails to re- and Mrs. Overlock. It was voted to
D elco Heat’s Fuel Control and perfected pressure-type atomization
have given me much happiness, and obtrusive or presuming:
“quiet land were veterans of this famous
emanated from a small cottage in ciprocate her love. Then a poor but hold next reunion at same place the
memories to treasure and re-live charm" best describes her personality, siege.
cut
fuel costs to the bottom —produce more heat from the lowest
It must have been about the time England to impress a war-imbued * ± br! d wo™ n ° ffers him complete last Wednesday in August, by invita
when the wind whistles in the chim- | j wag verv prOud of her—proud not
priced
domestic fuel o il. And the burnqr itself is so sim ple that there's
tion
of
W
M.
Morse
of
Maple
.
j
happiness.
The
strange
attachment,
of
this
famous
siege
that
our
ances
ney and the snow piles deep round onlv of her accomplishments that
world and garner classic fame and to his -rirst tove persists, and he
The committee presented
nothing to get out o f order. Actually, there is but one moving part.
w,‘P,e j
/ . ! night but proud that she has dis- tor. Moses Robinson was born. He popularity through the years, finally takes her back after her many re- Grange.
this program: Song, mixed quartet:
And Just as the davs were begin- p,avpd a Mlck-to-it-lveness that has heard his parents talk about it in
W e invite you to call and sec D elco Heat in actual operation and to
current departures with other men prayer. Rev. Mr. Duncan; vocal solo.
his earliest years. It is not at all comes to the motion picture screen
n r j to quiet down a bit came an In- brought h„ where she
now
compare
it with any other o il burner. And, by all means, he sure to
Doris
Overlock;
trombone
solo.
“Of
Human
Bondage"
powerfully
Only
her
death
affords
him
full
freeon from William Harms to b" abjy few people realize how the child impossible that they lived in Lon
get a copy o f our Show -D ow n Chart which gives comparative fuel costs.
among his guests at a small studio bas worited the past few years in her donderry or its vicinity and saw it depicts the poignant drama of a dom from the strange spell and the Chester Duncan; recitation. Bessie
Smith vocal duet, Ruby Allen and
physically handicapped youth whose real enjoyment of life
gathering and hear Ruth Dondis mu<dc practicing hours and hours with tneir own eyes.
disability earns him romantic tragedy
The dramatic action of “Of Human Foster Mank; reception, Virgulia
p.ay. Ruth has been studying with \ and carrying it along all the time
Crippled, sensitive, cultured, the hero Bondage” passes against the colorful Smith; solo, Roger Teague; solo,
Mr. Harms this summer, and I had with her school work which suffered
Moses' father was probably a man
Shirley Howard; duet, Doris Over
been wishing so much to hear her in no wav as sbe came out at the end I of some importance in his com of Maugham's novel, solicitous for backgrounds of picturesque towns in look and Edna Howard. Alice Dun
and understanding thrusts him- France and England Among the
p'ay. So a recent evenirg found , Of her four vears in High School with munity because his son received more love
impetuously on his first romantic varied interesting settings are stu- can, Doris Overlook and Grace
Charlotte Cross Jackson and me on I an honor part and bearing an envi- 1than ordinary education. Quite pos- self
adventure He becomes Infatuated dents' quarters, medical study rooms, Jameson were the accompanists.
our wav. Hearing music issuing able record of achievement—a Na- sibly it was from his father that with a tawdry, promiscuous girl. For typical London gardens and the Rev. and Mrs. Duncan, Doris Over
forth from a rtudio built picturesque- tional Honor Society student, having Moses got his medical knowledge. escape, he turns to a compassionate Parisian a rt sector —adv.
look and Roger Teague responded to
6EHERAL MOTORS VALUE
lv over a garage with graceful wind- appeared in three plays, and par In th o e days young doctors usually
encores.
got
their
skill
either
by
inheritance,
ing stairs leading to it up we went, tic’pating in many other activities
Ice cream was then served. Oreat
a t it t i F R F T T F R
certain we were right. But we walked Principal Blaisdell speaks of her as an , or by apprenticeship as people learn garrison, at Thomaston for some 16
credit Is due those who were ln
« u i i i l- l d l i i c-rx
ln—not on William Harms—but on outstanding student in every respect. 1trades like carpentry or printing to- years before this. It was located near
charge lor their unceasing efforts to
the
present
railroad
station,
on
the
the Curtis String Quartet evident
. . . .
day.
make this day to linger in the minds
..
.
.
Times began to be hard ln Ire- site later occupied by the Knox L atest S u r v e y o f N e w E ng- of those present. Members were
ly hard at work on some intricate
Ment’on.
too.
should
be
made
of
jand
about
the
time
Moses
was
20
passage of a new number Having re
R O C K L A N D , M E.
T E L . 2 6 0 -W
Dr. Moses and the other settlers
land A p p le C rop S h o w s present from Rockland. Portland. 4 9 2 M A IN S T .
ceived a charming little note from Mrs. George s vision and interest for y?ars ojd t 0 protect English farmBath; also from Boston and other
108-8-114
Ruth
In
addition
to
being
Ruth's
ers
and
manufacturers
.the
English
built
their
one
room
log
cabins
next
r
r
t
Orlando Cc’e. the 'cellist of the quar
cities In Massachusetts. This was
0 « Im p rovem en t
tet. only a few days previous. I intro teacher, she has made it possible for government forbade the Irish to ex- to the river, which was the only
the
twentieth
reunion
of
the
family
------duced m”'elf and thereby had a the girl to practice in her home, and port any farm products or woolen highway, there being only paths beand “progression" not “depression”
New England's apple crop as viewed was the pass word. If it is only one
pleasant chat with the boys, for they has constantly “held the torch on goods. When the leases on their tween the houses for a long time
high"
for
greater
achievement.
Her
farms ran out, for most of the land With the help of his boys, he soon on gept. l. bv the crop reporting
are nothing bu* boys after all. even
has been limitless, and her in North Ireland was held by land cleared enough land to p.ant a pota- service of the U. S Department of reunion, make ours that reunion.
If their work bears the earmarks of interest
In behalf of all I wish to thank the
vision
a
certainty
th
a
t
the
future
maturity. From Mr. Cole we got our holds premise for the gifted girl. lords. two or three times the origi to patch, andperhaps some medic:- Agriculture, although estimated at dinner committee and all who assist
nal plants. They probably had pigs considerable below the five-year aver- ed on the excellent program in any
final directions to find Mr. Harms' Too much cannot be said of her de nal rental was charged.
Then. too. the e Scotch Pre;by- a.nd poultry, and perhaps a few cat- nge sh(?wed a six. pprcent in . way.
studio
Votion. and if^ the future does bring terians were forced to pay tithes for tie. But for a number of y tw s they crfase over tbe estimate of a month
Florence A. Flanders, Sec.
We were among the early comers forth success for Ruth7 ’Mrs. George the
„ „ support of „the
„ _________
O U R AD-TAKER WILL
Established spent most of their time getting out aao and a to,a] of 2.974 000 bushels,
had a chance to inspect the s*udio must feel that she has played a big Church of England They were ex cordwood and staves forC ol. Waldo. There is an estima’ed 2.203.000 bushBE
GLAD TO HELP Y O U
aPd ? itVC
Har!ns .'eU„ “ a
bl* P31-1 hi
fulfilment.
eluded from all civil and military of- or working at hU lime kiln, located e„ ,n commercial aop]es Or # Rain
about it. It was original.y an o d
But to go back to the studio again— , flces, and their ministers were pro ^ r e tu r n ^ o r th® wo£rk the°yn r^e’ ved ‘J ™ b’^
s
the crop antic‘Pa tbarn belonging to the Annie Rus-ell before dispersing. Mr Harms played , hibited from performing marriages,
BEAUTY
SAFETY
estate It was purchased by Mrs several request selections for his j These conditions combined to put supplies of food from Boston. When
Apple prospects improved in MasECONOMY
Bok who had an architect rcmo"'e’ it vuests to the Joy of all. As you know these sturdy Scotchmen in a mood to these did not arrive they lived on »chu.sett«
during August and re
Into a studio building, carried out on yjr Harms has been under Josef pioneer once more in a new country, fish, clams, groundnuts, and game mained unchanged
in the other New
Three Reasons Why You Should
simple lines yet ideal for that pur- Hofmann's tutelage for several years even though it were 3000 miles away, killed In the woods.
Fngland States. Baldwins. Northern i
pose An added portion contains a and
conceded to be his “star"
in the years after 1715 so many
Buy
Spv and Gravenrtein varieties offer '
(Concluded
in
Tuesday's
issue)
bedroom and bath and close by the pupil He is also a member of the people went to America that some
extremelv light crons this year while
st^ps leading to the studio p r o p r is Curtis Institute faculty despite his thought the north of Ireland would
the McIntosh and Wealthy have mod- (
a kitchenette with crisp gingham youth, and is already attracting wide be entirely depopulated. Often whole
erate crops. Other varieties will |
Lorry
Is
hanging' shut away from prying ve- attention in the musical world. He congregations went in a body with W ood-Burning
Super-Safe Refrigerator
®
h a v e c o m p a ra tiv e ly lig h t c ro p s th is
by a huge screen The most striking played for us first Brahms' Gavotte their minister.
D ev elo p e d by Japanese season.
feature of the studio room is the fire- m A major, enchantingly lovely, and
. . . .
Tokvo. Japan.—lapan's w..o<l
SUtM the total
p'ace and chimney constructed out I then Debussy's Prelude in A minor
PHONE
t
apple cron of 111.703 000 bushejs is
of field rock—ju t right with the raft- marvelously played. March by ProSometime about the year 1730. or tb u rn in g m o to r
442 MAIN ST.,
1
'
.
a y li a h t im p r o v e m e n t o v e r th e
ROCKLAND
770
ers and beams of the room.
kokiev was next called for. a spirited Pe rh *p s earlier. Dr. Moses Robinson, oped by th e a rm y p ro b ab ly w ill be
crop expected on Aug. 1 and com - |
On the walls are a few large framed modem that stirTed. and I fina’ly “ Is wife Mary, and their young famiconfined la rg e ly to a rm y use be pares with 142 981.000 bushels har- t
pictures and smal’er prints; colorful asked for the Fire Dance by deFaila.
embarked in a sailing ship at Loncause o f th e In a b ility to supply s u f j vested in 1933
Commercial apple j
printed hangings are at the windows; which Mr. Harms played in a Cam- “enderry or Belfast for the long
fic ie n t fu e lin g s ta tio n s to m ake a
production is estimated at 67.863.000
there are shelves .bearing quain* po‘- den concert two summers ago and vo>'a8e to America, a voyage which
m ore g e n e ra l use a v a ila b le .
bushels.
terv pieces A table bears choice books, which has lingered In the memory of ln tbosc days i arely took less ' “ a p
In most of the Eastern States j
T h e new tru c k w ith a sm all wood
a lovely framed picture of Mrs. Bok. all who heard it then.
two months. These
Scotch-Irhh
b u rn e r a t one side an d a boiler be weather conditions have Eteen favor-1
and a squat brass bowl. filled that
It is a thrilling number with its immigrant ships were usually misable during August and the crop is I
n eath was proved p ra c tic a l so fa r as
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